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Preface 

 

 There are a seemingly endless number of courses out there online 

that offer to teach you Brazilian Portuguese, and it can be a real challenge 

to know where to devote your time and energy to get the most effective 

information.  

 

 That is why I have personally created my 7-Day Portuguese course.  

I have taken all my personal challenges from the roller coaster that has 

been my learning experience and condensed them down into easy-to-

follow lessons where I teach you exactly what you need to know to start 

speaking Portuguese like a Native Brazilian as fast as possible, without 

wasting your time. 

 Join me as I teach you, firsthand, how to bypass all the hurdles that 

come with learning one of the most beautiful languages on Earth so that 

you can enjoy all the benefits that come along with your newly acquired 

abilities! 

 

- Galilee Berman 



 

 

 

In This Course, You’ll Learn… 

 

➢ My best methods for pronouncing the Portuguese accent, 

diphthongs, and nasal sounds, so that you can speak like a 

native Brazilian, even if you do not know a single word in 

Portuguese! 

 

➢ The fool-proof way to ensure you can confidently call on your 

Portuguese in any situation so that you can interact and 

participate in any discussion and add value to the conversation. 

 

➢ How to use my “Cognate System,” to jumpstart your vocabulary 

and usability so that you can start speaking useful Portuguese 

immediately after finishing the course. 

 

➢ How to use my own mistakes and personal experiences to 

propel you towards fluency so that you don’t have to struggle 

anymore in your own journey. 

           

 

 

 

 



Hello, And Welcome!  

 

Welcome to my 7-Day Portuguese course. 

 

I am very glad that you have taken this step in your learning process and 

that you are giving me the opportunity to impart what I have learned about 

Brazilian Portuguese on to you.  

Now, I don’t want you to think that I created this course expecting you to 

memorize all of this information in just 7 days. The reason I call the course 

7-Day Portuguese is not because it only takes 7 days to learn the 

language, but rather because these lessons work best when they are done 

consecutively, and on a daily basis. 

 

I have separated the lessons into 7 main modules that each teach concepts 

that build on the previous ones. The bottom line is that learning a language 

is something of a never-ending process, and so it is up to you to decide 

when you feel satisfied with your level of fluency.  

 

Now that you own this course, you can review the material over and over 

again, as many times as is necessary to learn the information to your 

satisfaction. And, I highly encourage you to do so. 

 

This 1st module is a general overview of learning Portuguese and does not 

strive to teach the language just yet, but rather, it is to get you ready to start 

learning. Though you may be eager to jump ahead, I encourage you to take 

in everything I have to say here first as it is much more important than it 

may seem just yet. 

Before we get started on any of the course material, I wanted to take just a 

few moments to share a little about myself so that you can really 

understand where I’m coming from as we go along in these lessons 

together. 



My name is Galilee Berman. I was born and raised on a little-known island 

near the city of Seattle, in the state of Washington. I traveled to Brazil for 

the first time in 2015 to attend my brother’s wedding, at which time, I did 

not speak even 1 word of Portuguese.  

While I was there, in the city of São Paulo, I met the woman who would 

later become my wife and that is where my journey with Portuguese began. 

I’ve traveled throughout Brazil many times since then and I have gained a 

lot of firsthand experience with the language and culture. 

I have created this course to help you start speaking Portuguese as fast as 

possible by using what I have learned over the years about what works and 

what doesn’t work. 

 

About This Course 

So now that you know a little about me, let me go on to explain a bit about 

this course and what it is designed for.  

I have created this course with a basic assumption that you, as the learner, 

already have a working knowledge of the English language and, at least, 

an entry level understanding of American English grammar. This is 

something of a pre-requisite because my methods for teaching and my 

various tips and advice use what you already know in English to lead you to 

an understanding of Portuguese.  

The primary goal of this course is not to make you 100% fluent in 

Portuguese by the end of it, but rather, to teach you how to understand the 

language by explaining its structure, the various nuances, and the most 

confusing aspects of it that make most people give up before they ever 

really even get started. Though 100% fluency is not the ultimate goal of this 

course, you will walk away knowing much more than you will need to know 

to get by in Brazil. 



As I said, I have created the course in a 7-day format. Meaning that you 

should do one module each day for 7 days, as each lesson builds on the 

previous ones. After the 7th day, you will have all the tools you need to go 

out into the world and start building your Portuguese vocabulary and 

adapting what you have learned here to your own personal needs. 

 

Everyone’s story is a bit different and not everyone is trying to learn 

Portuguese for the same reasons. Keep that in mind as you go along. 

Consider how you can take what you learn here and use it in your own life 

to make it relevant to you and your own personal goals. 

Of course, you can do all 7 modules in 1 day if you should so choose, but I 

do not recommend that. When it comes to learning a language, it is a lot 

like learning to drive a car, it is best to practice a little each day and let your 

brain relax and process the information rather than cramming in hours and 

hours of studying into one session. 

A few important points to note: 

• This course is meant to get you speaking basic Portuguese quickly. 

• You will encounter some simple concepts and some pretty difficult 

ones. 

• I will be using my own personal experience in order to teach you what 

I have learned.  

• And last, but not least, perfection is not the goal.  

When I say that perfection is not the goal, what I really mean to say is that 

you should not be trying to learn Portuguese with the belief that you can be 

100% fluent someday. The truth is that it is essentially impossible to be 

100% fluent in any language and it is best to abandon that idea as soon as 

you can.  

 

For example, I was born and raised speaking English, and yet, I can open 

up any number of English-written books and encounter several words 



throughout that I have never seen before.  

As I’m sure you have also experienced.  

 

But being fluent does not necessarily have to mean knowing a bunch of 

words. It means that you understand the structure of the language and how 

it works so that when you do learn a new word, you can plug it in and use it 

without getting tripped up on the grammatical applications of it. And that 

right there is what this course is aiming to accomplish; to get you to the 

point where you can learn any new word in Portuguese and immediately 

know where to put it and how to use it. 

 

And so, with that said, if you’re ready, let’s begin. 

 

 



Day 1: Let’s Get Started! 

 

Lesson 1 - Introduction To Brazilian Portuguese 

 

What good would any course be if it didn’t first start off by giving a 

backstory of the topic at hand?  

Well… not very good, I think. So, let’s do that now.  

As you are aware by this point, Brazilians do not speak Spanish, as a 

majority of the English-speaking world tends to assume. But rather, they 

speak Portuguese which comes, of course, from the country of Portugal.  

Now, the reason so many people think that Brazilians speak Spanish is due 

to the fact that pretty much the rest of South America does.  

Spain and Portugal are countries in Europe that border each other and both 

countries colonized different areas of South America hundreds of years 

ago, much as the British colonized the United States. For this reason, 

pretty much everywhere south of Texas and California, people’s first 

language is typically either Spanish or Portuguese, rather than English.  

As you can imagine, the hundreds of years that have passed since Brazil’s 

colonization has led to the Portuguese language differing a bit from its 

native homeland in Portugal. In fact, Brazilian Portuguese can be 

considered quite different at this point. Much like the differences between 

American English and the English you would encounter in England, for 

example. The languages are the same at their core, but there are many 

words, phrases, euphemisms, and slang terms that simply would not be 

understood from one country to the other without familiarity of both.  



And not only that, but even in Brazil itself, depending on the region in which 

you are physically located, there are differences in words, pronunciations, 

and even in the accent itself. For example, think about the differences 

among the accents in say, Louisiana or Alabama and that of New Jersey or 

New York.  

 

The language is still English, but the differences among the accents, 

depending on which state you are in, cause the language to seem almost 

foreign. It is the same way in Brazil. As we go along, we will discuss more 

about the various accents for specific regions and how to deal with this as 

you continue learning.  

And don’t worry, it’s not as difficult as it might seem at first. And, as always, 

I’ve got a few tricks to help you through it! 

 

 

            



Lesson 2 - Myth-Busting And Building Confidence 

 

At this point it is probable that you have some preconceived notions about 

what it takes to learn a language. Maybe you have tried before and didn’t 

see the success you were hoping for, or maybe you have always wanted to 

but never felt like you would be able to. Well, regardless of whatever it is 

you may have felt up until this point, I want to dispel those mental blocks 

and get you thinking about this the right way.  

A lot of people say things like… 

• Learning another language is too hard. I should have learned while I 

was a toddler, it is too late now. 

• You have to be super smart to be able to learn another language. I’m 

not smart enough for that. 

• What is the point of learning another language? I’ll never use it 

anyway. 

• Etc. etc. etc. 

The truth is that there are a million reasons to talk yourself out of learning. 

But you only need one reason to keep going. So, search inside of yourself 

and ask what that one reason is for you. I guarantee that anyone can learn 

Portuguese no matter how old you are, where you’re from, how you did in 

school, what your job is, or whatever. None of that matters. There is only 

one thing that will decide whether or not you learn, and that one thing is 

your desire to do so.  

The wonderful thing about being human is that we can decide to learn 

anything. It doesn’t matter how hard it is or how far out there it may seem. If 

we take the foundational steps and tackle anything piece by piece, we will 

inevitably get better at it. Something I want you to put in your mind right 

now is a phrase I say all the time: 

 

“Nobody ever got worse at something by practicing it.”  

 



Regardless of anything you have been told (or that you have told yourself,) 

learning Portuguese is completely doable. You just have to want it and put 

in the time that it takes to get it. And you are here now, so I assume that 

you do want it.  

 

Excellent.  

 

Head to the next lesson to learn some very important tips I have for you to 

ensure your success. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lesson 3 - Troubleshooting Your Progress 

 

I have talked a lot about what it means to learn Portuguese and how I 

believe that you can do it no matter what your situation. But there will 

inevitably come times in your studies where you hit roadblocks, or some 

concepts just don’t click or make sense. I certainly had my fair share of 

these hurdles when first I started out, and I often found myself saying, 

“never mind, this is impossible.” I would give up for days or sometimes 

weeks at a time.  

Looking back, it is easy to see that what I was really struggling with was 

just information overload. I was trying to learn the whole language at once. 

I was trying to understand every concept, every word tense, ever variation 

of verb, past, present, future and so on. I had a really hard time moving on 

from mistakes that I would make, and I couldn’t stand knowing that I wasn’t 

“getting it.” It just felt like I wasn’t making progress. Eventually I learned to 

let all of this go and began to look for ways on how I could use my 

struggles to my advantage. And I want to give you these tips now. 

The number 1 best thing to do whenever you feel like a concept is not 

clicking is to simply write out what you are not understanding, and be 

specific about it. Write it down. Either on a piece of paper or in a word 

document or wherever you like, and then move on from it. Check back on it 

now and again, sure, but stop focusing on it. I know it sounds a little silly, 

but the best thing to do for our brains sometimes is to just give them time to 

process information. 

As you continue along in your studies, you will eventually find that you have 

circled back to the very thing you were not understanding and, more often 

than not, it will make more sense to you the second time around. I cannot 

tell you how many times I found myself re-learning something later that I 

had originally wasted so much time on trying to figure out.  



Language is like that because it is all connected. You will always find 

yourself re-learning words and concepts because each one leads to 

another one, and back and forth, and so on. So, to stay stuck obsessing on 

one little thing is not a good use of your time because you will always see it 

again later, and it will almost always make more sense as you continue 

along. 

The 2nd thing I will say is that one of the best ways get past any roadblocks 

you have hit and continue learning effectively, is to accept, right now as you 

are reading this, that you will ALWAYS make mistakes. And I mean that, 

always.  

 

You will open your mouth to say one thing, but you will say something else. 

You will pronounce words wrong, your accent will be off, your tongue will 

move in a way you did not intend, and so on. You get the idea. If you spend 

all of your time trying to sound perfect and pronounce every word perfectly, 

you will hinder your learning progress. It is simply too time consuming and 

will take valuable time away from growing your vocabulary and perfecting 

your grammatical abilities.  

 

The accents, the tricks of the tongue and such, will come naturally as you 

go along. I will teach you how to speak like a native Brazilian, but your 

focus should be on just that; “how to do it.” Not necessarily doing it. 

Because as you go along speaking and practicing, let me tell you, it will 

happen naturally. So do not obsess over it. 

The last thing I will say on this topic is that measuring your progress is a 

tough thing to do. Most people are quite critical of themselves and judge 

themselves very harshly. I will suggest here that you try your very best to 

not be like most people. The very fact that you are attempting to learn 

another language automatically sets you apart from the crowd and there is 

no reason that you should feel any additional pressure from anyone.  

The best thing to do is to go into this journey with the understanding that 

you will learn. No matter what. If you study, you will learn.  



There is no way not to. If you are studying, you are making progress, 

period. Let that be enough to encourage you to continue. When you think 

that you are not doing a good job, or that people may be judging you or 

what have you, just keep going.  

Because again, “Nobody ever got worse at something by practicing it.” 

This concludes the Day 1 module for this course. This module has really 

just been a general overview about learning Portuguese and has not 

striven to actually teach the language just yet, but rather, to get you ready 

to start learning. Take these things that I have said and really think about 

them.  

And please remember that what I am saying here is not just a bunch of 

hypothetical clichés. It is literally my experience firsthand from actually 

being in Brazil and learning Portuguese all on my own and struggling 

immensely in the process. So, yes, I totally know what you are going 

through. It is hard, and even a bit scary sometimes, but… it is doable.  

 

Join me tomorrow for the Day 2 module where we will dive into the 

Portuguese language together and really dissect and discuss the ways in 

which the Brazilian people speak, so that you can have a firm 

understanding of how to speak just like them. 

 

                                                 



 

Day 2: 

 

Lesson 1- The Portuguese Alphabet 

 

Welcome to Day 2.  

I hope you are excited and ready to jump into the nitty gritty of learning 

Portuguese with me. In this first lesson we are going to get you extremely 

familiar with one of the most important aspects of the Portuguese 

language; the alphabet. As you may or may not know by now, Portuguese 

is a Romance language. Which means, of course, that it shares a lot of 

similarities with English because they are both descendants of a common 

mother tongue, Latin. This is very good news for you because it means that 

you already know a great deal of Portuguese, even though you may not yet 

realize it.  

Allow me to demonstrate this by showing you the Portuguese alphabet: 

 

A a B b C c D d E e F f G g 

H h I i J j K k L l M m N n     

O o P p Q q R r S s T t U u 

V v W w X x Y y Z z   

 

Now where have you seen these letters before? 

Ah yes… the English alphabet! 

 

Alright, so I know you already knew that. But here’s the thing, English 

(Inglês) and Portuguese have so many similarities, that I have structured 



this course in such a way that we are going to use everything you already 

know about English in order to teach you Portuguese.  

And, of course, the alphabet is the best place to start. 

Now then, it’s all fine and good that the letters look the same from one 

language to the next, but unfortunately, due to the way the languages 

developed over the many years, the letters are pronounced slightly 

differently and some even have different names. In addition to this, 

Portuguese makes use of character modifiers (accents and otherwise) in 

order to change the sounds of some of their letters.  But not to worry, it is 

similar enough to English, that you can learn it all fairly quickly. 

 

So, let’s begin. 

The following is the pronunciation of each letter in the Portuguese alphabet. 

As you read the pronunciations, I want you to consider their English 

counterparts and try to recognize their similarities. 

 

Portuguese Letter Name Of Letter  How To Pronounce The Name 

Aa á Ah 

Bb bê Beh 

Cc cê Seh 

Dd dê Deh 

Ee é Eh 

Ff efe Eh-feh 

Gg gê Jeh (soft J sound) 

Hh agá  Ah-gah 

Ii i Ee 

Jj jota Jotah (soft J sound) 

Kk cá Kah 

Ll Ele El-ee 

Mm Eme Eh-mee 

Nn Ene Eh-nee 

Oo ó Oh 

Pp pê Peh 

Qq quê Keh 

Rr erre Eh-hee 



Ss esse Eh-see 

Tt tê Teh 

Uu u Oo 

Vv vê Veh 

Ww Dábliu Dah-blee-oo 

Xx xis Shees 

Yy ípsilon Eep-see-lohn 

Zz zê                                                Zeh 

 

As in English, very rarely are you ever going to find yourself needing to 

recall how to spell the name of a letter and so this is one of those things 

that I will recommend you not worry about too much right now. Rather, just 

take it in. Look over this table and see the letters and the little accents they 

have over their vowels and such and see if you can kind of get a feel for 

how those accents make the vowels sound a little different than they would 

if you just read them as English letters.  

 

You should start to see that when a vowel has an accent mark over it, it 

kind of stresses a closed vowel sound. Like the letter, “T,” for example, we 

call it, “tee,” in English, but its name in Portuguese is, “tê,” which is 

pronounced with an, “e,” sound like that of the word, “then.” 

  

So, the little mark, known as a circumflex, above the, “ê,” makes the, “e,” 

sound like, “eh.” 

You will become much more comfortable with this as we progress, I 

promise. But I would like to take a moment to at least explain what these 

accents are. 

Let’s start by getting it all out there.  

Some sounds of the vowels in Portuguese can be a little tricky for us 

English speakers at first.  

 



 

 

Let’s have a look: 

Vowel How to 

pronounce it 

Example word How to 

pronounce it 

A Ah as in “Mom” Falar (Speak) Fah-lar 

E Eh as in “Faith” Fez (Did) Fay-z 

I Ee as in ‘Meet” Gritar (Scream) Gree-tar 

O Oh as in “Oprah” Garfo (Fork) Gar-foh 

U Oo as in “Hoops.” Nuvem (Cloud) Noo-vehm 

Y Ee as in (Jerry) Jerry (A name) Jeh-ree 

 

Here are the various accent marks and character modifiers that you will see 

in Portuguese: 

 

Character Modifier How To Pronounce It 

á Ah  

â Ah (closed A sound) 

ã Awng (nasal sound) 

à Ah 

ç Seh 



é Eh 

ê Eh (closed E sound) 

è Eh 

í ee 

ì ee 

ó Oh (open O sound) 

ô Oh (closed O sound) 

õ Owng (nasal sound) 

ò Oh 

ú oo 

ù oo 

 



As you hopefully can see from this table, the accent marks really don’t 

make too much of a difference on the sound a letter inherently makes. 

The two that I feel are worth taking additional time out to really explain, are 

the cedilla (Ç) and the tilde (~). 

The cedilla, or what I like to call, “the c with a little squiggly on it,” 

essentially acts as an, “S,” sound. There are many words in Portuguese 

that utilize this character. Just like the letter, “C,” can make an, “S,” sound 

in English, as in, “grace, or, “face,” so can the, “C,” make an, “S,” sound in 

Portuguese. But, more often than not, to do so, you add the cedilla (little 

squiggly mark) to it.  

 

For example, the word for head in Portuguese is, “cabeça,” pronounced 

“kah-Beh-Sah.” The, “ç,” makes the, “S,” sound we are familiar with in 

English.  

The tilde, on the other hand (the little squiggle above a vowel,) is a little 

harder to explain. The best way to describe it is by addressing the issue of 

the nasal sound in Portuguese, for which you will become more familiar as 

you continue hearing spoken Portuguese.  

 

Basically, it works like this:  

Any time you see the tilde above a vowel, you will say that vowel sound as 

if it ended in, “ng,” all the while clenching your nasal passage with your 

throat muscles (not your fingers.) 

 

For example, the word “action” in Portuguese is, “ação.”   

If we were to read this word without the cedilla or tilde, it would just look 

like, “acao,” and you might be tempted to pronounce it like, “ah-cow.”  

But, when we put the modifiers on the word, we pronounce it like,  

“ah- sa-owng.” That little squiggle (tilde) above the, “ã,” is our queue to 

clench our nasal passages with our throat muscles and end the vowel 

sound with an, “ng,” and thus we pronounce it more, “ahsaowng.”  



A note here is that, even though I am saying that the sound ends in, “ng,” 

you really want to try not to pronounce the, “g,” too hard. It’s sort of a soft 

sound that gets swallowed with the, “n,” sound. 

  

It should become more natural as you practice clenching your nasal 

passage with your throat. Another example using the tilde is the plural form 

of that same word, “ações.” 

To say, “actions,” in Portuguese, we say, “ações.”  

 

The tilde above the, “õ,” does the same thing that it does above the, “ã.”  

It causes the, “o,” sound to end in a sort of, “ng,” sound.  

Clenching your nasal passage with your throat muscles (not your fingers,) 

you would say this word like, “ah-sohng-es.”  

Again, the, “g,” sound should not be pronounced too heavily. 

Don’t worry about getting this perfect right now.  

As I mentioned in the intro lessons, this is one of those things you will come 

back to again and again. There is no reason at this point to stress it any 

further. The information has been presented to you and, as we go along, it 

will all become much more familiar. So let’s move forward. 

Now that you have gotten an overview of the Portuguese alphabet, 

hopefully you can see that your current knowledge of English has already 

propelled you to a basic understanding of Portuguese pronunciation. You 

may not yet realize how beneficial this is for your ability to move forward.  

 

For example, if you were learning, say, Japanese or Hebrew, then you 

would have to first become familiar with many, many new characters and 

familiarize yourself with their sounds and pronunciations before you could 

even attempt speaking the language coherently. That is the basis for this 

course; to teach you Portuguese using what you already know! 

Let us continue in the next lesson. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
Lesson 2 - An In-Depth Overview Of The Brazilian Accent 

 

In order to move forward with teaching Portuguese properly, we need to 

take some time to discuss the Brazilian accent (o sotaque brasileiro,) 

because the way that Brazilians pronounce their Portuguese plays a large 

role in how and why various letters make the sounds that they do.  

 

Brazil is a lot like the United States in that there are regions North, South, 

Central, East and West and each region has its own customs and cultural 

traditions. This, of course, means that each region has its own little dialects 

and accentual differentiations. I want to present the main differences you 

may encounter depending on where you are in the country.  

The first thing that I will say is that in the Portuguese language, the letters 

“D,” “R,” “T,” and, “M,” can have deceptive pronunciations. It took me a bit 

to get the hang of this. 

 

In words that have a, “D,” or multiple, “D’s,” you will end up pronouncing the 

last one in the word like you would pronounce a soft, “J,” sound in English. 

For example, the most common phrase you will hear in Brazil is, “Bom dia,” 

which translates to, “Good day,” or, “Good morning.” 

 

Now, when you see that word, “dia,” you probably want to pronounce it like, 

“dee-uh.” However, the Portuguese accent will have you saying, “jee-uh.” 

It’s not that the letter, “D,” technically makes a, “J,” sound but rather, that 

the entirety of the population of Brazil pronounces it that way, aside from 

the southern region.  

 

The word, “dia,” has only one, “D,” and so that, “D,” gets the soft, “J,” 

sound.  



 

 

Let’s now look at a word with more than one, “D.” 

An example would be the word, “cidade,” which means, “city.”  

To pronounce this like a Brazilain, you would say, “see-dah-jee.”  

That last, “D,” makes a soft, “J,” sound but the first one sounds like the, “D,” 

in English.   

 

A similar phenomenon is the letter, “T.”  

For the last, “T,” of a word, Brazilians pronounce it the same way that we 

would make the, “ch,” sound in English.   

For example, the word, “seven,” in Portuguese is, “sete.”  

And, as you can imagine, in Portuguese, it is pronounced, “setche,” rather 

than, “seh-te,” as you may have originally read it.  

 

For a word with more than one, “T,” like the word, “atraente,” which means, 

“attractive,” we would pronounce it like, “ah-try-ahn-che.”  

As you can see, the first, “T,” makes the sound we are familiar with in 

English, but the last one makes a, “ch,” sound.  

Again, in southern Brazil, you will still usually hear the, “T,” pronounced like 

it is in English. 

The, “R,” on the other hand can be remarkably deceptive.  

Whenever you see an, “R,” at the beginning of a word, it makes an, “H,” 

sound. For example, the word for, “hammock,” in Portuguese is, “rede.”  

 

Now you may want to say this word like, “red-ee,” but that would not sound 

correct (unless you are in southern Brazil.) 

 

In most of Brazil it is pronounced as, “hed-jee,” because the, “R,” makes 

an, “H,” sound and the, “D,” makes a soft, “J,” sound like I previously 

mentioned. And not only that, but Brazilians have a tendency to end many 

words with a sort of floating, “ee,” sound. So, whereas you might expect the 



word to just be pronounced, “hedj,” you will want to tack on a sort of 

lingering, “ee,” sound to the end of it so it is said more like, “hedjee.” 

In addition to the, “R,” making an, “H,” sound when it is at the beginning of 

a word, it will also make an, “H,” sound if it is doubled up within a word.  

For example, to say, “to run,” in Portuguese, you would use the word, 

“correr.” 

 

This will be pronounced as, “coh-herr,” as the double, “rr,” in the middle of 

the word will make an, “H,” sound.  

For the Letter, “M,” there is just a quick thing I want to note.  

When a word ends in, “M,” the Brazilian accent tends to swallow half the 

sound of the letter and it gets cut off making a sort of, “ng,” sound.  

For example, the English word, “in,” in Portuguese, is spelled, “em,” but it is 

not pronounced like, “eh-mm.”  

It is pronounced almost like, “eng,” all the while sort of cutting off the final, 

“guh,” sound that the, “g,” would make.  

It is not heavily pronounced like we would do in English for the word, 

“ginseng,” for example, but it is the same sort of sound, just a lot softer. 

This will become clearer to you as you hear more and more spoken 

Portuguese.  

Another thing to take note of is when you see the letters, “nh,” together in 

any word, the, “h,” makes the English, “y,” sound as in the word, “young.” 

For example, the word for, “money,” in Portuguese is, “dinheiro,” and it is 

pronounced as, “jee-nyehr-oh.”  

  

Another example is the verb, “caminhar,” which means, “to walk.”  

This is pronounced as, “cah-meen-yahr.” 

This may seem like a lot to remember, and in all honesty, it kind of is.  

But again, I am going to ask that you do not dwell on it right now. Just look 

it over a few times and move on. You will encounter everything in this 

https://wordfind.com/word/ginseng/


lesson again and again. These are just the major differences between 

English pronunciation and Portuguese Pronunciation that I have struggled 

with and that I am sure you will run into constantly. 

If you can get all this down, then the rest is simply just reading as you 

normally would and sounding things out phonetically. What is really nice 

about Portuguese is that they do not have too many weird spelling 

phenomena with silent letters like English does. Like the words, “know,” 

“doubt,” “psychic,” and so on.  

I want to now add a few notes about regional accents. 

In general, everything that I have mentioned will be true in all parts of 

Brazil. But there are a couple things to note since you are sure to run into 

them at some point in your studies or travels. 

The Carioca Accent – People of Rio de Janeiro 

The major characteristic of the Carioca accent is that they pronounce their, 

“S,” as we would pronounce the, “Sh,” sound.  

For example, if you were to say something like, “the swing swung south six 

feet,” with a Carioca accent, it would sound like, “the shwing shwung 

shouth shiksh feet.” It can be a bit hard to decipher at first, but I found that I 

adapted quickly enough. Essentially, just remember that they pronounce 

their words like Sean Connery. That’s how I got the hang of it! 

The Gaucho accent – People of Rio Grande do Sul 

Here, in the southern region of Brazil, the Brazilian accent takes on a form 

that is much more similar to English. The accent stops pronouncing the, 

“D,” as a, “J,” sound and the, “R,” at the beginning of words resorts back to 

what the English, “R,” sounds like, rather than making an, “H,” sound, and 

etcetera. 

  

Essentially, you can treat Portuguese consonants in this region as if they 

are English letters. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lesson 3 - How To Swallow Your Words  

 

At first this lesson might sound a little funny, but you’ll see why it is 

important here in a moment. In a lot of spoken Portuguese, that is to say 

‘not written,’ you will find Brazilians speaking in such a way that it seems 

like they are not actually finishing their words. It’s a little difficult to teach 

this topic, as it is almost just something you have to hear a few times to 

really understand properly, but it goes something like this…  

 

Say this sentence out loud:  

“I need to go to the store to buy some milk because I don’t like eating 

cereal with water.”  

 

Now read it this way:  

“I nee to go t th sto to b som mil becau I don lik eati cere wi wate.” 

No, no, those aren’t typos. That’s quite literally the way a lot of Brazilians 

talk. They, “swallow,” the end their words, so to speak. As in, they don’t 

really finish them. The endings are implied, and any fluent speaking person 

will understand what was said. But when you are first starting out, it can be 

absurdly difficult to understand someone who is speaking this way.  

I know. I’ve been there. My best advice to you at this point in your journey 

is this; if and when you do encounter this, simply ask the person, as politely 

as possible, to articulate, as you do not yet speak fluently.  

 

You can say: 

“Excuse me, can you articulate? I do not speak fluently yet.” 

 

In Portugues that’s: 

“Com licença, você pode articular? Eu não falo fluentemente ainda.”  

 

 



I have never had anyone in Brazil react poorly to this. Most Brazilians are, 

in fact, ecstatic to know that you are learning their language and they will 

be more than happy to oblige.  

Now, once you do get going and have a good amount of Portuguese under 

your belt, feel free to start using this manner of speaking, as it will help you 

blend in, in some situations.  

 

In order to, “swallow your words,” when you are speaking, try to abruptly 

cut yourself off as you are finishing the last syllable of whichever word you 

are on. For example, let’s use that previous sentence about cereal.  

 

In Portuguese it would be:  

“Preciso ir ao mercado comprar leite porque não gosto de comer cereal 

com água.”  

 

But said like a native Brazilian, it might sound more like:  

“Precis ir ao mercad compra leit porq não gost de come cerea com águ.” 

Tuck this concept away in your mind for now, as we are going to move on 

from this topic. But trust me, when you encounter this in real life, you will be 

glad you had this lesson. This is something no one ever taught me, and 

that was a little rough.  

                                                                



Lesson 4 - Diphthongs 

 

 

This is going to be a quick little lesson on diphthongs in Brazilian 

Portuguese. A diphthong is a funny little word that means, “the sound that 

is made when we combine two vowels together within a single syllable.” 

For example, the word, “out,” is a diphthong, and so is the word, “ear.”  

We have this same thing with many words in Portuguese.  

 

I will list the most common diphthongs that you will see and how to 

pronounce them properly: 

Portuguese 

Diphthong   

Sound it makes Example 

word 

Inglês 

Translation 

ai Ah-ee Cair To fall 

ãe I as in, “eye,” with 

the nasal inflection. 

Mãe Mother 

ao Ow, as in, “out.” Ao To the 

ão Ow, as in, “out,” with 

the nasal inflection.  

Canão Canon 

au Auww Restaurante Restaurant 

ei Eh-ee Peixe Fish 

eu Eh-oo Eu I / Me 

iu Ee-oo Partiu  He left 

oi Oh-ee Oi Hey / Hi 

õe Oh-ee, with the 

nasal inflection. 

Junções Junctions 

ou Oh Ou Or 

ui Sometimes, oo-ee 

Sometimes, ee 

Juiz 

Aqui 

Judge 

Here 

ue Sometimes, oo-eh 

Sometimes, eh 

Aguenta 

Pequeno 

Wait 

Small 



There are some exceptions to these rules, but they are very few and far 

between.  

 

For now, this table should be more than adequate to get you comfortable 

with the way these vowel combinations work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lesson 5 - How To Deal With Unknown Sounds 

 

I have talked a lot about the variations in pronunciation and articulation in 

Brazilian Portuguese, but there are some things that you may encounter as 

you go along that you simply cannot learn in any course. There is really no 

substitute for real life experience. So, what do you do when you come 

across something when talking with Brazilians that you simply have never 

heard before or you cannot quite pronounce properly?  

Well, this is more of a personal technique that I began using in my travels 

and it goes a little something like this.  

Consider what it is that you are hearing as if you were listening to a sound 

from an animal.  

Now I don’t want that to be misconstrued.  

 

What I mean to say is that, when we are in the forest or at the zoo, or 

wherever we might encounter animals, we hear sounds we may have never 

heard before. It is human nature to try and identify those sounds and 

categorize them. In truth, language is exactly the same thing, as we 

ourselves are part of the animal kingdom.  

 

So, when someone says something to you in Portuguese (or any language 

you may be learning, for that matter) and you cannot understand what they 

are saying, stop for a moment and just listen to the sound of the words. 

Listen to them as if you were listening to a bird chirping, for example.  

 

Try to pinpoint the starting and stopping of the syllables.  

Try to recognize the ups and downs of their breath.  

Try to really listen to the movement of the tongue and lips.  

And, rather than trying to understand the words, per se, just try to become 



familiar with the sounds the person is making. And then once you feel 

familiar with those sounds, repeat the words. Mimic them, and speak them, 

out loud.  

 

Very often, the context will guide your mind and, as you speak the sounds, 

your brain will make connections to similar words and patterns, and you will 

suddenly have an idea of what is being said. It’s really a very interesting 

thing that this works, but also it makes sense when you think about it.  

 

This is a technique I use not only for Portuguese but really for most 

anything in life. It can simply help you better understand any topic that is 

confusing you.  

Again, I want to make mention here that there should be absolutely no 

shame in asking any person who is talking to you to speak more slowly, 

enunciate their words for you, or to simply repeat themselves. You want to 

give your brain enough time to process what they are saying and usually 

having them repeat themselves one time more slowly is sufficient for you to 

make some much needed neural connections.  

You can say the following phrases: 

Please speak more slowly for me: 

“Por favor, fale mais devagar para mim.” 

Please enunciate your words: 

“Por favor, enuncie suas palavras.” 

Please repeat what you said: 

“Por favor, repita o que você disse.” 

Another thing to note here is that if you do not understand a particular 

sound, you should not obsess over it. Try the technique I have described 

here and if you find that it does not help, then just move on. You will 

invariably encounter the same word or sound at a later time. 



This Day 2 module has hopefully gotten you thinking more and more about 

how Portuguese works, the pronunciations and accents, and the various 

similarities and differences the letters have with the English language.  

 

In the upcoming lessons in Day 3 and Day 4, we are going to start going 

deeper and deeper into these concepts and building on what you have 

learned thus far to prepare you to really own this thing.  

 

Join me, won’t you? 

 

 

 

 



Day 3: 

 

Lesson 1 - Mastering The Concept Of Word Gender 

 

If you have never encountered the concept of word gender before, then this 

may be a pretty hefty lesson. I will try to condense it down and make it easy 

to digest, but quite frankly to this day, this is one of those things that still 

trips me up in Portuguese from time to time. More so than any other topic, 

actually. So, without further ado, let’s begin. 

It works like this: 

All nouns and adjectives in Portuguese are assigned a gender. Meaning 

that they are either defined as masculine or feminine.  

 

Real quick, just a refresher on what a noun and adjective are, in case it is 

escaping you at the moment. A noun is any person, place, object, or thing 

in general. An adjective is an attribute used to modify or describe a noun. 

 

To explain how a word can have a gender is best described with examples. 

So, let’s jump to it.  

In order to understand this concept properly, we must first take a look at the 

definite article in English; the word, “the.”  

 

The word, “the,” can be written in 4 different ways in Portuguese: 

“a” 

“o” 

“as” 

“os” 



Each of these forms of the word, “the,” tells us something about the word 

that is to follow it.  

 

If the word, “the,” takes the form, “a,” then we know that the proceeding 

word is a singular feminine word. 

 

For example… 

English: “The woman” 

Portuguese: “A mulher” 

 

If the word, “the,” takes the form, “o,” then we know that the proceeding 

word is a singular masculine word.  

 

For example… 

English: “The man” 

Portuguese: “O homem” 

 

If the word, “the,” takes the form, “as,” then we know that the proceeding 

word is a plural feminine word.  

 

For example… 

English: “The women” 

Portuguese: “As mulheres” 

 

If the word, “the,” takes the form, “os,” then we know that the proceeding 

word is a plural masculine word.  

 

For example… 

English: “The men” 

Portuguese: “Os homens” 

 



 

 

To Summarize, let’s have a look at this table: 

Form Of Definite 

Article, “The” 

Quantity And 

Gender 

Example English 

Translation 

A Singular feminine  A mulher The woman 

O Singular Masculine  O homem The man 

As Plural feminine  As mulheres The women 

Os Plural masculine  Os homens The men 

 

To really hit this concept home, I am going to reiterate once more in further 

detail. 

 

The word, “Woman,” in Portuguese is, “Mulher.”  

On its own, without any context, it would be impossible to know whether 

this word is masculine or feminine (barring the fact that we are all raised 

knowing that a woman is, by definition, a feminine concept.)  

 

We must have some way to identify whether the Portuguese word, 

“mulher,” is classified as either masculine or feminine and the way that we 

do that is by the definite article, “a,” which in English translates to the word, 

“the.”  

 

Meaning that if we wanted to say, “the woman,” we would say, “a mulher.”  

On that same token, if we wanted to say, “the man,” we would say, “o 

homem,” with the definite article, “o,” meaning, “the,” In this context. 

So, with that, we can establish that the definite article, “the,” defines a word 

as either masculine or feminine, and also either plural or singular based on 

what form it takes, “a, o, as, os.” 



Now you might be thinking, “ok great, but not every word has the word, 

‘the,’ before it.” And you are right. So, how do we know if a word is 

masculine or feminine if there is no, “the,” preceding it?  

 

Well, for most nouns and adjectives that exist in Portuguese, you will find 

that the word ends in either an, “a,” or an, “o.” And, as you can imagine, if it 

ends in an, “a,” it is generally feminine and if it ends in an, “o,” it is generally 

masculine.  

 

Here are a few examples: 

English Word Portuguese equivalent  Word Gender 

Boy Menino Masculine 

Girl Menina Feminine 

Keyboard Teclado Masculine 

Cat Gato Masculine 

Table Mesa Feminine 

Book Livro Masculine 

Shirt Camisa Feminine 

Lamp Lâmpada Feminine 

 

This is true for, as I said, most nouns and adjectives.  

However, there are a great many other words that do not end in either an, 

“a,” or an, “o,” and they can be a little more difficult to get right.  

It can be thought that the majority of words in Portuguese by default are 

masculine. In order to achieve the feminine equivalent, we often just 

substitute the, “o,” on the ending of the word with an, “a,” or modify the 

ending of the word in some similar fashion.  

 



 

For example: 

English Word Portuguese Translation  

(Masculine) 

Portuguese Translation 

(Feminine)  

Cousin Primo Prima 

Cute Fofinho Fofinha 

Kind Simpático Simpática 

Caring  Cuidadoso Cuidadosa 

In Portuguese, there are many word-endings that you will encounter that 

are not so simple as, “a,” and, “o.” Sometimes they break the 

aforementioned rule of, “a,” and, “o,” corresponding to masculine and 

feminine gender assignment.  

 

Some of the most common word-endings that I have encountered are as 

follows: 

Word Ending In… An Example  English Translation Word Gender  

ro O cachorro Dog Masculine 

ra A máscara Mask Feminine 

ão A tradição Tradition Feminine 

ções As agitações Agitations Feminine 

ona A zona Zone Feminine 

ema O problema Problem Masculine 

ama O programa Program Masculine 

ente A mente Mind Feminine 

em O selvagem Wild Masculine 

or O condutor Conductor Masculine 

vo O substantivo Noun Masculine 

ista O dentista Dentist Masculine 

efe O chefe Boss Masculine 

re A árvore Tree Feminine 



Io O crocodilo Crocodile Masculine 

es Os afluentes Tributaries Masculine 

go O astrólogo Astrologer Masculine 

ga A tartaruga Turtle Feminine 

cho O bicho Bug Masculine 

que O choque Shock Masculine 

to O aeroporto Airport Masculine 

de A cidade City Feminine 

da A assistida Assisted Feminine 

ca A cinética Kinetics Feminine 

fo O garfo Fork Masculine 

nha A linha Line Feminine 

nho O carinho Affection Masculine 

ta A alta Tall Feminine 

ã A irmã Sister Feminine 

eiro O manufatureiro Manufacturer Masculine 

 

In order to truly understand how word gender is intertwined with every noun 

and adjective in Portuguese, you will need to become familiar with each of 

these word endings and be able to attribute either the definite article, “o,” 

or, “a,” to each word that ends with one of these endings when you see 

them.  

 

However, for now, it is best to simply see the word endings for what they 

are and continue onward, as you could spend the next year of your life just 

studying all the different words that have these endings, which words are 

masculine and which are feminine, and still not be 100% correct, 100% of 

the time.  

 

There are a number of other word endings that I have not included here in 

this table that we will discuss in the upcoming lessons on verb conjugation. 



If I were to include them here, this list would simply grow and grow and it is 

not necessarily where your focus should be at this particular moment.  

What I am hoping to achieve here is to ensure that you have an active 

understanding now that each noun and adjective in Portuguese inherently 

is assigned a gender, either masculine or feminine, and is identified by 

whether the definite article, “the,” preceding the word is either an, “o,” or an, 

“a.” 

 

Before we conclude this lesson, it is important that I make a distinction 

here. Adjectives are assigned their gender based on the gender of the 

noun that they are attributed to. They do technically have a gender on their 

own. You may have already noticed this as we were going along but let me 

state it explicitly.  

 

For example, if you were to say something like, “my phone is red,” the word 

“red” would be the adjective that is modifying the noun, “phone.” Meaning 

to say that it is applying an attribute to the noun, “phone,” making it red. 

Therefore, in Portuguese, the adjective, “red,” would take on the gender of 

the noun, “phone.” 

 

That sentence in Portuguese would be: 

“Meu telefone é vermelho.” 

 

The adjective, “vermelho,” which means, “red,” in English ends in an, “o,” 

because the noun, “telefone,” which means, “phone,” is a masculine noun. 

Therefor the adjective, “vermelho,” takes the masculine form in this 

sentence. 

 

If, on the other hand, you were to say, “my bag is red,” which in Portuguese 

would be, “minha bolsa é vermelha,” you would see that the adjective, 

“vermelho,” becomes, “vermelha,” ending in an, “a,” because the word for, 

“bag,” in Portuguese which is, “bolsa,” is a feminine noun.  

 



It’s an important distinction to make that adjectives take on the gender of 

their corresponding nouns because in order to sound like a native Brazilian, 

which is the goal of this course, you want to be able to describe things 

properly. And mixing up gender is something you should strive not to do, 

whenever possible. 

Again, don’t worry too much about this right now, as you will see this again 

and again as we move forward in this course. 

 

 

 

 

 



Lesson 2 - Finding Context In The Unknown 

 

In the last lesson, we looked at a table of word-endings in Portuguese.  

This table included an example for each word-ending and also listed its 

gender. Obviously in real life conversation you will rarely stop someone to 

ask them what the gender of the words they are speaking is. In my 

experience from my travels in Brazil, I never once encountered anyone who 

gave me too hard of a time for getting the gender of my words wrong. It’s 

really one of those things where you just do your best and learn as you go.  

 

There are a lot of words that simply do not follow the rules that are 

established. Just like how in English we have particular rules for spelling 

and grammar but there are always a few words that break these rules and 

make it just as hard to teach someone English as it would be to learn 

Portuguese.  

 

The best thing you can do for yourself, is to memorize as much as you can, 

and then use context mapping to connect the dots. This is one of my best 

techniques that I used to finally get a handle on the language. It’s not so 

much about knowing everything by heart as it is about using context to 

guide you. Let’s go over some examples of what I mean.  

 

Let’s pretend you are talking with a friend, and they are telling you in 

Portuguese, the following: 

 

“Estou atrasado para o meu teste. Perdi o ônibus e já deveria estar na 

aula.” 

 

Let’s imagine that when you hear this sentence, you are already pretty 

fluent and so you know what your friend is saying.  

 

 



They are telling you: 

“I am late for my test. I missed the bus, and I should already be in class.”   

 

You understood what your friend said but when you heard the word, “aula,” 

at the end of their sentence, you thought to yourself, “I wonder if aula is a 

masculine or feminine word.”  Given that your friend is already late, you 

don’t want to ask them and so you dissect their sentence a bit by yourself.  

 

You notice the word they used before the word, “aula,” was the word, “na.” 

We’ll imagine, at this point, that you already know that the word, “na,” is a 

contraction for the two words, “em,” and, “a,” meaning, “in,” and, “the.” 

Based on this understanding, you conclude that, “aula,” must be a feminine 

word because the definite article, “the,” that preceded it used the form, “a.” 

Let’s look at another example of using context to guide you toward 

understanding. This example is not related to word gender, but just using 

context in general. 

 

Let’s assume that you are in a market in Brazil and you bring your product 

to a cashier. She tells you your cost by saying the following: 

  

“Um real, por favor.” 

Let’s say you didn’t understand what the cashier said but you are excited to 

buy your product. We’ll pretend that you were under the impression that 

you could use American money in Brazil, and so you pull out your wad of 

American dollar bills. You hand the cashier a 1-dollar bill.  

The cashier looks back at you and says: 

 

“Não. Preciso de um real, não de um dólar.” 

 

Puzzled for a moment, you stop and consider the context.  

The cashier is refusing your money, for some reason, and so this should be 

a clue that something you are doing is incorrect. The next thing you realize 



is you heard “não de um dólar.” You realize that this phrase sounds an 

awful lot like English for “not one dollar.” 

 

Immediately it dawns on you that you are paying in the wrong currency.  

You conclude that, “um real, por favor,” must mean something like, “one of 

our currency, please.” And just like that, you used the context of the 

situation and word sounds to get you to a place of understanding. 

One of the best pieces of advice that I can give you regarding finding 

context in the unknown is to remember, always, that Portuguese and 

English, at their core are very common languages due to their common 

mother tongue. 

There are many, many words in Portuguese that have a relationship to an 

English word, even when it is not immediately apparent. 

One of the best tricks you can do, when you encounter a word and you 

don't know its meaning, is to scrutinize it and weigh it against all the 

English words with similar stems and roots that you can think of. 

For example, to say, "chewing," in Portuguese, we say, "mastigando."  

Now, at first, you may see this word and think that it has nothing in 

common with the word, "chewing."  

In a sense, you'd be right. But it does have a common root, "masti-," with a 

particular English word, "masticating." 

Masticating is a technical, scientific way of saying, "to chew," in English.  

In other words, it is a synonym. And, if you happened to know that, then 

you would be able to perhaps make this connection based on the context of 

where you encountered the word, "mastigando." Context helps a lot. 

 



A lot of times, you will learn a new word in Portuguese and think, "oh wow, 

that's just like the English word." These are known as cognates, and the 

two languages have tons of them. So, always take the time to compare 

unknown words and sounds to similar English words and sounds that you 

already know. Very often, it will lead you to the correct translation, or a very 

similar one. 

Once I got a handle on how to look for clues in the surrounding context of a 

word, I realized that I was able to use logic and reason to teach myself 

much faster. I want you to start thinking this way, as it is the best way to 

expedite your learning. In every situation you are in, there will be clues all 

around you that can help you piece together what is being said. 

 

 

 



Lesson 3 - Making Mistakes And Moving Forward 

 

 

This Day 3 module has thrown a lot at you so far. Word endings, word 

gender, adjective modifications, context mapping and so on. It’s a lot to 

take in. But it is just the tip of the iceberg. As we get into Day 4 of this 

course, we are going to start building more and more on the vocabulary 

you have seen so far and discussing nouns and tenses. It gets a lot more 

involved from here and so I wanted to offer this last lesson for day 3 as a 

sort of personal advice blurb.  

 

One of the major differences between those who are successful at learning 

a new language and those who are not, is the ability to accept that they are 

going to make mistakes. I know I have talked about this before, but it is 

important to bring it into focus here before we go any further.  

 

The next lessons are going to get a little tough and you will not remember 

everything immediately. But you must go into this knowing that this is 

normal, and ok.  

 

Making mistakes is part of the learning process. In fact, in a way, it is just 

as important as learning itself. When you make mistakes, those mistakes 

often stick out to you the next time around and help you get better at 

remembering certain rules and concepts. The very best thing you can do 

for yourself is just to keep going forward. Don’t stay hung up on anything. 

Just keep going.  

With that said, join me tomorrow for day 4. Where we get up close and 

personal with Brazilian Portuguese and get you well acquainted. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Day 4: 

 

Lesson 1 - Identifying Nouns; People, Places, And Things 

 

Alright! Here we go. 

We are on day 4 now and we are going to dive in much deeper into the 

Portuguese language. If you are watching this as a video lesson or listening 

as a podcast, please feel free at any time to pause, rewind, re-watch, or re-

listen as many times as you like. If you are reading this in an e-book format, 

hardcopy or otherwise, please feel free to go back and re-read anything 

you like.  

 

In Day 3, lesson 1, we defined a noun as a person, place, object, or thing in 

general. This is the English definition, and you will be pleased to know that 

it is the same definition in Portuguese. 

 

The topic of nouns in Portuguese could be quite lengthy if I were to assume 

that you did not have a working knowledge of what nouns are in English. 

However, I am creating this course with the basic assumption that you do 

understand the concept of nouns in English.  

 

Everything you know to be true about nouns in English is also true in 

Portuguese, so I will not be discussing all the different types of nouns, as 

that is really just an English grammar lesson in general. Instead, I will be 

discussing what is different between the two languages and what you need 

to know in order to master the Portuguese version of what you already 

know in English. 

 

 



Portuguese nouns or “substantivos” follow all the same grammatical rules 

that English nouns follow plus many of their own.  

 

Let’s see some examples to get this concept rolling: 

Noun (Substantivo) Portuguese Translation Noun Type 

A human Um humano Person 

Italy A Itália Place 

A Box Uma caixa Object/Thing 

The color blue A cor azul Attribute 

A thought Um pensamento Concept 

 

As you can see, Portuguese nouns fall into the same categories as English 

nouns, and they are treated the same way in speech. The major difference 

is that each and every noun is assigned a gender in Portuguese. 

We spoke about gender in the last module, and I taught you that the 

definite article, “the,” defines whether a word is masculine or feminine 

depending on if it takes the form, “o,” or, “a.” 

 

Now we are going to extend this concept to include indefinite articles.  

There are two indefinite articles in English, “a,” and, “an.”  

 

For example, we say, “a pencil,” or, “an apple,” to discuss a noun that is not 

completely defined. “A pencil,” could be any pencil for example, and, “an 

apple,” could be any apple. When we say, “the pencil,” or, “the apple,” we 

are defining a particular pencil or a particular apple and therefore we call 

the word, “the,” a definite article, and we call the words, “a,” and, “an,” 

indefinite articles. 

 

 



In Portuguese, there are four indefinite articles, just as there are four 

definite articles. 

 

 

 

The indefinite articles in Portuguese are as follows: um, uma, uns and 

umas. They correspond to English in the following way: 

Indefinite Article in Portuguese English Translation  

Um (Masculine singular) A / An  

Uns (Masculine plural) Some (More than one) 

Uma (Feminine singular) A / An  

Umas (Feminine plural) Some (More than one) 

 

Let’s look at this in application to gain more understanding. 

 

For example… 

In order to say, “a pencil,” in Portuguese, you would say, “um lápis.” 

This is different than saying, “o lapis,” which would mean, “the pencil.” 

 

“O lapis,” refers to a particular pencil, whereas, “um lápis” refers to any 

pencil.  

 

If we were to say, “some pencils,” we would use the plural form of the word, 

“um,” which becomes, “uns,” and would say, “uns lápis.” 

 

That is how it works for a masculine noun. So how about a feminine one 

like, “apple?” 

 

In order to say, “an apple,” in Portuguese, you would say, “uma maçã.” 

This is different than saying, “a maçã,” which would mean, “the apple.” 

 

 



If we were to say, “some apples,” we would use the plural form of the word, 

“uma,” which becomes, “umas,” and would say, “umas maçãs.” 

 

Now that we have covered this, let’s continue on with the topic of nouns.  

Nouns in Portuguese can often be preceded by a definite article, and this 

can be quite strange for an English speaker when trying to make word to 

word translations.  

 

When talking about a person in Portuguese, for example, it can be a little 

different than English because you will find that Brazilians often tack on the 

word, “the,” before saying a noun.  

 

An example would be:  

 

English: 

“My friend, Jane, wants to go camping with Jessica.” 

Portuguese: 

“Minha amiga, Jane, quer acampar com a Jéssica.”  

 

As you can see, in that Portuguese translation, we have the definite article, 

“a,” before the noun, “Jessica.”  

If we were to include that same, “the,” in the English version, it would be, 

“My friend, Jane, wants to go camping with the Jessica.”  

 

Hopefully, you can see that this does not sound natural to you, as an 

English speaker. In English, we do not typically casually address each 

other’s names with “the.” 

 

This is one of those funny things that no one ever taught me, and I had to 

just figure it out little by little. Now that you are aware of this, it should be 

familiar to you when you inevitably run into it.  

Let’s look at another example of this in action: 

 



English: 

“São Paulo is the biggest city in Brazil.” 

Portuguese: 

“O São Paulo é a maior cidade do Brasil.” 

As you can see, in the Portuguese translation, we see the word, “O,” 

appear before, “São Paulo.”  We do not see that in the English version. If 

we did, the English version would say, “The Sao Paulo is the biggest city in 

Brazil.” 

Typically, you will want to put the definite article, “A,” or, “O,” before a noun 

when it is at the beginning of a sentence.  

How about one more example for the road? 

 

English: 

“Maria is going to the mall later.” 

Portuguese: 

"A Maria vai ao shopping mais tarde." 

In this example, the, “A,” that appears before, “Maria,” in the Portuguese 

version would be like saying, “The Maria,” in English. It just isn’t natural for 

us to speak this way and so this is one of those things that will take some 

practice to get used to. 

But the good news is this, if you do not include the definite article before a 

noun in these contexts, it is highly doubtful that any Brazilian will even 

notice. It’s one of those things that is done sometimes, and not others. But 

if you want to truly speak and sound like a native, it will behoove you to add 

this to your repertoire.  

 

The other major difference between English nouns and Portuguese nouns 

that needs to be addressed is pluralization. In English, for almost all of our 

nouns, in order to use the plural version, we simply add an, “s,” to the end 

of the word. For example, “day,” becomes, “days,” “boot,” becomes, 



“boots,” and so on. But in Portuguese, it is not always that simple. Though 

there are many words where this is the case, there are also a great many 

others where it is not. In order to continue this topic properly, we must 

return to the concept of word-endings, or suffixes. The way we pluralize a 

word in Portuguese has all to do with the suffix of the singular form of that 

word. 

 

 

In Portuguese, we can sort the plural suffixes into 4 main categories: 

  

The first are the words that end with the letter, “l,” in the singular form.  

To pluralize, we simply replace the, “l,” with the letters, “is.” 

Some examples would be: 

Substantivo 
(Singular) 

English Noun 
Definition 

Substantivo 
(Plural) 

English Noun 
Definition 

O anel The ring Os aneis  The rings 

O animal The animal Os animais The animals 

Um hotel A hotel Uns hotéis Some hotels 

O infiel The unfaithful Os infiéis The unfaithfuls 

 
 

Next, we have the words that end in the letters, “s,” or, “z.” 
Words in Portuguese that end in these letters do not change from singular 
to plural.  
 
You may have noticed this earlier when you saw, “uns lápis,” meaning, 
“some pencils.” 
 
 

 



 
Some more examples would be: 
 

Substantivo 
(Singular) 

English Noun 
Definition 

Substantivo 
(Plural) 

English Noun 
Definition 

 Os óculos  The glasses  
(one pair) 

Os óculos  The glasses  
(more than one pair) 

Um arroz  A rice Uns arroz Some rices 

O ônibus  The bus Os ônibus  The buses  

 
 
 
Third, we will look at words that end in “ão.”  
 
This suffix is more troublesome as there is not really a hard-and-fast rule 
for it. There will be times where you change the plural ending to, “ões,” 
others where it will be, “ães,” and still others where you will simply put an, 
“s,” on the end. 
For this class of words, you will need to memorize which is which as you 
learn them. But don’t let that scare you, this is something that will happen 
somewhat automatically as you continue your studies.  
 
Some examples would be:  

Substantivo 
(Singular) 

English Noun 
Definition 

Substantivo 
(Plural) 

English Noun 
Definition 

Um cão  A dog Uns cães Some dogs 

O coração  The heart Os corações The hearts 

O irmão The brother Os irmãos The brothers 

 



And finally, we have all the other words that do not end in either “l,” “s,” 
“z,” or “ão.” For these words, it is just like English. Just slap an, “s,” on the 
end and you are good to go! 

Some examples would be: 

Substantivo 
(Singular) 

English Noun 
Definition 

Substantivo 
(Plural) 

English Noun 
Definition 

Um minuto A minute Uns minutos Some minutes 

A carne The meat As carnes The meats 

Un carro A car Uns carros Some cars 

 
We’ll call it good for this lesson here. In the next lesson, we will take what 
we have learned thus far to discuss the topic of pronouns. 

 

 



Lesson 2 - Making Sense Of Pronouns 

 

Pronouns are among the most used words in English, and as you can 
probably guess, in Portuguese as well. Luckily for us, Portuguese makes 
use of pronouns in essentially the exact same ways that English does.  
 
In order to properly discuss pronouns, we need to step back and take some 
time to identify some vocabulary first.  

This lesson will be lengthy, so I hope that came prepared learn! 
 
By studying this table for a bit, you should start to see some patterns and 
commonalties arise. Also, you should notice that several pronouns in 
English correspond to various words in Portuguese.  
 
Let’s begin: 
 

English Pronoun Portuguese Translation  

I Eu 

Me Eu / Me 

You Você/Tu 

We Nós 

Us Nós 

She Ela 

He Ele 

Her Ela / A 

Him Ele / O 

They Eles/ Elas / As 

Them Eles / Elas / Os 

That Esse / Essa, Aquele / Aquela 

Those Esses / Essas, Aqueles / Aquelas 

It Isto, Aquilo, Lo 

Mine Meu / Minha  

Your Seu / Sua, Teu / Tua, De você 

Yours Seus / Suas, Teus / Tuas, De vocês 

Our Nosso / Nossa 

Ours Nossos / Nossas 



Hers Dela, Sua 

His Dele, Seu 

Theirs Deles / Delas, Seus / Suas 

What Que, O que 

Who Quem 

Whose Cujo / Cuja / De quem, Do qual 

Whom O qual, Quem, Que 

Which Qual 

This Este / Esta  

These Estes / Estas 

Either Ou, Qualquer um 

Neither Nem, Nenhum, Nenhuma 

None Nenhum  

No one Ninguém 

Nobody Ninguém 

Several Vários / Várias 

Many Muito / Muita, Muitos / Muitas 

Few Poucos / Poucas 

Other Outro / Outra 

Any Algum / Alguma, Qualquer, Quaisquer 

All Tudo, Todo / Toda, Todos / Todas 

Everything Tudo 

Nothing Nada 

Every Cada 

Each other Um ao outro / Uma à outra 

One another Um outro / Uma outra 

Myself Eu mesmo 

Yourself Você mesmo 

Herself Ela mesma 

Himself Ele mesmo 

Itself Se, Em si, A si mesmo 

Oneself Se, O próprio, A si mesmo  

Themselves Eles mesmos / Elas mesmas 

Yourselves Vocês mesmos 

Ourselves  Nós mesmos / Nós mesmas 

 
 
Now that you have been introduced to the translation of each pronoun in 
Portuguese, we are going to continue this topic by listing each type of 



pronoun in English and looking at its Portuguese counterpart. Then we will 
look at some examples of each. By the end of this lesson, you should 
hopefully see that your knowledge of English will once again expedite the 
Portuguese learning process. 
 
Pronouns fall under the following categories: 
 

Pronoun Type How it is Used  English Examples Portuguese examples 
Personal Used to substitute the 

name of a noun. 
I, me, you, we, us, she, he, 
her, him, they, them, those, 
it 

Eu, você, tu, ele, ela, nós, a 
gente, o senhor, a senhora, 
vocês, else, elas, isto, isso, 
aquilo 
 

Possessive Expresses the 
ownership or 
possession of a thing. 

Mine, yours, ours, Hers, 
His, Theirs 

Meu, minha, meus, minhas, 
teu, tua, teus, tuas, seu, sua, 
seus, suas,nosso, nossa, 
nossas, nossas, dele, dela 
 

Relative Associates a particular 

sentence to a specific 

noun. 

Who, whose, whom, which, 

that 

Que, qual, quais, quem 

Demonstrative Calls attention to a 
particular noun in a 
phrase. 

This, that, these, those, 
either, neither, none 

Este, esta, estes. Estas, esse, 
essa, esses, essas, aquele, 
aquela, aqueles, aquelas, isto, 
isso, aquilo 
 

Indefinite Discusses a noun 
without specifically 
identifying it. 

Some, a few, Someone, 
each, any, somebody, 
something, none 
no one, nobody, 
several, many, few, other, 
any, all, everything, nothing, 
every 

Alguém, ninguém, algum, 
alguns, algo, certo, certa, 
certos, certas, nenhum, 
nenhuma, quanto, quanta, 
quantos, quantas, muito, muita, 
muitos, muitas, tanto, tanta,  
tantos, tantas, vários, várias, 
pouco, pouca, poucos, poucas, 
nada, cada, outro, outra, 
outros, outras, qualquer, todo, 
toda, todos, todas, tudo, 

  

Interrogative Used when asking a 
question. 
 

Who, what, whose, whom, 
which 

Qual, quanto, quais, quantos, 
quanta, quantas, que, o que, 
quem, como, onde, quando 
 

Reciprocal Used when multiple Each other, Ao outro 



subjects are doing the 
same thing or 
reciprocate to the 
other. 

One another 

Reflexive Used use when the 
subject and the object 
are one in the same.  

Myself, yourself, herself, 
himself, itself, oneself, 
themselves, yourselves, 
ourselves 

Me, se, te, nos 

 

This table is packed with information, and it can be hard to know what you 

are looking at, at first.  

Especially without having yet memorized the translation of each pronoun in 

Portuguese. I have purposefully created this table to give you as much of 

an overview as possible in one place.  

I cannot recommend highly enough that you take some time to really look it 

over, not just once, but several times. The more you see these words, the 

more familiar they will become to you. I know it seems like a lot at first, but 

the beauty of it is, this is it. They do not change. So, once you get it down, 

you are golden.  

 

Once you have looked over the table enough times to feel comfortable 

moving on, let’s keep going with some examples to drive these concepts 

home.  

 

Personal pronouns examples: 

English Portuguese 

We want to go fishing. Nós queremos ir pescar. 

She does not like the red meat. Ela não gosta da carne vermelha. 

They don’t like it. Eles não gostam disso. 

 



Possessive pronoun examples: 

English Portuguese 

That is her bottle. Essa é a garrafa dela. 

Is this table yours? Esta mesa é sua? 

This house is ours. Esta casa é nossa. 

 

Relative pronoun examples: 

English Portuguese 

I have a sister whose hair is long. Eu tenho uma irmã cuja cabelo é 

comprido. 

This is the dog that you saw before. Este é o cachorro que você viu 

antes. 

I have the bowl which you lost. Eu tenho a tigela que você 

perdeu. 

 

Demonstrative pronoun examples: 

English Portuguese 

This is a good day. Este é um bom dia. 

That field is very green. Esse campo é muito verde. 

These are comfortable shoes.  Estes são sapatos confortáveis. 

 

Indefinite pronoun examples: 

English Portuguese 

Does anyone have some juice? Alguém tem um pouco de suco? 

You can do anything you want! Você pode fazer o que quiser! 

Everybody was happy. Todo mundo estava feliz. 



Interrogative pronoun examples: 
 

English Portuguese 

Whose rock is this? De quem é essa pedra? 

What kind of music is playing? Que tipo de música está tocando? 

Who got here first? Quem chegou primeiro? 

 

Reciprocal pronoun examples: 

English Portuguese 

We all passed the potato to one 

another. 

Todos nós passamos a batata uns 

para os outros. 

They kept staring at each other. Eles continuaram olhando um para 

o outro. 

They gave each other a bracelet.  Eles deram um ao outro uma 

pulseira. 

 

 

Reflexive pronoun examples: 

English Portuguese 

She gave herself some extra time. Ela se deu um tempo extra. 

You will need to look after yourself.  Você precisará cuidar de si 

mesmo. 

The bear warmed itself in a cave. O urso se aqueceu em uma 

caverna. 

 

We will conclude the lesson on pronouns here. As I often do, I like to close 

out the lesson by offering the reminder that you should not stress over the 

amount of information there is to take in here. But rather, your focus should 

be on taking in what you can and moving forward.  



I can guarantee you that everything I have said so far in this course will 

come up again and again as you continue your journey with Portuguese, 

and every time that you see it, it will make more and more sense as you 

continue to build context. 

 

In the next lesson, we’re going to discuss a topic that you have already 

encountered a few times throughout the course so far, word contractions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lesson 3 - Word-Contractions And Prepositions 

 

The best place to start when discussing word-contractions in Portuguese is 

to re-define them first in English. A contraction word is what happens when 

we join two words together. For example, “is not,” becomes, “isn’t,” “can 

not,” becomes, “can’t,” and so on.  

 

Portuguese also does this with many words, and we are going to discuss 

them now. The major difference between Portuguese and English 

contractions is that Portuguese does not utilize an apostrophe in order to 

join words together like English does. 

 

Portuguese makes use of prepositions to make contractions.  

So, let’s first look at what prepositions exist in Portuguese and then revisit 

the topic of contractions afterward and see how it all comes together… 

literally! 

 

Prepositions In English Prepositions In Portuguese 
Below Abaixo 

Above Acima 

Beyond Além 

In addition to Além de 

Before Antes 

Prior to Antes de 

Beside Ao lado de 

Despite Apesar de 

Around Aproximadamente 

That Aquele, aquela 

Those Aqueles, aquelas 

Until Até 

Behind Atrás 

Across Através de 

Through Através 



As well as Bem como 

With Com 

As Como 

According to Conforme 

Against Contra 

From De 

Of De 

Inside Dentro 

Within Dentro de 

After Depois 

Since Desde 

Due to Devido a 

Unlike Diferente de 

Far from Distante, longe de 

During Durante 

At Em 

In Em 

Into Em 

On Em 

On top of Em cima de 

Toward Em direção a 

On behalf of Em nome de 

Around Em torno de 

Instead of Em vez de 

Among Entre 

Between Entre 

This Este, esta 

These Estes, estas 

Except Exceto 

Except for Exceto 

Out Fora 

Outside Fora de 

Outside of Fora de 

Plus Mais 

But Mas 

In front of Na frente de 

Opposite Oposto 

For Para 

To Para 



Down Para baixo 

Up Para cima 

Near Perto 

Near to Perto de 

By Por 

Per Por 

Because of Por causa de 

Next Próximo 

Close to Próximo a 

Next to Próximo de 

Than Que 

Without Sem 

Under Sob 

About Sobre 

Over Sobre 

As far as Tanto quanto 

 

Though there are a great many prepositions in Portuguese, as you can see 

from the table, we are only going to focus on a few of them when it comes 

to making contractions.  

 

In order to do this, we use the definite and indefinite articles, “a, o, as, os, 

um, uma, uns, umas,” certain demonstratives, some specific pronouns and 

also a few adverbs and combine them with particular prepositions, “em, de, 

para, por, a,” to create whole new words; contraction words. 

Put simply:  

Preposition + definite article = Contraction word. 

Preposition + indefinite article = Contraction word. 

Preposition + demonstrative = Contraction word. 

Preposition + pronoun = Contraction word. 

Preposition + adverb = Contraction word. 

 



 

This is best demonstrated with examples:  

 

Preposition  Article  Contraction word English Translation 

Em + o = No In the/on the (masculine 

singular) 

Em + a = Na In the/on the (feminine 

singular) 

Em + os = Nos In the/on the (masculine 

plural) 

Em + as = Nas In the/on the (Feminine plural) 

Em + um = Num In a/on a (masculine singular) 

Em + uma = Numa In a/on a (feminine singular) 

Em + uns = Nuns In some/on some (masculine 

plural) 

Em + umas =  numas In some/on some (feminine 

plural) 

 

Preposition  Article  Contraction word English Translation 

De + o = Do Of the/from the (masculine 

singular) 

De + a = Da Of the/from the (feminine 

singular) 

De + os = Dos Of the/from the (masculine 

plural) 

De + As = Das Of the/from the (feminine 

plural) 

 



 

Preposition  Article  Contraction word English Translation 

Para + o = Pro To the/For the (masculine 

singular) 

Para + a = Pra To the/For the (feminine 

singular) 

Para + os = Pros To the/For the (masculine plural) 

Para + As = Pras To the/For the (feminine plural) 

 

Preposition  Article  Contraction word English Translation 

Por + o = Pelo For/Around/Through/By the 

(Masculine singular) 

Por + a = Pela For/Around/Through/By the 

(feminine singular) 

Por + os = Pelos For/Around/Through/By the 

(Masculine plural) 

Por + As = Pelas For/Around/Through/By the 

(feminine plural) 

 

Preposition  Article  Contraction word English Translation 

A + o = Ao To the (Masculine singular) 

A + a = À To the (feminine singular) 

A + os = Aos  To the (Masculine plural) 

A + As = Às To the (feminine  plural) 

 

 

 



Preposition  Demonstrative Contraction word English Translation 

De + este =  Deste  Of this/from this 

(Masculine singular) 

De + esta = Desta Of this/from this (feminine 

singular) 

De + esse = Desse Of that/from that 

(Masculine singular) 

De + essa = Dessa Of that/from that (feminine 

singular) 

De + estes =  Destes  Of this/from this 

(Masculine plural) 

De + estas = Destas Of this/from this  

(feminine plural) 

De + esses = Desses Of that/from that 

(Masculine plural) 

De + essas = Dessas Of that/from that  

(feminine plural) 

De + aquele Daquele Of that/from that 

(Masculine singular) 

De + aquela Daquela Of that/from that  

(feminine singular) 

De + aqueles Daqueles Of those/from those 

(masculine plural) 

De + aquelas  Daquelas Of those/from those 

(feminine plural) 

De + aquilo Daquilo Of it/from it (neutral 

gender) 

De + isto Disto  Of it/from it (neutral 

gender) 

De + isso Disso  Of that/from that (neutral 

gender) 

 



Preposition  Demonstrative Contraction word English Translation 

Em + este =  Neste  In this (Masculine singular) 

Em + esta = Nesta In this (feminine singular) 

Em + esse = Nesse In that (Masculine singular) 

Em + essa = Nessa In that (feminine singular) 

Em + estes =  Nestes  In these (Masculine plural) 

Em + estas = Nestas In these (feminine plural) 

Em + esses = Nesses In those (Masculine plural) 

Em + essas = Nessas In those (feminine plural) 

Em + aquele = Naquele In that (Masculine singular) 

Em + aquela = Naquela In that (feminine singular) 

Em + aqueles = Naqueles In those (masculine plural) 

Em + aquelas = Naquelas In those (feminine plural) 

Em + aquilo = Naquilo In it (neutral gender) 

Em + isto = Nisto  In this (neutral gender) 

Em + isso = Nisso  In that (neutral gender) 

 

Preposition  Pronoun  Contraction word English Translation 

Em + ele = Nele In him/In it (masculine singular) 

Em + ela = Nela In her/In it (feminine singular) 

Em + eles = Neles In them (masculine plural) 

Em + elas= Nelas In them (feminine plural) 

Com + mim Comigo With me (neutral gender) 

Com + ti Contigo With you (neutral gender) 

Com + si Consigo With them (neutral gender) 

Com + nós Connosco With us (neutral gender) 

 

 

 



Preposition  Adverb  Contraction word English Translation 

De +  aqui = Daqui Of here/From here 

De +  aí = Daí Of there/ from there 

De +  ali = Dali  Of there/ from there 

De + onde Donde Of where/ from where 

A + onde Aonde To where 

 

There is plenty more to be said about contractions when we get into verb 

conjugations in the lessons that will be coming up in Day 5. But for now, all 

I ask is that you look over these tables again. Really study them with 

attention and take the time to notice the congruencies among each 

contraction. You will start to see after a bit that it is only natural that these 

contractions should exist. At least for the vast majority of them.  

 

For example, if you were to say, out loud, “his horse is thirsty,” in 

Portuguese which is, “o cavalo dele está com sede,” and you did not say, 

“dele,” but rather left it as, “de ele,” you would have an awkward space in 

between the words; “de – ele.” It is more natural to let the words flow 

together to become one resounding word, “dele.”  

Which, as I’m sure you know, is why contractions developed in the first 

place, speech. 

 

Keep this in mind as you study the tables and I promise it will all start to 

make sense as you go along.  

 

There are a couple more things I want to share with you before we 

conclude this lesson. All over Brazil you will hear a particular expression all 

the time. Brazilians will throw the word, “né,” on the end of a ton of their 

sentences. Or sometimes just use it all by itself.  

 

So, what does it mean?  

 



Well, “né,” is a contraction for the two words, “não,” and, “é.”  

If we were to translate it literally, it would mean, “No it is.”  

But that’s not coherent.  

It’s, essentially the English equivalent of saying, “right?” or, “isn’t it?”  

 

For example, a Brazilian might say to you, “que lindo dia, né?” Which 

means, “what a beautiful day, right?” or, “what a beautiful day, isn’t it?” 

 

You will hear this word, “né,” over and over again, so tuck this lesson in a 

safe place in your mind for now. It will be useful to you sooner than you 

think. 

Another expression you will hear constantly is, “ah tá.” 

 

This is the Brazilian way of saying things like, “oh I see,” “ah, got it,” or, “ok, 

sure.”  

 

Pretty much any time that someone explains something to you, you can 

respond with, “ah tá.” This is a very colloquial way of saying, “I understand.”  

That does it for day 4. I hope you are still with me at this point. And if you 

are feeling a little overwhelmed by all of this, don’t worry. Like I said in the 

very beginning, 100% fluency is not the ultimate goal here. But, whether 

you have noticed it or not, you are starting to form a solid understanding of 

the structure of the Portuguese language. 

 

Join me tomorrow for day 5 where we will solidify this structure even more 

with a whole host of new concepts.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Day 5: 

Lesson 1 - Portuguese Verbs  

 

Welcome to day 5!  

You’ve made it through some tough concepts so far and I hope that you are 

feeling enthusiastic about today’s lessons. This module is packed to the 

brim with information, so let’s jump on in. 

 

In this first lesson we are going to get you started with your study of verbs 

in Portuguese. Perhaps the biggest topic in any language aside from 

nouns, is that of verbs, and Portuguese is no exception. I will do my best to 

teach you what I have found to be truly important so that we can move 

through this topic without getting hung up on a million little inconsistencies.  

 

Take it from me, you could spend years just trying to memorize all the 

verbs that exist in Portuguese. There are just about as many as there are in 

English. So, you can imagine what I mean. That is not what you want to be 

doing at this point though. Instead, let’s teach you how verbs work, so that 

when you do learn new ones, you know how to use them. 

 

Verbs in Portuguese follow particular rules, and they change depending on 

who and what they are being attributed to. The best way to start studying 

verbs is to be introduced to them in their infinitive form. That is to say, when 

they are not yet attributed to any noun. 

 

In English, to put a verb in its infinitive form the way that Portuguese does, 

we add the preposition, “to,” just prior to the verb. 

 

 

For example, let’s take the word, “dance,” and state it in its infinitive form 



the way that Portuguese does. To do so, we would say, “to dance.”  

Literally speaking, just the action “to dance” has not yet been attributed to 

any particular noun. It’s an actionable verb, sure, but it is just kind of 

floating out there in space and has not yet been assigned an entity for 

which it can serve a purpose.  

 

On the other hand, if we were to say, “the lady dances,” then we have 

given the infinitive verb, “to dance,” a noun to correspond to and thus an 

action ensues. Luckily for us, this is the same concept in Portuguese.  

 

Every verb, on its own, written in its infinitive form corresponds to its 

English equivalent with the word, “to,” preceding it.  

To illustrate this, if we were to say the infinitive verb, “to dance,” in 

Portuguese, we would say, “dançar.”  

You’ll note that this word, “dançar” ends with the letters, “ar.”  

In fact, every verb in Portuguese ends with either the letters, “ar,” “er,” “ir,” 

and, “or.” 

 

These suffixes are the part of the word in Portuguese that correspond to 

the word, “to,” in English. For example, “danç-ar” is equivalent to saying, “to 

dance,” in English.  

 

Let’s see some more examples. 

 

The verb, “comer,” in Portuguese is in its infinitive form. It translates directly 

as, “to eat,” in English. The, “er,” on the end of the word, “comer,” makes us 

say, “to – eat,” rather than just, “eat.”  In fact, in Portuguese, there is no 

way to simply state an infinitive verb without saying, “to,” in a direct 

translation, like we can in English. In English you can say, “eat” without 

saying “to eat” but in Portuguese, you cannot. It will always be, “comer.” 

Never simply, “com,” as you might want to say.  

 

Another example is the verb, “abrir,” which translates directly as, “to open.” 



The, “ir,” on the end of, “abrir,” is equivalent to saying the word, “to,” before 

the verb, “open.” 

A final example would be the verb, “expor,” which translates directly as, “to 

expose,” in English.  

The, “or,” on the end of the word causes us to say, “to,” prior to saying, 

“expose,” in a direct translation. 

So, one more time for the sake of clarity.  

All Portuguese verbs in their infinitive form, that is to say, not yet attributed 

to a noun, will end in, “ar,” “er,” “ir,” and, “or.”  

 

You may be asking at this point, “what if the verb is attributed to a noun?” 

This is a big question and opens up the next lesson in this module: How to 

conjugate verbs in Portuguese.  

Brace yourself, this is a big one.  

 

           

                  



                                                        

Lesson 2 - Verb Conjugations In Portuguese 

 

In the previous lesson we discussed Portuguese verbs in their infinitive 

form. 

 

In this lesson we are going to step into the realm of verb conjugation and 

define what we must do if we are to discuss a verb that is actually attributed 

to a noun, or pronoun. I remember when I first encountered this subject, I 

did not know the word, “conjugation,” yet.  

 

So, I’ll simply explain it in case you are in the same boat that I was. To 

conjugate a verb in grammar basically just means to change or modify the 

verb based on some conditional circumstance, like assigning it to a noun. 

 

Let’s begin. 

 

I said in the last lesson that all Portuguese verbs in their infinitive form will 

end in, “ar,” “er,” “ir,” and, “or.”  

 

This is very important when discussing conjugation, as the rules for 

conjugating the verb vary based on which of these endings the verb has in 

its infinitive form. 

 

In order to understand properly what conjugating verbs means, we must 

first talk again about different ‘subjects.’  

 

We are going to briefly look back at, Day 4: Lesson 2: Making Sense Of 

Pronouns, and extract some pronouns from the list you saw in that lesson. 

 

 



We will be utilizing the following: 

 

 

Noun / Pronoun English Translation 

Eu I 

Você You 

Ele He 

Ela She 

Nós We 

Vocês You all 

Eles They (masculine) 

Elas They (feminine) 

Any noun by name; i.e. James, etc. He/She/They (masculine, feminine, 
or otherwise) 

Any other third person pronoun 
(singular) 

It 

Any other third person pronoun 
(plural) 

They / Those 

 

For the following lessons, I will not be including the, “Tu,” or, “Vós,” 
subjects, as these are really only spoken in Portugal and legal jargon in 
Brazil and are not very useful to you at this time.  



 

 
So, now that we have our nouns and pronouns ready, we can begin 
assigning verbs to them to see how the verbs are affected (conjugated.) 
In English, it is very simple to conjugate a verb, but in Portuguese, it is a 
whole different ball game.  
 
For this lesson, we are only going to be discussing regular verbs in the 
present indicative tense. 

We will look back at our first example of a verb in Portuguese that we saw 
in the last lesson, “dançar,” meaning “to dance.” 
 
Let’s take our first pronoun, “I,” and attribute this verb to it.  
 
To do so, we would say, “I dance.”  
In English, there is no change to the verb.  
However, in Portuguese, we would say, “Eu danço.”  
 
If you look carefully, you will notice that we replaced that, “ar,” ending on 
the verb “dançar” with the letter, “o.”  
  
This is what verb conjugation means.  
It means modifying the spelling of the verb to correspond to the person, 
place, or thing that it is being attributed to.  
 
Taking this a step further, if we were to say, “you dance,” in Portuguese, it 
would be, “você dança.”  
The verb, “dançar,” becomes conjugated with the pronoun, “você,” and thus 
changes its form to, “dança.”  
 
This is the basic concept of verb conjugation (conjugação,) and every verb 
changes from its infinitive form to a particular conjugated form when it is 
applied to a noun.  
 
We will now look at this in greater detail, using many examples. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Taking that same verb, “dançar,” let us see all the conjugated forms that 
exist for this word in the present indicative tense: 

Verb: Dançar (To dance) Conjugação English Translation 

Eu + dançar Eu danço. I dance. 

Você + dançar Você dança. You dance. 

Ele + dançar Ele dança. He dances. 

Ela + dançar Ela dança. She dances. 

Nós + dançar Nós dançamos. We dance. 

Vocês + dançar Vocês dançam. You all dance. 

Eles + dançar Eles dançam. They dance. 
(masculine) 

Elas + dançar Elas dançam. They dance. 
(feminine) 

Any noun by name, i.e. 
James, etc. + dançar 

O James dança. James dances. 

Any other third person 
pronoun (singular) + dançar 

Isto dança. It dances. 

Any other third person 
pronoun (plural) + dançar 

Aqueles dançam. Those dance. 

 
 
 



This is what the verb conjugation looks like for a verb that ends in, “ar.” In 
the present tense. 
 
Now let’s see what it looks like for a verb that ends in, “er.” 

Verb: Comer (To eat) Conjugação English Translation 

Eu + comer Eu como. I eat. 

Você + comer Você come. You eat. 

Ele + comer Ele come. He eats. 

Ela + comer Ela come. She eats. 

Nós + comer Nós comemos. We eat. 

Vocês + comer Vocês comem. You all eat. 

Eles + comer Eles comem. They eat. 
(masculine) 

Elas + comer Elas comem. They eat. 
(feminine) 

Any noun by name, i.e. 
James, etc. + comer  

O James come. James eats. 

Any other third person 
pronoun (singular) + comer 

Isto come. It eats. 

Any other third person 
pronoun (plural) + comer 

Aqueles comem. Those eat. 

 

As you can see, the change to the, “er,” was very similar in this example as 
the changes to the, “ar,” in the, “dançar,” example. 



 
Now let’s see what it looks like for a verb that ends in, “ir.” 

Verb: Abrir (To open) Conjugação English Translation 

Eu + abrir Eu abro. I open. 

Você + abrir Você abre. You open. 

Ele + abrir Ele abre. He opens. 

Ela + abrir  Ela abre. She opens. 

Nós + abrir Nós abrimos. We open. 

Vocês + abrir Vocês abrem. You all open. 

Eles + abrir Eles abrem. They open. 
(masculine) 

Elas + abrir Elas abrem. They open. 
(feminine) 

Any noun by name, i.e. 
James, etc. + abrir 

O James abre. James opens. 

Any other third person 
pronoun (singular) + abrir 

Isto abre. It opens. 

Any other third person 
pronoun (plural) + abrir 

Aqueles abrem. Those open. 

 
I hope you are starting to see a pattern emerge. 
Unfortunately, the pattern somewhat stops with these three regular verb-
endings. The few verbs that end in, “or,” are rather troublesome and fall 
under the category of, “irregular verbs.” Which we will discuss more in an 
upcoming lesson. 



 
 
Let’s see what it looks like for an, “irregular,” verb that ends in, “or,” in the 
present tense: 

Verb: Expor (To expose) Conjugação English Translation 

Eu + expor Eu exponho. I expose. 

Você + expor Você expõe. You expose. 

Ele + expor Ele expõe. He exposes. 

Ela + expor Ela expõe. She exposes. 

Nós + expor Nós expomos. We expose. 

Vocês + expor Vocês expõem. You all expose. 

Eles + expor Eles expõem. They expose. 
(masculine) 

Elas + expor Elas expõem. They expose. 
(feminine) 

Any noun by name, i.e. 
James, etc. + expor 

O James expõe. James exposes. 

Any other third person 
pronoun (singular) + expor 

Isto expõe. It exposes. 

Any other third person 
pronoun (plural) + expor 

Aqueles expõem. Those expose. 

 
As you can see with the verb, “expor,” the conjugations are a little less 
amicable. We get the tilde over the, “õ,” and it combines with an, “e,” for a 
majority of them.  



Still though, if you study the chart with care, you will notice some patterns 
are still present. For example, the pronoun, “nós,” still has its conjugation 
ending in “omos.” Also, the plural pronouns still have their conjugations 
ending in an, “m,” like the other, “regular,” verbs you saw before. 
 
The takeaway from these examples is that, regardless of the verb that you 
are conjugating, you will almost always follow these patterns listed here.  
 
There are some verbs that sort of take these rules and smash them with a 
hammer, but we will come back to those a little later.   

Let’s look at some more conjugations of regular, “ar,” “er,” and” “ir” verbs to 
really get you going on this, then we will put these into sentences to get a 
good sense of how this works in application: 

 

Verb: Andar (To walk) Conjugação English Translation 

Eu + andar Eu ando. I walk. 

Você + andar Você anda. You walk. 

Ele + andar Ele anda. He walks. 

Ela + andar Ela anda. She walks. 

Nós + andar Nos andamos. We walk. 

Vocês + andar Vocês andam. You all walk. 

Eles + andar Eles andam. They walk. 
(masculine) 

Elas + andar Elas andam. They walk. 
(feminine) 



Any noun by name, i.e. 
James, etc. + andar 

O James anda. James walks. 

Any other third person 
pronoun (singular) + andar 

Isto anda. It walks. 

Any other third person 
pronoun (plural) + andar 

Aqueles andam. Those walk. 

 
 
 
 
 

Verb: Entender  
(To understand) 

Conjugação English Translation 

Eu + entender Eu entendo. I understand. 

Você + entender Você entende. You understand. 

Ele + entender Ele entende. He understands. 

Ela + entender Ela entende. She understands. 

Nós + entender Nós entendemos. We understand. 

Vocês + entender Vocês entendem. You all understand. 

Eles + entender Eles entendem. They understand. 
(masculine) 

Elas + entender Elas entendem. They understand. 
(feminine) 

Any noun by name, i.e. 
James, etc. + entender 

O James entende. James understands. 



Any other third person 
pronoun (singular) + 
entender 

Isto entende. It understands. 

Any other third person 
pronoun (plural) + entender 

Aqueles entendem. Those understand. 

 

 

 

Verb: Curtir (To enjoy) Conjugação English Translation 

Eu + curtir Eu curto. I enjoy. 

Você + curtir Você curte. You enjoy. 

Ele + curtir Ele curte. He enjoys. 

Ela + curtir Ela curte. She enjoys. 

Nós + curtir Nós curtimos. We enjoy. 

Vocês + curtir Vocês curtem. You all enjoy. 

Eles + curtir Eles curtem. They enjoy. 
(masculine) 

Elas + curtir Elas curtem. They enjoy. 
(feminine) 

Any noun by name, i.e. 
James, etc. + curtir 

O James curte. James enjoys. 

Any other third person Isto curte. It enjoys. 



pronoun (singular) + curtir 

Any other third person 
pronoun (plural) + curtir 

Aqueles curtem. Those enjoy. 

 

Now that you have seen a few examples, I believe it is time to start putting 

these verbs into action.  

 

The remainder of this lesson will be examples of the verbs you have seen 

here and how to use them in a sentence (como usar numa frase.) 

 

 

 

Let’s begin: 

O verbo: Dançar Como Usar Numa Frase 

 

I want to dance every night. Eu quero dançar todas as noites. 

I dance every night. Eu danço todas as noites. 

You dance every night. Você dança todas as noites. 

He dances every night. Ele dança todas as noites. 

She dances every night. Ela dança todas as noites. 

We dance every night. Nós dançamos todas as noites. 

You all dance every night.  Vocês dançam todas as noites. 

The boys, they dance every night. Os meninos, eles dançam todas as noites. 

The girls, they dance every night. As meninas, elas dançam todas as noites. 

James dances every night . O James dança todas as noites. 

It dances every night. Isto dança todas as noites. 

Those dance every night. Aqueles dançam todas as noites. 



 

O verbo: Comer Como Usar Numa Frase 

 

I like to eat watermelon in the morning. Eu gosto de comer melancia pela manhã. 

I eat watermelon in the morning. Eu como melancia pela manhã. 

You eat watermelon in the morning. Você come melancia pela manhã. 

He eats watermelon in the morning. Ele come melancia pela manhã. 

She eats watermelon in the morning. Ela come melancia pela manhã. 

We eat watermelon in the morning. Nós comemos melancia pela manhã. 

You all eat watermelon in the morning. Vocês comem melancia pela manhã. 

The boys, they eat watermelon in the 

morning. 

Os meninos, eles comem melancia pela manhã. 

The girls, they eat watermelon in the 

morning. 

As meninas, elas comem melancia pela manhã. 

James eats watermelon in the 

morning. 

O James come melancia pela manhã. 

It eats watermelon in the morning Isto come melancia pela manhã. 

Those eat watermelon in the morning. Aqueles comem melancia pela manhã. 

 

 

O verbo: Abrir 

 

Como Usar Numa Frase 

It’s difficult to open the door at work. É difícil abrir a porta no trabalho. 

I open the door at work. Eu abro a porta no trabalho. 

You open the door at work. Você abre a porta no trabalho. 

He opens the door at work. Ele abre a porta no trabalho. 

She opens the door at work. Ela abre a porta no trabalho. 

We open the door at work. Nós abrimos a porta no trabalho. 



You all open the door at work. Vocês abrem a porta no trabalho. 

The boys, they open the door at work. Os meninos, eles abrem a porta no trabalho. 

The girls, they open the door at work. As meninas, elas abrem a porta no trabalho. 

James opens the door at work. O James abre a porta do trabalho. 

It opens the door at work. Isto abre a porta do trabalho. 

Those open the door at work. Aqueles abrem a porta do trabalho. 

 

 

O verbo: Andar 

 

Como Usar Numa Frase 

I don’t want to walk to the park in the 

rain.  

Eu não quero andar para o parque na chuva. 

I walk to the park in the rain. Eu ando para o parque na chuva. 

You walk to the park in the rain. Você anda até o parque na chuva. 

He walks to the park in the rain. Ele anda até o parque na chuva. 

She walks to the park in the rain. Ela anda até o parque na chuva. 

We walk to the park in the rain. Nós andamos para o parque na chuva. 

You all walk to the park in the rain. Vocês andam ao parque na chuva. 

The boys, they walk to the park in the 

rain. 

Os meninos, eles andam para o parque na 

chuva. 

The girls, they walk to the park in the 

rain. 

As meninas, elas andam até o parque na chuva. 

James walks to the park in the rain. O James anda para o parque na chuva. 

It walks to the park in the rain. Isto anda para o parque na chuva. 

Those walk to the park in the rain. Aqueles andam até o parque na chuva. 

 

 

 



O verbo: Entender  

 

Como Usar Numa Frase 

I don't think the fish wants to 

understand. 

Acho que o peixe não quer entender. 

I understand more than my fish. Eu entendo mais do que o meu peixe. 

You understand more than your fish. Você entende mais do que o seu peixe. 

He understands more than his fish. Ele entende mais do que o peixe dele. 

She understands more than her fish. Ela entende mais do que o peixe dela. 

We understand more than our fish. Nós entendemos mais do que o nosso peixe. 

You all understand more than the fish. Vocês entendem mais do que o peixe. 

The boys, they understand more than 

their fish. 

Os meninos, eles entendem mais do que o 

peixe deles. 

The girls, they understand more than 

their fish. 

As meninas, elas entendem mais do que o peixe 

delas. 

James understands more than his fish. O James entende mais do que o seu peixe. 

It understands more than its fish. Isto entende mais do que o seu peixe. 

Those understand more than their fish. Aqueles entendem mais do que o peixe deles. 

 

 

 

O verbo: Curtir 

 

Como Usar Numa Frase 

They want to enjoy the ice cream in the 

afternoon. 

Eles querem curtir o sorvete à tarde. 

I enjoy the ice cream in the afternoon. Eu curto o sorvete à tarde. 

You enjoy the ice cream in the afternoon. Você curte o sorvete à tarde. 

He enjoys the ice cream in the afternoon. Ele curte o sorvete à tarde. 

She enjoys the ice cream in the 

afternoon. 

Ela curte o sorvete à tarde. 



We enjoy the ice cream in the afternoon. Nós curtimos o sorvete à tarde. 

 

You all enjoy the ice cream in the 

afternoon. 

Vocês curtem o sorvete à tarde. 

The boys, they enjoy the ice cream in 

the afternoon. 

Os meninos, eles curtem o sorvete à tarde. 

The girls, they enjoy the ice cream in the 

afternoon. 

As meninas, elas curtem o sorvete à tarde. 

James enjoys the ice cream in the 

afternoon. 

O James curte o sorvete à tarde. 

It enjoys the ice cream in the afternoon. Isto curte o sorvete à tarde. 

Those enjoy the ice cream in the 

afternoon. 

Aqueles curtem o sorvete à tarde. 

 

This should be enough examples for the moment.  

 

My hope is that you are able to go through each of these tables and really 

scrutinize them and extract as much information as you can from them just 

by reading the original sentences and their Portuguese translations.  

 

There is a lot more info here than meets the eye at first. 

 

I can virtually guarantee that you are already seeing the patterns in the 

conjugations of each verb, as is my goal here.  

 

But just to really deliver the goods, let me re-iterate some of the most 

important points about the way these verbs work. Having this explicitly 

stated should help you from here on out, every time you learn a new verb.  

Bear in mind, we are still just talking about the present tense right now. 

There are other tenses that will be discussed in an upcoming lesson. 



 

It essentially works like this for all “regular” verbs: 

Almost every time that you use a verb with the first-person-pronoun, “eu,” 

the verb will end in, “o,” as you saw with, “eu ando,” for example. 

 

Almost every time that you use a verb with the second-person-plural-

pronoun, “vocês,” the verb will end in, “am,” or “em,” as you saw with, 

“vocês comem,” and, “vocês andam,” for example. 

 

Almost every time that you use a verb with the third-person-singular-

pronouns, “ele,” or “ela,” the verb will end in, “a,” or, “e,” as you saw with, 

“ele come,” and, “ela anda,” for example. 

 

Almost every time that you use a verb with the third-person-plural 

pronouns, “eles,” or “elas,” the verb will end in, “am,” or, ‘em,” as you saw 

with, “eles comem,” and, “elas andam,” for example. 

 

Almost every time that you use a verb with the first-person-plural 

pronoun, “nós,” the verb will end in, “amos,” “emos,” or, “imos,” as you saw 

with, “nós dançamos,” “nós comemos,” and, “nós abrimos,” for example. 

 

Almost every time that you use a verb with a third-person-noun, “James,” 

for example, the verb will end In, “a,” or, “e,” as you saw with, “O James 

come,” and, “O James anda.” 

 

Almost every time that you use a verb with any third-person-singular-

pronouns, “isto,” or etc., the verb will end in, “a,” or, “e,” as you saw with, 

“isto come,” and, “isto anda,” for example. 

 

 

 

Almost every time that you use a verb with any third-person-plural 

pronouns, “aqueles,” or etc., the verb will end in, “am,” or, ‘em,” as you saw 



with, “aqueles comem,” and, “aqueles andam,” for example. 

 

We will close this lesson here.  

 

In the next lesson we are going to be looking very closely at two particular 

verbs that are, perhaps, the most important verbs in all of Portuguese, 

“ser,” and, “estar.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lesson 3 - Ser & Estar, And Irregular Verbs 

 

By this point, you should have an idea of how verbs work in Portuguese. 

The verb meanings themselves are not really any different than English 

verbs, in that they all have word to word translations. It’s just that in 

English, we typically add an, “s,” to the end of any verb to conjugate it for 

particular nouns and pronouns, as long as we are using the present tense, 

that is.  

 

In Portuguese though, we have all these suffixes (endings of the word) that 

change depending on which noun the verb is in reference to. 

 

We established that the rules for changing these, “regular,” verb-endings 

follow similar patterns. For the majority of verbs you see, you will conjugate 

them following these patterns you have learned in the previous lesson. 

However, as I mentioned before, there are a number of verbs that we call 

irregular, “os verbos irregulares.” 

 

These verbs have different suffixes than we have seen so far, or 

sometimes different spelling altogether depending on the subject-

perspective being used. 

 

As always, the best way to describe this is with examples. We are going to 

be using the two verbs, “ser,” and, “estar,” to further discuss irregular verbs. 

These two verbs play very important rules in the Portuguese language, and 

this is a great opportunity to get you familiar with them.  

I started the conversation about verbs by explaining that the, “ar, er, ir, and, 

or,” endings correspond to the word, “to,” in English. This is still true for 

irregular verbs. The verb, “ser,” for example, literally means, “to be.”  

This is a little different than the verb, “to exist,” which is, “existir.”  

 



When we use, “ser,” it is more like saying, “to be,” in the sense that 

something simply, “is.”  

 

For example, if you were to say, “I am,” with no further context, you are 

basically claiming that you simply, “are.”  

 

In order to say this in Portuguese, we conjugate the verb, “ser,” in an 

interesting way. We drop the, “er,” and replace it with the letters, “ou,” and 

thus it becomes, “sou.”  

 

And so, to simply state, “I am,” in Portuguese, you would say, “Eu sou.” 

 

Right away, I hope that you can see that the first person conjugation for the 

verb, “ser,” did not become, “Eu so,” as you may have expected, but rather 

became, “Eu sou,”  with an, “ou,” instead of just an, “o.” This is what it 

means to conjugate an irregular verb; it does not follow the patterns that 

you learned earlier. 

Let’s take a look now at all the present tense conjugations for the verb ser: 

O verbo: Ser (To be) Conjugação Tradução do inglês 

 

Eu + ser Eu sou. I am. 

Você + ser Você é. You are. 

Ele + ser Ele é. He is. 

Ela + ser Ela é. She is. 

Nós + ser Nós somos. We are. 

Vocês + ser Vocês são. You all are. 

Eles + ser Eles são. They are. 

(masculine) 

Elas + ser Elas são. They are. 

(feminine) 

Any noun by name, i.e. O James é. James is. 



James, etc. + ser 

Any other third person 

pronoun (singular) + 

ser 

Isto é. It is. 

Any other third person 

pronoun (plural) + ser 

Aqueles são. Those are. 

 

As you can see, these conjugations are a bit different than what you are 

used to. For, “Eu,” we get the, “ou,” ending. For, “Você,” we just get, “é,” all 

by itself and so on. The hard truth that I had to learn with irregular verbs is 

that there is really no great trick for remembering which suffix to use for 

which subject, and it comes down to more or less just memorizing them as 

you learn them.  

 

However, as we look at some more examples, I will teach you what has 

helped me get a good handle on this issue.  

 

The next irregular verb we are going to look at is the verb, “estar.” 

Similar to the verb, “ser,” “estar,” also means, “to be.”  

But rather than corresponding to the rather abstract translation to simply, 

“be,” it is more like saying, “is in a state of.”  

For example, when we use, “ser,” it is like saying that something is… 

permanently. However, when we use, “estar,” it is like saying that 

something is… temporarily, or at least, is subject to change. 

 

As always, examples help. So, let’s jump right into it. 

 

To say, “I am a man,” in Portuguese, for example, I would use the verb, 

“ser,” and say, “eu sou um homem.”  

 

 



If I wanted to say something more like, “I am in Washington.”  

I would use the verb, “estar,” and say, “eu estou em Washington.” 

 

Let’s go ahead and conjugate the verb, “estar,” now to see all its forms for 

the present tense: 

O verbo: Estar (To be) Conjugação Tradução do 
inglês 

Eu + estar Eu estou. I am. 

Você + estar Você está. You are. 

Ele + estar Ele está. He is. 

Ela + estar Ela está. She is. 

Nós + estar Nós estamos. We are. 

Vocês + estar Vocês estão. You all are. 

Eles + estar Eles estão. They are. 
(masculine) 

Elas + estar Elas estão. They are. 
(feminine) 

A noun by name, i.e. 
James, etc. + estar 

O James está. James is. 

Any other third person 
pronoun (singular) + estar 

Isto está. It is. 

Any other third person 
pronoun (plural) + estar 

Aqueles estão. Those are. 



If you compare the conjugations of the verb, “estar,” to the conjugations 

you saw for the verb, “ser,” side by side, which we will do now, you will 

undoubtedly note some pretty glaring similarities: 

Subject (Sujeito) O verbo: Ser O Verbo: Estar 

Eu  Eu sou. Eu estou. 

Você Você é. Você está. 

Ele Ele é. Ele está. 

Ela  Ela é. Ela está. 

Nós Nós somos. Nós estamos. 

Vocês Vocês são. Vocês estão. 

Eles Eles são. Eles estão. 

Elas  Elas são. Elas estão. 

James, etc.  O James é. O James está. 

Isto Isto é. Isto está. 

Aqueles  Aqueles são. Aqueles estão. 

I believe by this point in the course, you do not need me to explicitly point 

these similarities out to you.  

 

So, once you have compared the tables, let’s continue on with the uses of 

both, “ser,” and, “estar,” to see how these words are similar, and how they 

are different. 



To illustrate this point as vividly as possible, we are going to look at 

example sentences for each subject of each verb.  

Afterwards, you should have a firm grasp on how these verbs both mean, 

“to be,” and yet differ from each other at the same time. 

Let’s have a look: 

 

O verbo: Ser Como usar numa frase 

 

I want to be a superhero.   Eu quero ser um super-herói. 

I am a happy person.  Eu sou uma pessoa feliz. 

You are a brave child. Você é uma criança corajosa. 

He is a good choice. Ele é uma boa escolha. 

She is a strong leader. Ela é uma líder forte. 

We are great friends. Nós somos grandes amigos. 

You all are the best in the class. Vocês são os melhores da classe. 

The boys, they are young. Os meninos, eles são jovens. 

The girls, they are short. As meninas, elas são baixas. 

James is a nice guy. O James é um cara legal. 

It is a flat surface. É uma superfície plana. 

Those are fat ducks. Aqueles são patos gordos. 

 

 

O verbo: Estar Como usar numa frase 

 

I want to be in London.   Eu quero estar em Londres. 

I am tired. Eu estou cansado. 

You are acting crazy. Você está agindo como um louco. 

He is having a good day. Ele está tendo um bom dia. 



She is ready to go. Ela está pronta para ir. 

We are waiting for the end. Nós estamos esperando o fim. 

You all are in the right place. Vocês estão no lugar certo. 

The boys, they are telling jokes. Os meninos, eles estão contando piadas. 

The girls, they are sleeping. As meninas, elas estão dormindo. 

James is early for church. O James está cedo para a igreja. 

It is not ready yet. Isto não está pronto ainda. 

Those are looking delicious. Aqueles estão aparecendo delicioso. 

 

As you can see, these two verbs are extremely versatile.  

They are used in any sentence that strives to explain the existence of 

anything or the conditional state of anything.  

Obviously, that has far reaching importance throughout the entire 

language.  

 

I said at first that, “ser,” describes things that can be thought of as 

permanent and, “estar,” describes things that can be thought of as 

temporary.  In general, these are good rules of thumb, but there are certain 

uses of, “ser,” that sort of seem incorrect.  

 

For example, when telling time in Portuguese, we use the verb, “ser,” to 

say what time it is, even though the time is an ever-changing concept, and 

it would make more sense to use, “estar,” in my opinion.  

 

 

Also, in the example you saw above, “os meninos, eles são jovens,” it 

seems that we should use, “estão,” since nobody is young forever.  

 

But alas, we use, “ser,” here as age, though it is ever changing, is 

technically a permanent attribute of a person, much like a person’s eye 

color, blood type and etc. 

 



And so, with that said, I am going to list the major uses for each verb so 

you know when to use which: 

 

Use Ser for… Use Estar for… 

Names of people and places. Physical state of a person or thing. 

Job titles. Emotional state of a person or thing. 

Telling time. Describing the weather. 

Physical attributes. Discussing temperature. 

Where someone/something is from. Wearing clothing/ accessories. 

Speaking about Nationality. Discussing actions. 

The permanent state of any given thing. The temporary state of any given thing. 

 

This lesson on, “Ser & Estar,” hopefully should have you feeling pretty 

confident in how and when to use each of these verbs, but let me tell you 

something from years of experience: 

 

“You will get this wrong sometimes.” 

 

The fact is that there are just so many situations in life that require these 

two verbs and once in a while you will use the wrong one in the wrong way. 

Please do not let this bother you too much.  

 

I have heard many a Brazilian use these verbs wrong in many situations.  

It is just one of those things.  

If, for example, you were to say, “eu estou um humano,” then sure, you are 

technically saying that you are a human. But it is slightly incorrect because 

you are saying that this is subject to change.  

 

However, there is no Portuguese speaking person who would not 

understand what you meant. So, just do your best and you will become 

more familiar with these two verbs the more you use and hear them. 

 



Now that you have learned these two verbs and seen how the conjugations 

are different than the regular verbs we have seen so far, we are going to go 

further with the subject of, ‘verbos irregulares,’ in the next lesson and get 

you comfortable with encountering these little troublemakers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Lesson 4 - Irregular verbs; A deeper dive 

 

In the last lesson, we looked very closely at the two verbs, “ser,” and, 

“estar,” and I made the point that these two verbs are classified as 

“irregular.” But, I still have not really defined what that means, and I intend 

to do so now. 

 

An irregular verb is one whose root or entire form is changed throughout its 

conjugation. What that means is that the verb is changed in such a way 

that its original stem is altered in a manner that is not consistent with the 

typical, “ar, er, and ir,” verb endings that you have become familiar with, in 

the first person. 

When I first started learning Portuguese, I basically decided that it was 

impossible to learn how to conjugate verbs accordingly because there were 

just too many of them. Eventually I worked something out that changed my 

mind. And now I want to present to you my best trick for remembering how 

to conjugate all verbs, both regular and irregular.  

The, “trick,” is to focus on memorizing just the irregular ones.  

The reason being because there are far fewer of them.  

If you can do that, then all the other ones, pretty much 99% of the time will 

be the typical conjugations.  

 

Now when I say memorize the irregular ones, what I really mean is 

memorize this list that I am about to give you.  

These are the irregular verbs that you will run into again and again in 

everyday conversation. Any other ones that you may encounter will be so 

infrequent that they are not really even worth mentioning right now. If you 

can study this list and commit these conjugations to memory, then the next 

time you see or hear a verb, just think to yourself, “is it in this list?” If it is 



not, then you have a very high probability that it is conjugated like the 

regular, “ar, er, and ir” verbs. 

 

Let’s look closely at this list now and then I will provide examples of each of 

these verb’s conjugations afterward: 

 

O Verbo Irregular Em Português A tradução em inglês. 

 

Caber To fit 

Cair  To fall 

Crer  To believe 

Dar  To give 

Dizer  To say 

Dormir  To sleep 

Estar  To be 

Expor To expose 

Fazer  To do 

Fugir  To flee 

Ir  To go 

Ler To read 

Medir  To measure 

Ouvir To hear 

Pedir To ask 

Perder  To lose 

Poder  To have the power to (the ability to) 

Pôr To put 

Querer To want 

Requerer  To require 

Rir  To laugh 

Saber  To know 

Sair  To leave (to go out) 



Seguir To follow 

Sentir  To feel 

Ser  To be 

Servir To serve 

Subir  To rise (to move up) 

Supor To suppose 

Ter To have 

Trazer To bring 

Valer  To be worth 

Ver To see 

Vir  To come  

As you can see, these verbs are quite useful words to know, but it is not 

enough for me to simply tell you that these verbs are conjugated differently. 

Instead, I will show you how each is used individually in the present 

indicative tense, so you have the opportunity to really learn how to use 

them. So, if you’re ready, here we go.  

 

Os verbos irregulares no presente: 

O verbo: Caber Como usar numa frase 

 

I want to fit in those pants. Eu quero caber nessas calças. 

I fit in those pants. Eu caibo nessas calças. 

You fit in those pants. Você cabe nessas calças. 

He fits in those pants. Ele cabe nessas calças. 

She fits in those pants. Ela cabe nessas calças. 

We fit in those pants. Nós cabemos nessas calças. 

You all fit in those pants. Vocês cabem nessas calças. 

The boys, they fit in those pants. Os meninos, eles cabem nessas calças. 

The girls, they fit in those pants. As meninas, elas cabem nessas calças. 

James fits in those pants. O James cabe nessas calças. 



It fits in those pants. Isto cabe nessas calças. 

Those fit in those pants. Aqueles cabem nessas calças. 

 

O verbo: Cair Como usar numa frase 

 

I like to fall on the bed. Eu gosto de cair na cama. 

I fall on the bed. Eu caio na cama. 

You fall on the bed.  Você cai na cama. 

He falls on the bed. Ele cai na cama. 

She falls on the bed.  Ela cai na cama. 

We fall on the bed.  Nós caímos na cama. 

You all fall on the bed. Vocês caem na cama. 

The boys, they fall on the bed. Os meninos, eles caem na cama. 

The girls, they fall on the bed. As meninas, elas caem na cama. 

James falls on the bed. O James cai na cama. 

It falls on the bed. Isto cai na cama. 

Those fall on the bed. Aqueles caem na cama. 

 

O verbo: Crer Como usar numa frase 

 

I want to believe in math. Eu quero crer em matemática. 

I believe in math. Eu creio em matemática. 

You believe in math. Você crê em matemática. 

He believes in math. Ele crê em matemática. 

She believes in math. Ela crê em matemática. 

We believe in math. Nós cremos em matemática. 

You all believe in math. Vocês creem em matemática. 

The boys, they believe in math. Os meninos, eles creem em matemática. 



The girls, they believe in math. As meninas, elas creem em matemática. 

James believes in math. O James crê em matemática. 

It believes in math.  Isto crê em matemática. 

Those believe in math. Aqueles creem em matemática. 

 

O verbo: Dar Como usar numa frase 

 

I want to give you a book. Eu quero te dar um livro. 

I give you a book. Eu te dou um livro. 

You give a book. Você dá um livro. 

He gives you a book. Ele te dá um livro. 

She gives you a book. Ela te dá um livro. 

We give you a book. Nós te damos um livro. 

You all give a book. Vocês dão um livro. 

The boys, they give you a book. Os meninos, eles te dão um livro. 

The girls, they give you a book. As meninas, elas te dão um livro. 

James gives you a book. O James te dá um livro. 

It gives you a book. Isto te dá um livro. 

Those give you a book. Aqueles te dão um livro. 

 

O verbo: Dizer Como usar numa frase 

 

I don’t know what to say. Eu não sei o que dizer. 

I say many things. Eu digo muitas coisas. 

You say many things. Você diz muitas coisas. 

He says many things. Ele diz muitas coisas. 

She says many things. Ela diz muitas coisas. 

We say many things. Nós dizemos muitas coisas. 



You all say many things. Vocês dizem muitas coisas. 

The boys, they say many things. Os meninos, eles dizem muitas coisas. 

The girls, they say many things. As meninas, elas dizem muitas coisas. 

James says many things. O James diz muitas coisas. 

It says many things. Isto diz muitas coisas. 

Those say many things. Aqueles dizem muitas coisas. 

 

 

O verbo: Dormir Como usar numa frase 

 

I love to sleep all night.  Eu adoro dormir a noite toda. 

I sleep all night. Eu durmo a noite toda. 

You sleep all night. Você dorme a noite toda. 

He sleeps all night. Ele dorme a noite toda. 

She sleeps all night. Ela dorme a noite toda. 

We sleep all night. Nós dormimos a noite toda. 

You all sleep all night. Vocês dormem a noite toda. 

The boys, they sleep all night. Os meninos, eles dormem a noite toda. 

The girls, they sleep all night. As meninas, elas dormem a noite toda. 

James sleeps all night. O James dorme a noite toda. 

It sleeps all night. Isto dorme a noite toda. 

Those sleep all night. Aqueles dormem a noite toda. 

 

 

 

 



O verbo: Estar Como usar numa frase 

 

I want to be in London.   Eu quero estar em Londres. 

I am tired. Eu estou cansado. 

You are acting crazy. Você está agindo como um louco. 

He is having a good day. Ele está tendo um bom dia. 

She is ready to go. Ela está pronta para ir. 

We are waiting for the end. Nós estamos esperando o fim. 

You all are in the right place. Vocês estão no lugar certo. 

The boys, they are telling jokes. Os meninos, eles estão contando 

piadas. 

The girls, they are sleeping. As meninas, elas estão dormindo. 

James is early for church. O James está cedo para a igreja. 

It is not ready yet. Isto não está pronto ainda. 

Those are looking delicious. Aqueles estão aparecendo delicioso. 

 

O verbo: Expor Como usar numa frase 

 

I want to expose the truth about 

pollution.  

Eu quero expor a verdade sobre a 

poluição. 

I expose the truth about pollution. Eu exponho a verdade sobre a 

poluição. 

You expose the truth about 

pollution. 

Você expõe a verdade sobre a poluição. 

He exposes the truth about 

pollution. 

Ele expõe a verdade sobre a poluição. 

She exposes the truth about 

pollution. 

Ela expõe a verdade sobre a poluição. 

We expose the truth about 

pollution. 

Nós expomos a verdade sobre a 

poluição. 



You all expose the truth about 

pollution. 

Vocês expõem a verdade sobre a 

poluição. 

The boys, they expose the truth 

about pollution. 

Os meninos, eles expõem a verdade 

sobre a poluição. 

The girls, they expose the truth 

about pollution. 

As meninas, elas expõem a verdade 

sobre a poluição. 

James exposes the truth about 

pollution. 

O James expõe a verdade sobre a 

poluição. 

It exposes the truth about pollution. Isto expõe a verdade sobre a poluição. 

Those expose the truth about 

pollution. 

Aqueles expõem a verdade sobre a 

poluição. 

 

O verbo: Fazer Como usar numa frase 

 

I want to do something exciting. Eu quero fazer algo emocionante. 

I do something exciting. Eu faço algo emocionante. 

You do something exciting. Você faz algo emocionante. 

He does something exciting. Ele faz algo emocionante. 

She does something exciting. Ela faz algo emocionante. 

We do something exciting. Nós fazemos algo emocionante. 

You all do something exciting. Vocês fazem algo emocionante. 

The boys, they do something 

exciting. 

Os meninos, eles fazem algo 

emocionante. 

The girls, they do something 

exciting. 

As meninas, elas fazem algo 

emocionante. 

James does something exciting. O James faz algo emocionante. 

It does something exciting. Isto faz algo emocionante. 

Those do something exciting. Aqueles fazem algo emocionante. 

 



O verbo: Fugir Como usar numa frase 

 

I need to flee from this prison. Eu preciso fugir desta prisão. 

I flee from this prison. Eu fujo desta prisão. 

You flee from this prison. Você foge desta prisão. 

He flees from this prison. Ele foge desta prisão. 

She flees from this prison. Ela foge desta prisão. 

We flee from this prison. Nós fugimos desta prisão. 

You all flee from this prison. Vocês fogem desta prisão. 

The boys, they flee from this 

prison. 

Os meninos, eles fogem desta prisão. 

The girls, they flee from this prison. As meninas, elas fogem desta prisão. 

James flees from this prison. O James foge desta prisão. 

It flees from this prison. Isto foge desta prisão. 

Those flee from this prison. Aqueles fogem desta prisão. 

 

O verbo: Ir Como usar numa frase 

 

I want to go to the party. Eu quero ir para a festa. 

I go to the party. Eu vou para a festa. 

You go to the party. Você vai para a festa. 

He goes to the party. Ele vai para a festa. 

She goes to the party. Ela vai para a festa. 

We go to the party. Nós vamos para a festa. 

You all go to the party. Vocês vão para a festa. 

The boys, they go to the party. Os meninos, eles vão para a festa. 

The girls, they go to the party. As meninas, elas vão para a festa. 

James goes to the party. O James vai para a festa. 

It goes to the party. Isto vai para a festa. 

Those go to the party. Aqueles vão para a festa. 



O verbo: Ler Como usar numa frase 

 

I like to read about spiders. Eu gosto de ler sobre aranhas. 

I read about spiders. Eu leio sobre aranhas. 

You read about spiders. Você lê sobre aranhas. 

He reads about spiders. Ele lê sobre aranhas. 

She reads about spiders. Ela lê sobre aranhas. 

We read about spiders. Nós lemos sobre aranhas. 

You all read about spiders. Vocês leem sobre aranhas. 

The boys, they read about spiders. Os meninos, eles leem sobre aranhas. 

The girls, they read about spiders. As meninas, elas leem sobre aranhas. 

James reads about spiders. O James lê sobre aranhas. 

It reads about spiders. Isto lê sobre aranhas. 

Those read about spiders. Aqueles leem sobre aranhas. 

 

O verbo: Medir Como usar numa frase 

 

I need to measure the fence. Eu preciso medir a cerca. 

I measure the fence. Eu meço a cerca. 

You measure the fence. Você mede a cerca. 

He measures the fence. Ele mede a cerca. 

She measures the fence. Ela mede a cerca. 

We measure the fence. Nós medimos a cerca. 

You all measure the fence. Vocês medem a cerca. 

The boys, they measure the fence. Os meninos, eles medem a cerca. 

The girls, they measure the fence. As meninas, elas medem a cerca. 

James measures the fence. O James mede a cerca. 

It measures the fence. Isto mede a cerca. 

Those measure the fence. Aqueles medem a cerca. 



 

 

O verbo: Ouvir Como usar numa frase 

 

I want to hear the birds singing. Eu quero ouvir o canto dos pássaros. 

I hear the birds singing. Eu ouço o canto dos pássaros. 

You hear the birds singing. Você ouve o canto dos pássaros. 

He hears the birds singing. Ele ouve o canto dos pássaros. 

She hears the birds singing. Ela ouve o canto dos pássaros. 

We hear the birds singing. Nós ouvimos o canto dos pássaros. 

You all hear the birds singing. Vocês ouvem o canto dos pássaros 

The boys, they hear the birds 

singing. 

Os meninos, eles ouvem o canto dos 

pássaros. 

The girls, they hear the birds 

singing. 

As meninas, elas ouvem o canto dos 

pássaros. 

James hears the birds singing. O James ouve o canto dos pássaros. 

It hears the birds singing. Isto ouve o canto dos pássaros. 

Those hear the birds singing. Aqueles ouvem o canto dos pássaros. 

 

 

O verbo: Pedir Como usar numa frase 

 

I need to order lunch. Eu preciso pedir o almoço. 

I order lunch. Eu peço o almoço. 

You order lunch. Você pede o almoço. 

He orders lunch. Ele pede o almoço. 

She orders lunch. Ela pede o almoço. 

We order lunch. Nós pedimos o almoço. 



You all order lunch. Vocês pedem o almoço. 

The boys, they order lunch. Os meninos, eles pedem o almoço. 

The girls, they order lunch. As meninas, elas pedem o almoço. 

James orders lunch. O James pede o almoço. 

It orders lunch. Isto pede o almoço. 

Those order lunch. Aqueles pedem o almoço. 

 

 

 

O verbo: Perder Como usar numa frase 

 

I don’t want to lose the game. Eu não quero perder o jogo. 

I lose the game. Eu perco o jogo. 

You lose the game. Você perde o jogo. 

He loses the game. Ele perde o jogo. 

She loses the game. Ela perde o jogo. 

We lose the game. Nós perdemos o jogo. 

You all lose the game. Vocês perdem o jogo. 

The boys, they lose the game. Os meninos, eles perdem o jogo. 

The girls, they lose the game. As meninas, elas perdem o jogo. 

James loses the game. O James perde o jogo. 

It loses the game. Isto perde o jogo. 

Those lose the game. Aqueles perdem o jogo. 

 

 

 

 



O verbo: Poder Como usar numa frase 

 

I want to be able to fight. Eu quero o poder a lutar. 

I can fight. Eu posso lutar. 

You can fight. Você pode lutar. 

He can fight. Ele pode lutar. 

She can fight. Ela pode lutar. 

We can fight. Nós Podemos lutar. 

You all can fight. Vocês podem lutar. 

The boys, they can fight. Os meninos, eles podem lutar. 

The girls, they can fight. As meninas, elas podem lutar. 

James can fight. O James pode lutar. 

It can fight. Isto pode lutar. 

Those can fight. Aqueles podem lutar. 

 

O verbo: Pôr Como usar numa frase 

 

I want to put it on the table. Eu quero pôr-lo na mesa. 

I put it on the table. Eu ponho na mesa. 

You put it on the table. Você põe na mesa. 

He puts it on the table. Ele põe na mesa. 

She puts it on the table. Ela põe na mesa. 

We put it on the table. Nós pomos na mesa. 

You all put it on the table. Vocês põem na mesa. 

The boys, they put it on the table. Os meninos, eles põem na mesa. 

The girls, they put it on the table. As meninas, elas põem na mesa. 

James puts it on the table. O James põe na mesa. 

It puts it on the table. Isto põe na mesa. 

Those put it on the table. Aqueles põem na mesa. 



 

O verbo: Querer Como usar numa frase 

 

I don’t want to want cake. Eu não quero querer bolo. 

I want cake. Eu quero bolo. 

You want cake. Você quer bolo. 

He wants cake. Ele quer bolo. 

She wants cake. Ela quer bolo. 

We want cake. Nós queremos bolo. 

You all want cake. Vocês querem bolo. 

The boys, they want cake. Os meninos, eles querem bolo. 

The girls, they want cake. As meninas, elas querem bolo. 

James wants cake. O James quer bolo. 

It wants cake. Isto quer bolo. 

Those want cake. Aqueles querem bolo. 

 

 

O verbo: Requerer Como usar numa frase 

 

I hate to require money.  Eu odeio requerer dinheiro. 

I require money. Eu requeiro dinheiro. 

You require money. Você requer dinheiro. 

He requires money. Ele requer dinheiro. 

She requires money. Ela requer dinheiro. 

We require money. Nós requeremos dinheiro. 

You all require money. Vocês requerem dinheiro. 

The boys, they require money. Os meninos, eles requerem dinheiro. 

The girls, they require money. As meninas, elas requerem dinheiro. 



James requires money. O James requer dinheiro. 

It requires money. Isto requer dinheiro. 

Those require money. Aqueles requerem dinheiro. 

 

O verbo: Rir Como usar numa frase 

 

I love to laugh at cat videos.  Eu amo rir de vídeos de gatos. 

I laugh at cat videos. Eu rio de vídeos de gatos. 

You laugh at cat videos. Você ri de vídeos de gatos. 

He laughs at cat videos. Ele ri de vídeos de gatos. 

She laughs at cat videos. Ela ri de vídeos de gatos. 

We laugh at cat videos. Nós rimos de vídeos de gatos. 

You all laugh at cat videos. Vocês riem de vídeos de gatos. 

The boys, they laugh at cat videos. Os meninos, eles riem de vídeos de 

gatos. 

The girls, they laugh at cat videos. As meninas, elas riem de vídeos de 

gatos. 

James laughs at cat videos. O James ri de vídeos de gatos. 

It laughs at cat videos. Isto ri de vídeos de gatos. 

Those laugh at cat videos. Aqueles riem de vídeos de gatos. 

 

O verbo: Saber Como usar numa frase 

 

That is what it means to know.  É isto que significa saber. 

I know what it means. Eu sei o que isto significa. 

You know what it means. Você sabe o que isto significa. 

He knows what it means. Ele sabe o que isto significa. 

She knows what it means. Ela sabe o que isto significa. 



We know what it means. Nós sabemos o que isto significa. 

You all know what it means. Vocês sabem o que isto significa. 

The boys, they know what it 

means. 

Os meninos, eles sabem o que isto 

significa. 

The girls, they know what it 

means. 

As meninas, elas sabem o que isto 

significa. 

James knows what it means. O James sabe o que isto significa. 

It knows what it means. Isto sabe o que isto significa. 

Those know what it means. Aqueles sabem o que isto significa. 

 

 

O verbo: Sair Como usar numa frase 

 

I want to go out at night. Eu quero sair à noite. 

I go out at night. Eu saio à noite. 

You go out at night. Você sai à noite. 

He goes out at night. Ele sai à noite. 

She goes out at night. Ela sai à noite. 

We go out at night. Nós saímos à noite. 

You all go out at night. Vocês saem à noite. 

The boys, they go out at night. Os meninos, eles saem à noite. 

The girls, they go out at night. As meninas, elas saem à noite. 

James goes out at night. O James sai à noite. 

It goes out at night. Isto sai à noite. 

Those go out at night. Aqueles saem à noite. 

 

 

 



O verbo: Seguir Como usar numa frase 

 

I want to follow the sun. Eu quero seguir o sol. 

I follow the sun. Eu sigo o sol. 

You follow the sun. Você segue o sol. 

He follows the sun. Ele segue o sol. 

She follows the sun. Ela segue o sol. 

We follow the sun. Nós seguimos o sol. 

You all follow the sun. Vocês seguem o sol. 

The boys, they follow the sun. Os meninos, eles seguem o sol. 

The girls, they follow the sun. As meninas, elas seguem o sol. 

James follows the sun. O James segue o sol. 

It follows the sun. Isto segue o sol. 

Those follows the sun. Aqueles seguem o sol. 

 

O verbo: Sentir Como usar numa frase 

 

I want to feel better about it. Eu quero me sentir melhor sobre isto. 

I feel better. Eu me sinto melhor. 

You feel better. Você se sente melhor. 

He feels better. Ele se sente melhor. 

She feels better. Ela se sente melhor. 

We feel better. Nós sentimos melhor. 

You all feel better. Vocês se sentem melhor. 

The boys, they feel better. Os meninos, eles se sentem melhor. 

The girls, they feel better. As meninas, elas se sentem melhor. 

James feels better. O James se sente melhor. 

It feels better. Isto se sente melhor. 

Those feel better. Aqueles se sentem melhor. 



 

O verbo: Ser Como usar numa frase 

 

I want to be a superhero.   Eu quero ser um super-herói. 

I am a happy person.  Eu sou uma pessoa feliz. 

You are a brave child. Você é uma criança corajosa. 

He is a good choice. Ele é uma boa escolha. 

She is a strong leader. Ela é uma líder forte. 

We are great friends. Nós somos grandes amigos. 

You all are the best in the class. Vocês são os melhores da classe. 

The boys, they are young. Os meninos, eles são jovens. 

The girls, they are short. As meninas, elas são baixas. 

James is a nice guy. O James é um cara legal. 

It is a flat surface. É uma superfície plana. 

Those are fat ducks. Aqueles são patos gordos. 

 

 

O verbo: Servir Como usar numa frase 

 

I want to serve the breakfast. Eu quero servir o café da manhã. 

I serve the breakfast. Eu sirvo o café da manhã. 

You serve the breakfast. Você serve o café da manhã. 

He serves the breakfast. Ele serve o café da manhã. 

She serves the breakfast. Ela serve o café da manhã. 

We serve the breakfast. Nós servimos o café da manhã. 

You all serve the breakfast. Vocês servem o café da manhã. 

The boys, they serve the 

breakfast. 

Os meninos, eles servem o café da 

manhã. 



The girls, they serve the breakfast. As meninas, elas servem o café da 

manhã. 

James serves the breakfast. O James serve o café da manhã. 

It serves the breakfast. Isto serve o café da manhã. 

Those serve the breakfast. Aqueles servem o café da manhã. 

 

O verbo: Subir Como usar numa frase 

 

I need to go up the stairs. Eu preciso subir as escadas. 

I go up the stairs. Eu subo as escadas. 

You go up the stairs. Você sobe as escadas. 

He goes up the stairs. Ele sobe as escadas. 

She goes up the stairs. Ela sobe as escadas. 

We go up the stairs. Nós subimos as escadas. 

You all go up the stairs. Vocês sobem as escadas. 

The boys, they go up the stairs. Os meninos, eles sobem as escadas. 

The girls, they go up the stairs. As meninas, elas sobem as escadas. 

James goes up the stairs. O James sobe as escadas. 

It goes up the stairs. Isto sobe as escadas. 

Those go up the stairs. Aqueles sobem as escadas. 

 

 

O verbo: Supor Como usar numa frase 

 

I want to suppose you are right.   Eu quero supor que você está certo. 

I suppose you are right.   Eu suponho que você está certo. 

You suppose I am right.   Você supõe que eu estou certo. 



He supposes you are right.   Ele supõe que você está certo. 

She supposes you are right.   Ela supõe que você está certo. 

We suppose you are right.   Nós supomos que você está certo. 

You all suppose you are right.   Vocês supõem que vocês estão certos. 

The boys, they suppose you are 

right.   

Os meninos, eles supõem que você 

está certo. 

The girls, they suppose you are 

right.   

As meninas, elas supõem que você 

está certo. 

James supposes you are right.   O James supõe que você está certo. 

It supposes you are right.   Isto supõe que você está certo. 

Those suppose you are right.   Aqueles supõem que você está certo. 

 

 

O verbo: Ter  Como usar numa frase 

 

I want to have a good time. Eu quero ter um bom tempo. 

I have a good time. Eu tenho um bom tempo. 

You have a good time. Você tem um bom tempo. 

He has a good time. Ele tem um bom tempo. 

She has a good time. Ela tem um bom tempo. 

We have a good time. Nós temos um bom tempo. 

You all have a good time. Vocês têm um bom tempo. 

The boys, they have a good time. Os meninos, eles têm um bom tempo. 

The girls, they have a good time. As meninas, elas têm um bom tempo. 

James has a good time. O James tem um bom tempo. 

It has a good time. Isto tem um bom tempo. 

Those have a good time. Aqueles têm um bom tempo. 

 



O verbo: Trazer Como usar numa frase 

 

I want to bring a bird. Eu quero trazer um pássaro 

I bring a bird. Eu trago um pássaro. 

You bring a bird. Você traz um pássaro. 

He brings a bird. Ele traz um pássaro. 

She brings a bird. Ela traz um pássaro. 

We bring a bird. Nós trazemos um pássaro. 

You all bring a bird. Vocês trazem um pássaro. 

The boys, they bring a bird. Os meninos, eles trazem um pássaro. 

The girls, they bring a bird. As meninas, elas trazem um pássaro. 

James brings a bird. O James traz um pássaro. 

It brings a bird. Isto traz um pássaro. 

Those bring a bird. Aqueles trazem um pássaro. 

 

O verbo: Valer Como usar numa frase 

 

I want to be worth more to you. Eu quero valer mais para você. 

I am worth more.  Eu valho mais. 

You are worth more. Você vale mais. 

He is worth more. Ele vale mais. 

She is worth more. Ela vale mais. 

We are worth more. Nós valemos mais. 

You all are worth more. Vocês valem mais. 

The boys, they are worth more. Os meninos, eles valem mais. 

The girls, they are worth more. As meninas, elas valem mais. 

James is worth more. O James vale mais. 

It is worth more. Isto vale mais. 

Those are worth more. Aqueles valem mais. 



 

O verbo: Ver Como usar numa frase 

 

I want to see the ocean today. Eu quero ver o oceano hoje. 

I see the ocean today. Eu vejo o oceano hoje. 

You see the ocean today. Você vê o oceano hoje. 

He sees the ocean today. Ele vê o oceano hoje. 

She sees the ocean today. Ela vê o oceano hoje. 

We see the ocean today. Nós vemos o oceano hoje. 

You all see the ocean today. Vocês veem o oceano hoje. 

The boys, they see the ocean 

today. 

Os meninos, eles veem o oceano hoje. 

The girls, they see the ocean 

today. 

As meninas, elas veem o oceano hoje. 

James sees the ocean today. O James vê o oceano hoje. 

It sees the ocean today. Isto vê o oceano hoje. 

Those see the ocean today. Aqueles veem o oceano hoje. 

 

O verbo: Vir Como usar numa frase 

 

This means to come. Isto significa vir. 

I come to your house for 

Christmas. 

Eu venho a sua casa no Natal. 

You come to my house for 

Christmas. 

Você vem para minha casa no Natal. 

He comes to your house for 

Christmas. 

Ele vem a sua casa no Natal. 

She comes to your house for 

Christmas. 

Ela vem a sua casa no Natal. 



We come to your house for 

Christmas. 

Nós vimos para sua casa no Natal. 

You all come to my house for 

Christmas. 

Vocês vêm para minha casa no Natal. 

The boys, they come to your 

house for Christmas. 

Os meninos, eles vêm para sua casa no 

Natal. 

The girls, they come to your house 

for Christmas. 

As meninas, elas vêm para sua casa no 

Natal. 

James comes to your house for 

Christmas. 

O James vem a sua casa no Natal. 

It comes to your house for 

Christmas. 

Isto vem a sua casa no Natal. 

Those come to your house for 

Christmas. 

Aqueles vêm para sua casa no Natal. 

 

The irregular verbs that you have seen in this lesson are among the most 

common that you will encounter in Brazilian Portuguese.  

 

There are many others, but as I said before, they are not common enough 

that you should be devoting your energy towards them at this stage, as 

there is plenty more to learn that will be far more relevant to you.  

 

These irregular verb conjugations above contain some of the most useful 

knowledge I can give you when it comes to learning Portuguese.  

 

As I said before, if you can memorize these irregular verbs, then the rest of 

the verbs in the language essentially all follow the rules you first learned 

regarding regular verbs in, Lesson 2- Verb Conjugations In Portuguese. 

 



Real quick, I’d like to repeat something I said at the beginning of this 

course: 

 

 “Now, I don’t want you to think that I created this course expecting 

you to memorize all of this information in just 7 days. The reason I call the 

course 7-Day Portuguese is not because it only takes 7 days to learn the 

language, but rather because these lessons work best when they are done 

consecutively and on a daily basis. 

 

I have separated the lessons into 7 main modules that each teach concepts 

that build on the previous ones. The bottom line is that learning a language 

is something of a never-ending process, and so it is up to you to decide 

when you feel satisfied with your level of fluency.  

 

Now that you own this course, you can review the material over and over 

again, as many times as is necessary to learn the information to your 

satisfaction. And, I highly encourage you to do so.” 

 

 

 

As I said at the beginning of this module, the purpose of the lessons in Day 

5 have been to teach you how verbs work in Portuguese, so that when you 

do learn new ones, you know how to use them.  

 

My hope is that you go into day 6 with a strong understanding of this topic, 

as we are going to enter the next phase of verb conjugation by discussing 

different tenses beyond just the present indicative. It gets considerably 

more difficult from here. So, make sure you are ready to move on before 

jumping in. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Day 6: 

Lesson 1 - Tenses Beyond The Present Indicative 

 

Everything that you have seen so far when it comes to verb conjugation 

has dealt with either the infinitive form of a verb or its form in the present 

indicative tense.  

 

In this lesson we are going to move beyond these conjugations to discuss 

other tenses.  

I want you to consider that there are thousands of verbs that exist in 

Portuguese and also consider that, combined, there are many tenses and 

moods as well, and each requires a different conjugation for every verb that 

exists.  

 

If you can imagine for a moment what that really means as far as how 

much there is to memorize, it might make your head hurt.  

The good news is that, in real life, these tenses, moods, and conjugations 

are more or less not of as of dire importance as you might at first think.  

 

For example, if you were to simply use the infinitive form of any verb, and 

say something like, “eu estar feliz,” instead of the proper conjugation, “eu 

estou feliz,” there is not a Brazilian speaker alive who would not understand 

what you meant.  

 

It would be like you saying in English, “I are happy.” Though, you and I both 

know this is incorrect, we both still understand it to mean, “I am happy.”  

The reason I am telling you this is because it is a great trick when you are 

in a pinch. If you cannot remember the conjugation for any verb, just 

resolve to using the infinitive form with as much context as you can. 

I would recommend that you try to limit the use of this strategy whenever 

possible, but it is better to use the incorrect conjugation of a word than to 

use the wrong word altogether.  



 

Given that there are so many different tenses and conjugations in 

Portuguese, the best way I can think to present this information to you is to 

simply show you the conjugated form of each tense that you are likely to 

use.  

 

I will go ahead and use some regular verbs that you have already seen, as 

your familiarity with them should lend to a more natural understanding of 

the conjugations in other tenses. 

 

Let’s have a look:

 

 

 
Conjugações Do Verbo, Dançar 

Infinitive: Dançar 

Gerund: Dançando 

Participle: Dançado 

 
Tenses In The Indicative Mood: 

 
Present: 

eu Danço 

ele, ela, você Dança 

nós Dançamos 

eles, elas, vocês Dançam 

 
Imperfect Past: 

eu Dançava 

ele, ela, você Dançava 

nós Dançávamos 

eles, elas, vocês Dançavam 

 
Past Preterit: 

eu Dancei 



ele, ela, você Dançou 

nós Dançámos 

eles, elas, vocês Dançaram 

 
Pluperfect: 

eu Dançara 

ele, ela, você Dançara 

nós Dançáramos 

eles, elas, vocês Dançaram 

 
Future: 

eu Dançarei 

ele, ela, você Dançará 

nós Dançaremos 

eles, elas, vocês Dançarão 

 
Conditional: 

eu Dançaria 

ele, ela, você Dançaria 

nós Dançaríamos 

eles, elas, vocês Dançariam 

 
Tenses In The Subjunctive Mood: 

 
Present: 

que eu Dance 

que ele Dance 

que nós Dancemos 

que eles Dancem 

 
Imperfect: 

se eu Dançasse 

se ele Dançasse 

se nós Dançássemos 

se eles Dançassem 

 
 
 
Future: 



quando eu Dançar 

quando ele Dançar 

quando nós Dançarmos 

quando eles Dançarem 

 
Tenses In The Imperative Mood: 

 
Affirmative: 

(você) Dance 

(nós) Dancemos 

(vocês) Dancem 

 
Negative: 

(você) não Dance 

(nós) não Dancemos 

(vocês) não Dancem 

 
Personal infinitive: 

eu Dançar 

ele, ela, você Dançar 

nós Dançarmos 

eles, elas, vocês Dançarem 

 
 
Conjugações Do Verbo, Comer : 
Infinitive: Comer 

Gerund: Comendo 

Participle: Comido 

 
Tenses In The Indicative Mood: 

 
Present: 

eu Como 

ele, ela, você Come 

nós Comemos 

eles, elas, vocês Comem 

 
Imperfect Past: 



eu Comia 

ele, ela, você Comia 

nós Comíamos 

eles, elas, vocês Comiam 

 
Past Preterit: 

eu Comi 

ele, ela, você Comeu 

nós Comemos 

eles, elas, vocês Comeram 

 
Pluperfect: 

eu Comera 

ele, ela, você Comera 

nós Comêramos 

eles, elas, vocês Comeram 

 
Future: 

eu Comerei 

ele, ela, você Comerá 

nós Comeremos 

eles, elas, vocês Comerão 

 
Conditional: 

eu Comeria 

ele, ela, você Comeria 

nós Comeríamos 

eles, elas, vocês Comeriam 

 
Tenses In The Subjunctive Mood: 

 
Present: 

que eu Coma 

que ele Coma 

que nós Comamos 

que eles Comam 

 
Imperfect: 

se eu Comesse 



se ele Comesse 

se nós Comêssemos 

se eles Comessem 

 
Future: 

quando eu Comer 

quando ele Comer 

quando nós Comermos 

quando eles Comerem 

 
Tenses In The Imperative Mood: 

 
Affirmative: 

(você) Coma 

(nós) Comamos 

(vocês) Comam 

 
Negative: 

(você) não Coma 

(nós) não Comamos 

(vocês) não Comam 

 
Personal infinitive: 

eu Comer 

ele, ela, você Comer 

nós Comermos 

eles, elas, vocês Comerem 

 
 
Conjugações Do Verbo, Abrir 

Infinitive: Abrir 

Gerund: Abrindo 

Participle: Aberto 

 
Tenses In The Indicative Mood: 

 
Present: 

eu Abro 



ele, ela, você Abre 

nós Abrimos 

eles, elas, vocês Abrem 

 
Imperfect Past: 

eu Abria 

ele, ela, você Abria 

nós Abríamos 

eles, elas, vocês Abriam 

 
Past Preterit: 

eu Abri 

ele, ela, você Abriu 

nós Abrimos 

eles, elas, vocês Abriram 

 
Pluperfect: 

eu Abrira 

ele, ela, você Abrira 

nós Abríramos 

eles, elas, vocês Abriram 

 
Future: 

eu Abrirei 

ele, ela, você Abrirá 

nós Abriremos 

eles, elas, vocês Abrirão 

 
Conditional: 

eu Abriria 

ele, ela, você Abriria 

nós Abriríamos 

eles, elas, vocês Abririam 

 
Tenses In The Subjunctive Mood: 

 
Present: 

que eu Abra 



que ele Abra 

que nós Abramos 

que eles Abram 

 
Imperfect: 

se eu Abrisse 

se ele Abrisse 

se nós Abríssemos 

se eles Abrissem 

 
Future: 

quando eu Abrir 

quando ele Abrir 

quando nós Abrirmos 

quando eles Abrirem 

 
Tenses In The Imperative Mood: 

 
Affirmative: 

(você) Abra 

(nós) Abramos 

(vocês) Abram 

 
Negative: 

(você) não Abra 

(nós) não Abramos 

(vocês) não Abram 

 
Personal infinitive: 

eu Abrir 

ele, ela, você Abrir 

nós Abrirmos 

eles, elas, vocês Abrirem 

After looking at all these conjugations, I expect your brain is probably 

feeling the weight of just how much there really is to learn here.  

At least, that is certainly how I felt when I first came up against this.  



 

But what would be the point of making this course if I were to simply leave 

you alone feeling that way? 

 

No, no. I intend to teach you the strategies I have used in order to work 

through these conjugations in a practical way. 

 

The very first thing I am going to do here is to tell you that you really only 

need to focus on three of these tenses right now.  

All the others will come with time and experience.  

 

The three that we are going to focus on are the past preterit, the future 

tense, and using the present progressive gerund. 

 

You’ll notice I used the three verbs, “dançar, comer and abrir” to 

demonstrate the conjugations.  

That is because these are regular verbs.  

 

Unfortunately, as you may have guessed, there is no clear pattern for 

conjugating irregular verbs in most of these other tenses and thus they will 

have to be something that you devote time and energy to learning and 

memorizing as you advance your studies beyond these lessons. 

 

In Day 7, I will present you with an amazing tool that will allow you to 

further your studies in this area, but for the time being it is a bit beyond the 

scope of this course.  

 

 

Let’s discuss briefly the way in which these three tenses work and why they 

are useful to you. 



We will start by looking at the past preterit tense.  

 

For the verb, “dançar,” you saw it conjugated it as such: 

Eu dancei 

ele, ela, você dançou 

nós dançámos 

eles, elas, vocês dançaram 

In English, this would be the equivalent of saying, “danced.” 

I will explain with some examples: 

Eu dancei I danced 

ele, ela, você dançou He, she, you, it danced 

nós dançámos We danced 

eles, elas, vocês dançaram They, you all, those danced 

These are the suffixes you will see for regular, “ar,” verbs in the past 

preterit tense.  

 

Now let’s look at an “er” verb. 

In the past preterit, the verb, eat (comer,) becomes, “ate:” 

Eu comi I ate 

ele, ela, você comeu He, she, you, it ate 

nós comemos We ate 

eles, elas, vocês comeram They, you all, those ate 

 

 

These are the suffixes you will see for regular “er” verbs in the past preterit 

tense. 

 

 

 



 

And, for “ir” verbs, they are as such: 

Eu Abri I opened 

ele, ela, você Abriu He, she, you, it opened 

nós Abrimos We opened 

eles, elas, vocês Abriram  They, you all, those opened 

These are the suffixes you will see for regular “ir” verbs in the past preterit 

tense. 

 

Obviously, knowledge of this tense will be very useful to master because it 

allows you to speak about things that happened in the past rather than just 

statements about the present.  

 

Now, as I said, there is no easy trick for irregular verbs in this tense.  

But I will come back to that in Day 7. 

The next tense we will look at is the future tense.  

It goes without saying why this is important. So, let’s jump right in. 

 

There a couple different ways to say that something is going to happen in 

the future, in Portuguese, but the easiest way to do so is to conjugate a 

verb in the future tense.  

We will look again at the three verbs we have been using. 

 

We’ll start by looking at an, “ar,” verb. 

For the verb, “dançar,” we have the following conjugations: 

Eu dançarei I will dance 

ele, ela, você dançará He, she, you, it will dance 

nós dançaremos We will dance 

eles, elas, vocês dançarão They, you all, those will dance 



As you can see, these suffixes essentially cause the statement, “will,” or, 

“is/am going to,” to be applied to the verb.  

Looking at our, “er,” verb, “comer,” we get:  

Eu comerei I will eat 

ele, ela, você comerá He, she, you, it will eat 

nós comeremos We will eat 

eles, elas, vocês comerão They, you all, those will eat 

 

And for an “ir” verb, “abrir,” we get: 

Eu abirei I will open 

ele, ela, você abrirá He, she, you, it will open 

nós abriremos We will open 

eles, elas, vocês abrirão They, you all, those will open 

If you look at the future tense suffixes for a moment you should notice that 

they did not change regardless of whether it was an, “ar,” “er,” or “ir” verb. 

That is the nice thing about the future tense, all you need to do is use the 

infinitive form of the verb and just tack on a couple letters to the end of it, 

after the “r.” 

 

Another nice thing about the future tense is that even irregular verbs are 

included in this rule, so there are no crazy conjugations you need to 

memorize beyond, “ei”, “á,” “emos,” and “ão.” 

For example, for the irregular verb, “ser,” which, again, means, “to be,” you 

can say, “I will be,” by saying, “serei.”  

The last tense that I believe is crucial to know is the present progressive 

gerund.  

In English, in order to use a word ending in, “ing,” in a present progressive 

sentence, you have to use some form of the verb, “to be,” (estar.) 



 

For example, if you wanted to say, “I am running,” in Portuguese, you 

would have to say, “eu estou correndo.”  

 

Which brings me to the next point; in order to use the present progressive 

gerund in Portuguese for any verb, both regular and irregular, we simply 

drop the, “r,” on the end of the infinitive form of the verb and add, “ndo.” 

 

Let’s jump straight to the examples of using the present progressive 

gerund: 

 

Using, “dançar,” drop the, “r,” and add, “ndo”: 

Eu + estou dançando I am dancing 

ele, ela, você + está dançando He, she, you, it is dancing 

Nós + estamos dançando We are dancing 

eles, elas, vocês + estão dançando They, you all, those are dancing 

Using, “comer,” drop the, “r,” and add, “ndo”: 

Eu + estou comendo I am eating 

ele, ela, você + está comendo He, she, you, it is eating 

Nós + estamos comendo We are eating 

eles, elas, vocês + estão comendo They, you all, those are eating 

Using, “abrir,” drop the, “r” and add “ndo”: 

Eu + estou abrindo I am opening 

ele, ela, você + está abrindo He, she, you, it is opening 

Nós + estamos abrindo We are opening 

eles, elas, vocês + estão abrindo They, you all, those are opening 

 

 



So, once again, in order to use the present progressive gerund, that is to 

say, a verb ending in, “ing,” you simply take off the, “r,” in the infinitive form 

and replace it with, “ndo.” This is true for both Regular and Irregular verbs.  

 

I will conclude the lesson on tenses here. It is very important that you do 

not let all these different conjugations bog you down at this point. From my 

experience, It can be very easy to lose interest in learning Portuguese 

when confronting all these conjugations, and if you are feeling that way, 

then I want to offer a suggestion… go ahead and just take a minute for 

yourself to relax, and then when you feel you are ready, go back and re-do 

day 5 and day 6.  

Do them one or two times from the beginning.  

I made mention at the start of this course of the fact that everything in 

language is connected, and these conjugations are no exception.  

You will see, hear, and use them every time you immerse yourself in some 

Portuguese circumstance. 

If you take the time to go back to the beginning and re-do these last few 

lessons, you will be amazed at how much you retained, and how much 

more sense it makes the second time around.  

And remember, this course is yours, forever, so you can go back as many 

times as you like! 

In the next lesson, we are going to jump into the world of adjectives and 

adverbs. A much lighter subject.  

                                                   



Lesson 2 - Adjectives And Adverbs 

 

Alright, you’ve made it through the lessons on verb conjugation and tenses. 

That is huge. You are now at a point in your Portuguese journey where you 

can learn any verb and start manipulating it to suit your needs.  

 

Now we will focus on learning how to use adjectives and adverbs so that 

you can add some life and color to your nouns and verbs! 

 

We will start off with adjectives. 

Some good news is that adjectives in Portuguese work the same way they 

do in English. Meaning that they modify nouns exactly as you would expect 

them to. If you want to call something tall, you call it tall. If you want to say 

something is blue, you say it’s blue, etcetera. But there are some key 

differences in how adjectives are written and where they fall in a sentence, 

and so on. So, let’s focus specifically on these differences.  

 

The first thing to note about adjectives is that they correspond to their 

nouns in both gender and quantity.  

 

What do I mean by that? Well, let’s have a look. 

If you were to say, for example, “the boy is silly,”  in Portuguese, you would 

say “o menino é bobo.” 

“Bobo,” is a sort of colloquial word for, “silly.” 

 

You’ll note that that adjective, “bobo,” ends in an, “o.” 

It ends in an, “o,” because, “menino,” is a masculine noun. 

 

If you want to say, “the girl is silly,” then you would say, “a menina é boba.”  

Which, in this case, “bobo,” becomes, “boba,” as you probably already 

guessed. 



 

This will be true for almost all adjectives that exist in Portuguese, though 

there are some gender-neutral adjectives as well, but we’ll come back to 

that in a moment. I said before that adjectives correspond to quantity as 

well. To explain this, we’ll use that same example but this time we will 

make it plural. 

 

If you were to say, “the boys are silly,” then you would say, “os meninos 

são bobos.” 

And similarly, if you were to say, “the girls are silly,” then you would say, 

“as meninas são bobas.” 

What is happening here is that the adjective is assuming the gender and 

plurality of the noun. Meaning to say that you change the adjective from 

ending either in, “o,” or, “a,” and you put an, “s,” on the end of it because 

the noun is plural. 

These rules apply for many adjectives, but there are some words in which 

the adjective maintains its form regardless of the gender of the noun. I am 

not going to list all those adjectives here, as they are quite numerous, but I 

will give you the trick that has that helped me to know when an adjective is 

invariable.  

 

Essentially, the rule is that any adjective that ends in the following letters 

will only have one form: l, ar, m, s, z, or. 

There is one more thing I’d like to mention really quick regarding adjectives. 

In Portuguese, it is very common and more often correct, to see an 

adjective placed after a noun rather than before it.  

 

For example, in Portuguese, to say, “the blue bird,” you would say, 

“o pássaro azul.”  

The adjective, “blue,” in the English phrase comes before the noun, “bird.” 



However, in Portuguese, the adjective, “azul,” goes after the noun, 

pássaro.” 

Next, we have the subject of adverbs to discuss.  

More good news is that adverbs also play the same role in Portuguese that 

they play in English. They strive to give more information about the 

sentence by adding to the verb. For example, if you were to say, “the tiger 

ran quickly,” then the word “quickly,” would be the adverb; the thing giving 

more information about the verb, “ran.”  

In Portuguese, it is the same way. This sentence would be, “o tigre correu 

rapidamente,” where the adverb, “rapidamente,” is adding information to 

the verb, “correu.”  

On that note, you can see that the word, “rapidamente,” ends with the 

letters, “ente.” Luckily for us, almost all adjectives in Portuguese end with 

this suffix, regardless of the gender or plurality of the verb they are in 

relation to, so they are easy to identify.  

Let’s have a look at some examples to hit this concept home: 

The fish swam ferociously. Os peixes nadaram ferozmente. 

Those rocks are falling 

dangerously. 

Essas pedras estão caindo 

perigosamente. 

There is someone in the bathroom 

singing happily. 

Há alguém no banheiro cantando 

alegremente. 

The sun is shining brightly. O sol está brilhando 

brilhantemente. 

The women are driving carefully. As mulheres estão dirigindo 

cuidadosamente 

The dryer is slowly drying the 

clothes.  

A secadora está secando 

lentamente as roupas. 

The kings are fighting tirelessly. Os reis estão lutando 

incansavelmente. 

As you can see, these adverbs all end in, “ente.”  

However, there will be a few that do not. It becomes sort of a grey area 



here, as there is sometimes more than one way to describe something.   

 

For the time being, it is best to not worry too much about the exceptions to 

this rule, as they will be rarely encountered, and you will undoubtedly be 

able to see them for what they are when you do encounter them. 

To assist with this though, I will list here the most common adverbs that do 

not end in, “ente.”  

 

Please note that some of these are conjunctive adverbs, and thus will not 

be very useful to you at this stage in the game.  

But it never hurts to see them:

Advérbio Tradução do inglês 

 

A sério Seriously 

Ainda Yet 

Além disso Other than that 

Além do mais Furthermore 

Aqui Here 

As vezes Sometimes 

Até Until 

Baix Low 

Com raiva Angry 

Como as As the 

Contudo Yet 

Da mesma forma In the same way 

De forma similar Sim ilarly 

Depois Later 

Distante Distant 

Duro Hard 



Em breve Coming soon 

Em outro lugar Somewhere else 

Em vez de Rather than 

Enquanto isso About that 

Então Then 

Já Already 

Lento Slow 

Longo Long 

Mais More 

Melhor Best 

Melhorar Improve 

Mesmo assim Even though 

Muitas vezes Oftentimes 

Muito Much 

Na verdade Actually 

Não obstante However 

Sempre Ever 

Nunca Never 

Onde Where 

Por outro lado On the other hand 

Portanto Therefore 

Próxima Next 

Qualquer maneira Anyway 

Quase Almost 

Só Only 

Também Also 

Tarde Late 

Voltar Come back 



We will call it good here for Adjectives and Adverbs.  

I believe that after this lesson, you will now have everything that you need 

to go out and start forming coherent sentences in Portuguese, with nouns, 

verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and several different tenses.  

If you keep this up, you’ll be unstoppable! 

 

For the remainder of this course, we are going to start building your 

Portuguese vocabulary and getting you ready to take everything you have 

learned here out into the real world so you can flex your Portuguese 

muscles everywhere you go. 

 

 

 

 



Lesson 3 - Diminutives In Portuguese  

 

Before you proceed on from day 6 and head into the last module of this 

course, I wanted to take a moment to discuss a little topic that has more to 

do with speaking like a Brazilian, than almost anything I have covered so 

far. 

 

I was going to present this back at the beginning of the course but I 

decided it is more of something you can appreciate better now that you 

have a good feel for the language.  

There is a Spanish singer, Fonsi, who released a song that was really 

popular and played everywhere for a few months called “despacito?”   

 

I’m sure you know the one. 

 

Well, the word “despacito” is a Spanish word that means “a little slowly.” 

The word for just, “slowly,” in Spanish is “despacio.” But, when that suffix is 

changed to “ito” it becomes “a little slowly, or “despac-ito.”  

What Fonsi is doing with this word is making use of what is called  

a diminutive.   

 

A diminutive is a suffix added to the end of a word to cause the word to 

represent something very small, or tiny. It’s the equivalent of you saying 

something like, “ooh what a cute little cat!” but without having to use the 

word, “little,” in your sentence. 

 

Brazilian Portuguese, like Spanish, does this very same thing, however, 

they use the suffixis “inho,” “inha,” “zinho,” and “zinha” rather than, “ito.”  

 

For example, to say, “a little slowly,” in Portuguese, you could say 

“devagarinho.”  



 

That, “inho,” on the end of the word, “devagar,” is known as a diminutive. 

Now, this might seem like a sort of niche topic that is not super useful, and I 

would agree with you, if it were not for the fact that Brazilians have a 

tendency to add diminutives to many, many of their words. Even words, 

you would never really expect to have a diminutive.  

 

Nowadays when I speak Portuguese, I add these diminutives constantly 

and automatically out of habit, but let me tell you, in the beginning, I 

thought it was the weirdest thing. I just thought, “why don’t they just use the 

word, “pequeno?”  

 

“Pequeno,” means, “small,” or, “little,” by the way. 

 

I am going to keep this lesson short by simply providing some examples of 

where you might see these diminutives and how to use them in a sentence.  

 

So, let’s jump right in: 

Example Sentence Diminutive Usage 

 

What a cute little cat! Que gata fofinha! 

I am a little tired. Eu estou cansadinho. 

I had some coffee. Eu tomei um cafézinho. 

Little Mary, come here please. Maryzinha, venha aqui, por favor. 

The little dog is a little sad. O cachorrinho está um pouquinho tristinho. 

They are dancing pretty slowly. Eles estão dançando bem devagarinho. 

Just a little longer.  Só mais um pouquinho. 

Look at the little baby.  Olhe para o bebezinho. 

Those are happy little trees. Essas são árvorezinhas felizes. 



As you see in that last example, “essas são árvorezinhas felizes,” 

diminutives can also be pluralized.  

 

This is one of those topics that you should definitely not stress about. You 

will undoubtedly come across this constantly and it will become like second 

nature to you one day. But. for now, just take in the information and keep it 

in your mind. The next time you see or hear a Brazilian doing this, you will 

remember this lesson and smile to yourself. 

 

Join me tomorrow for Lesson 7, where we are going to boost your 

vocabulary exponentially and get you ready to take on the real world. 

 

Cheers! 

 

 



Day 7: 

 

Lesson 1 - Colors 

 

Welcome to day 7, the last module for this Portuguese course.  

This last module is going to bring together many concepts and will be an 

immersive look into a ton of Portuguese vocabulary. This is where all the 

previous lessons merge together to become what I consider to be one of 

my most useful skills in life, speaking Portuguese. I hope that you get out of 

these lessons what I have put into them.  

 

In this first lesson we are going to look at the wonderful world of colors and 

how to discuss them with Brazilian Portuguese. Though, you may be 

thinking to yourself that this is an elementary topic and should have been 

covered at the beginning of the course, I’d like to offer a counter thought on 

that.  

 

Colors, numbers, time, money, etc. these are all topics that play a role in 

everyday life and thus are among the most important concepts out there to 

know. In most language courses, these topics sort of just get tossed in 

somewhere along the way.  

 

I would instead like to take special care to teach each of these with as 

much attention to detail as possible so that you can walk away feeling 

confident in your ability to use them effectively and accurately. To truly 

understand these concepts, the knowledge you have gained so far in this 

course will be indispensable. 

 

Let’s begin. 

 



Once again, we are going to use your knowledge of English to propel you 

towards understanding. For every color in English there is of course, a 

corresponding color in Portuguese.  

The best way to get started is to list the main colors and their translations: 

The Colors In English As Cores Em 

Português 

 

Red Vermelho 

Orange Laranja 

Yellow Amarelo 

Green Verde 

Blue Azul 

Purple Roxo 

Pink Rosa 

Violet Violeta 

Black Preto/Negro 

White Branco 

Gray Cinza 

Brown Marrom 

Gold Ouro 

Silver Prata 

Light Claro 

Dark Escuro 

 

You may remember from, Day 3: Lesson 1- Mastering The Concept Of 

Word Gender, we discussed briefly that, “vermelho,” became, “vermelha,” 

when in reference to a bag (bolsa.) Well, as you can imagine, this is not 

only true for the color red, but for many colors. 

 

The best way to think about, “as cores,” in Portuguese, is to think of them 

as what they truly are, adjectives.  



Most colors follow the same rules you learned in the lesson on adjectives 

and adverbs.  

 

What I mean to say here is that, for the majority of colors, they take on the 

gender and quantity of the noun that they are attributed to.  

 

Recall that, “essentially, the rule is that any adjective that ends in the 

following letters will only have one form: l, ar, m, s, z, or.” 

 

This, as always, is best demonstrated with examples. 

 

 So let’s see them now: 

 

Example Sentence Portuguese Translation 

 

I have a red pen. Eu tenho uma caneta vermelha. 

There is an orange carrot. Tem uma cenoura laranja. 

The seeds are yellow. As sementes são amarelas. 

What a green field! Que campo verde! 

 Is this a blue rock? Isto é uma pedra azul? 

Those are purple socks. Essas são meias roxas. 

She has a pink blanket. Ela tem um cobertor cor de rosa. 

He uses violet contacts. Ele usa lentes de contato violetas. 

Grab that black cup. Pegue aquele copo preto. 

Check out those white lions. Olhe para aqueles leões brancos. 

There is a gray basket here. Há uma cesta cinza aqui. 

This tree has brown bark. Esta árvore tem casca marrom. 

We are looking for a gold necklace. Estamos procurando um colar de ouro. 

They are looking for a silver coin. Eles estão procurando uma moeda de prata. 

This is a light room. Esta é uma sala clara. 

This is a dark closet. Este é um armário escuro. 



After looking at these colors in action you probably are left a bit unsure of 

which does what.  

It seems that there is no clear pattern for which colors change gender and 

quantity, and which do not. In order to clear this up, let’s go ahead and see 

these colors again and define their properties one by one: 

 

Masculine 

Singular  

Masculine  

Plural  

Feminine 

Singular 

Feminine 

plural 

 

Properties 

Vermelho Vermelhos Vermelha Vermelhas Varies in gender 

and quantity. 

Laranja Laranja Laranja Laranja Constant gender 

and quantity. 

Amarelo Amarelos Amarela Amarelas Varies in gender 

and quantity. 

Verde Verdes Verde Verdes Constant gender. 

 

Azul Azuis Azul Azuis Constant gender. 

 

Roxo Roxos Roxa Roxas Varies in gender 

and quantity. 

Cor de rosa Cor de rosa Cor de rosa Cor de rosa Constant gender 

and quantity. 

Violeta Violetas Violeta Violetas Varies in gender 

and quantity. 

Preto/Negro Pretos/Negros Preta/Negra Pretas/Negras Varies in gender 

and quantity. 

Branco Brancos Branca Brancas Varies in gender 

and quantity. 

Cinza Cinza Cinza Cinza Constant gender 

and quantity. 



Marrom Marrons Marrom marrons Varies in gender 

and quantity. 

De ouro De ouro De ouro De ouro Constant gender 

and quantity. 

De prata De prata De prata De prata Constant gender 

and quantity. 

Claro Claros Clara Claras Varies in gender 

and quantity. 

Escuro Escuros Escura Escuras Varies in gender 

and quantity. 

 

Hopefully, after reviewing this lesson, you are able to see that there is, in 

fact, some semblance of ordinance to the chaos that are, colors. 

 

As with everything in this course, I ask that you not dwell too hard on this at 

the moment, as you will see colors all throughout your journey with 

Portuguese, and each time you see or hear them they will become more 

and more familiar to you.  

 

But having these properties explicitly stated this way should advance you 

faster than anything else I can think of. 

 

In the next lesson, we are going to dive into the world of numbers  

and dissect them in a similar way.  

                                                                                             



Lesson 2 - Numbers; Cardinal & Ordinal, And Math 

   

Welcome to the lesson on numbers. For some people, this is an exciting 

topic while, for others, it is a dreaded one. For whatever reason, I happen 

to like numbers and math, so I enjoy this topic and I hope you can share in 

my enthusiasm as we take a deep dive into the subject. 

 

The very first thing I’d like to do here is to ease your mind somewhat and 

tell you that everything you already know about numbers and math in 

English, is almost 100% identical in Brazilian Portuguese. So, the main 

thing to learn here is simply the grammatical applications, spellings, and so 

on. That is to say that, nearly all of their characters and symbols are the 

same as in English, and they use the same base-10 number system that 

we use. However, the numbers themselves are called by different names, 

and of course, follow the majority of the rules you have learned for 

adjectives.  

Let’s begin by translating the names of the numbers, zero through ten: 

Ones Column English Português 

0 Zero Zero 

1 One Um/Uma 

2 Two Dois/Duas 

3 Three Três 

4 Four Quatro 

5 Five Cinco (pronounced like Sing-koh) 

6 Six Seis 

7 Seven Sete (pronounced like Setche) 

8 Eight Oito 

9 Nine Nove 

10 Ten Dez (pronounced like Dess) 



As you can see here, there are some similarities between a few of the 

numbers that stand out.  

 

This stems from the fact that both English and Portuguese are derived from 

similar roots, as I mentioned earlier in the course.  

To count between 10 and 20 in English, we add the suffix, “teen,” to the 

end of the numbers (aside from 11, and 12.) In Portuguese there are some 

patterns but it’s not quite as simple as it is in English.  

 

 

Let’s have a look: 

+Ten Column English Português 

11 Eleven Onze (pronounced like On-zee) 

12 Twelve Doze (pronounced like Doh-zee) 

13 Thirteen Treze 

14 Fourteen Quatorze 

15 Fifteen Quinze (pronounced like Keen-zee) 

16 Sixteen Dezesseis 

17 Seventeen Dezessete 

18 Eighteen Dezoito 

19 Nineteen Dezenove 

As you can see, 11-15 all end in, “ze,” and 16-19 all begin with, “Dez.” 

 

Other than these prefixes and suffixes, the remainder of the numbers are 

all spelled using remnants of their original forms that you saw in the, “ones” 

column. 

 

Let’s go ahead now and compare the, “ones,” column with the, “+ ten” 

column side by side so you can really get a feel for the correspondence at 

play here. 



Try to spot the similarities: 

Ones  + Ten 

1 Um/Uma 11 Onze 

2 Dois/Duas 12 Doze 

3 Três 13 Treze 

4 Quatro 14 Quatorze 

5 Cinco 15 Quinze 

6 Seis 16 Dezesseis 

7 Sete 17 Dezessete 

8 Oito 18 Dezoito 

9 Nove 19 Dezenove 

Looking at these side by side reveals some very clear similarities that I am 

sure you are seeing by this point. Essentially, you can think of the numbers 

between 11 and 19 as sort of conjugations of the “ones” if ten were added 

to them.  

 

I recommend that you do think of them this way because that is exactly 

what they are! One plus ten is eleven and so on. So, it makes sense that 

they should combine not only in number, but in name as well. In a lot of 

ways, it is actually more grammatically coherent than the English version.  

Go ahead and look over these numbers a bit and when you feel you have a 

good handle on them, let’s move on into the twenties and thirties and so 

on. 

 

In English, when we count beyond twenty, we simply combine the word 

twenty, with the next one-digit-number using a hyphen. For example, 

“twenty-one,” “twenty-two,” and so on. In Portuguese, you’ll be pleased to 

know that it is almost the same way. You will be simply saying the word for 

twenty which is, “vinte,” and adding the ‘ones’ to it as you count up. Albeit, 

instead of a hyphen, you will be using the coordinating conjunction, “e,” 

which means “and.” 



Let’s jump straight to the examples to clarify, shall we? 

# English Português 

20 Twenty Vinte 

21 Twenty-one Vinte e um 

22 Twenty-two Vinte e dois 

23 Twenty-three Vinte e três 

24 Twenty-four Vinte e quatro 

25 Twenty-five Vinte e cinco 

26 Twenty-six Vinte e seis 

27 Twenty-seven Vinte e sete 

28 Twenty-eight Vinte e oito 

29 Twenty-nine Vinte e nove 

Not too bad right? It is just like saying, “twenty, and one,” rather than 

“twenty - one.” 

 

In Portuguese, for the numbers 21 through 99, this is what you will do.  

You will simply say the name of the, ‘ten,’ then say, “and,” and then the 

name of the, ‘one,’ as in, “vinte e um.”   

 

With that said, let’s have a look now at all the, ‘tens,’ in Portuguese: 

Tens Column English Português 

10 Ten Dez 

20 Twenty Vinte 

30 Thirty Trinta 

40 Forty Quarenta 

50 Fifty Cinquenta 

60 Sixty Sessenta 

70 Seventy Setenta 

80 Eighty Oitenta 

90 Ninety Noventa 



As you can see, the, ‘tens,’ are essentially just their root word in the, ‘ones,’ 

column with an, “inta,” or, “enta,” suffix on the end. Aside for, “dez,” and, 

“vinte,” that is.  

 

When it comes to memorizing these numbers, you will find that you can do 

so pretty quickly. My recommendation for this is to do it naturally. Get the, 

‘ones,’ down first by counting from 0 to 10 as many times as is necessary 

and then, when you feel you have mastered it, move on to the, ‘teens,’ then 

the, ‘twenties,’ and so on. Before you know it, you’ll be counting to, 

“noventa e nove,” like a pro. 

 

After you have the numbers from 0 to 99 down, you can start to tackle the 

big numbers.  

 

Let’s jump right into the, ‘hundreds,’ column: 

Hundreds Column English Português 

100 One hundred Cem 

200 Two hundred Duzentos 

300 Three hundred Trezentos 

400 Four hundred Quatrocentos 

500 Five hundred Quinhentos 

600 Six hundred Seiscentos 

700 Seven hundred Setecentos 

800 Eight hundred Oitocentos 

900 Nine hundred Novecentos 

In English, for the hundreds, we simply say the digit in the one’s column 

and add the word “hundred” to it. In Portuguese it is similar, as you can see 

from the table.  

 

Aside from, “cem,” you will pretty much just be saying the root word 

followed by the suffix, “centos.” In fact, you can think of the word, “centos” 

as meaning, “hundred.”  



Counting from 101 and upwards employs similar rules that you have 

learned already. 

 

Let’s check it out: 

# English Português 

101 One hundred and one Cento e um 

102 One hundred and two Cento e dois 

103 One hundred and three Cento e três 

104 One hundred and four Cento e quatro 

105 One hundred and five Cento e cinco 

106 One hundred and six Cento e seis 

107 One hundred and seven Cento e sete 

108 One hundred and eight Cento e oito 

109 One hundred and nine Cento e nove 

110 One hundred and ten Cento e dez 

111 One hundred and eleven Cento e onze 

112 One hundred and twelve Cento e doze 

113 One hundred and thirteen Cento e treze 

114 One hundred and fourteen Cento e quatorze 

115 One hundred and fifteen Cento e quinze 

116 One hundred and sixteen Cento e dezesseis 

117 One hundred and seventeen Cento e dezessete 

118 One hundred and eighteen Cento e dezoito 

119 One hundred and nineteen Cento e dezenove 

120 One hundred twenty Cento e vinte 

121 One hundred twenty-one Cento e vinte-um 

122 One hundred twenty-two Cento e vinte e dois 

123 One hundred twenty-three Cento e vinte e três 

124 One hundred twenty-four Cento e vinte e quatro 

125 One hundred twenty-five Cento e vinte cinco 

126 One hundred twenty-six Cento e vinte e seis 

127 One hundred twenty-seven Cento e vinte e sete 



128 One hundred twenty-eight Cento e vinte e oito 

129 One hundred twenty-nine Cento e vinte e nove 

130 One hundred thirty Cento e trinta 

140 One hundred forty Cento e quarenta 

150 One hundred fifty Cento e cinquenta 

160 One hundred sixty Cento e sessenta 

170 One hundred seventy Cento e setenta 

180 One hundred eighty Cento e oitenta 

190 One hundred ninety Cento e noventa 

You have now learned all that you need to know in order to count from zero 

to, ‘novecentos e noventa e nove,’ in Portuguese.  

 

But why stop there? Let’s tack on the last bit just for good measure and get 

you counting past a trillion.  

# Inglês Português 

1,000 One thousand Mil 

1,000,000 One million Um milhão 

1,000,000,000 One billion Um bilhão 

1,000,000,000,000 One trillion Um trilhão 

∞ Infinity Infinidade 

 

Granted, there will be little practical application for numbers this high, but it 

is not a bad idea to tuck them away in your mind for special occasion. You 

may be able to impress in some situations by throwing out these large 

numbers. It’s a great way to prove your aptitude for the language. 

 

Now that we have thoroughly translated the base-10 number system in 

Portuguese, let’s have a quick look at some mathematical jargon that you 

may come up against in the real world.  

 



We’ll keep this simple, as all the mathematical concepts that exist in 

Portuguese are the same as in English: 

Symbol English Português 

+ To add Adicionar 

x To multiply Multiplicar 

÷ To divide Dividir 

- To subtract Subtrair 

= Equal Igual 

- Negative Negativo 

+ Positive Positivo 

% Percent Por cento 

. Decimal point Ponto decimal 

, Comma Vírgula 

A few things to note. I have given the verbs, “add, multiply, divide, and 

subtract” in their infinitive forms. However, when using math, you are quite 

accustomed to saying things like, “one plus one,” or, “one minus one,” and 

such. Portuguese also has terms for these, and I will list the most common 

with some examples: 

1+1 = 2 One plus one equals two. Um mais um são dois. 

2-2 = 0 Two minus two equals zero. Dois menos dois é zero. 

3x3 = 9 Three times three equals nine. Três vezes três são nove. 

4÷4 = 1 Four divided by four equals one. Quatro dividido por quatro é um. 

Another major thing to note that has thrown me off numerous times is that 

in Portuguese, the uses of the comma and decimal point are inverted to our 

use in English.  

 

That is to say that, in math, any time you would think you should put a 

decimal point, you will put a comma and any time you think you should put 

a comma you will put a decimal point.  

 



This will take some getting used to, but basically in practice it looks like 

this: 

 

For example, to write “3.14” in Brazilian Portuguese, you will write instead 

“3,14” with a comma. 

 

To write 1,000 in Portuguese, you will write instead “1.000” with a decimal 

point. 

These are extremely important distinctions to know, as the difference 

between 1.000 and 1,000 is quite drastic indeed.  

I encourage you to take this to heart and commit it to memory as soon as 

possible, lest you find yourself in a sticky financial situation someday. 

Now that we have all of that down, let’s take some time to discuss how 

numbers work, grammatically, in Portuguese. 

 

Some good news is that numbers, like colors, can be thought of as 

adjectives, and they will follow essentially all the same rules that you have 

already learned. 

 

When using the numbers, “1,” and, “2,” you will want to take care to ensure 

that they correspond to their nouns in both gender and quantity.  

When we first opened this lesson, you saw that, “um,” and, “dois,” both 

have masculine and feminine forms; i.e “uma” and “duas.”  

 

Luckily for us, these are the only two numbers that change gender and/or 

quantity. Well, these two and any number that ends with them also, like 

twenty-one, and etcetera. 

 

Aside from that, all other numbers will simply be as you have learned them 

in any and all cases.  

 



 

Let’s get into the examples for, “um,’ and, “dois:” 

Exemplo Tradução Gênero & Quantidade 

I have one nose. Eu tenho um nariz. Singular masculino 

You have one tongue. Você tem uma língua. Singular feminina 

I have some cookies. Eu tenho uns biscoitos. Plural masculino 

I have some fruit. Eu tenho umas frutas. Plural feminina 

I have two feet. Eu tenho dois pés. Plural masculino 

You have two ears. Você tem duas orelhas. Plural feminina 

As you can see from this table, when you have an arbitrary plural number 

of something, meaning more than one but not defined to be an actual 

number, we use the, “uns,” and, “umas,” forms of the adjective, “one,” to 

make the Portuguese equivalent of the English word, “some.” 

This lesson has gone as far as is necessary to give you a quality 

understanding of how cardinal numbers work in Portuguese, but there is 

still one more facet of this topic that you need to see to be truly in the know, 

the topic of ordinal numbers.  

 

Ordinal numbers, are, as you probably know, the numbers we use to place 

things in chronological order; 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and so on. In English, you are 

quite accustomed to this. In Portuguese, there is similar nomenclature. 

However, instead of writing 1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc., we write the number with a 

little ‘degree’ circle next to it like this: 1º, 2º, 3º, etc. 

  

So, to write, “1st place,” in Portuguese, we would write, “1º lugar.”  

 

Because this topic is as infinite as there are numbers, I am going to 

condense it down by simply listing the ordinal numbers along with their 

Portuguese spelling for each form. Please note that ordinal numbers need 

to match the gender and quantity of the noun they are attributed to, and as 

such, there are four different forms of each.  



They are as follows: 

 

# Masculino 

Singular 

Masculino  

plural 

Feminina 

Singular 

Feminina 

Plural 

1º Primeiro Primeiros Primeira Primeiras 

2º Segundo Segundos Segunda Segundas 

3º Terceiro  Terceiros Terceira Terceiras 

4º Quarto  Quartos Quarta Quartas 

5º Quinto  Quintos Quinta Quintas 

6º Sexto  Sextos Sexta Sextas 

7º Sétimo  Sétimos Sétima Sétimas 

8º Oitavo  Oitavos Oitava Oitavas 

9º Nono  Nonos Nona Nonas 

10º Decimo  Décimos  Décima Décimas  

11º Décimo primeiro Décimo primeiros Décimo primeira Décimo primeiras 

12º Décimo segundo Décimo segundos Décimo segunda Décimo segundas 

13º Décimo terceiro Décimo terceiros Décimo terceira Décimo terceiras 

14º Décimo quarto Décimo quartos Décimo quarta Décimo quartas 

15º Décimo quinto Décimo quintos Décimo quinta Décimo quintas 

16º Décimo sexto Décimo sextos Décimo sexta Décimo sextas 

17º Décimo sétimo Décimo sétimos Décimo sétima Décimo sétimas 

18º Décimo oitavo Décimo oitavos Décimo oitava Décimo oitavas 

19º Décimo nono Décimo nonos Décimo nona Décimo nonas 

20º Vigésimo Vigésimos Vigésima Vigésimas 

21º Vigésimo primeiro Vigésimo primeiros Vigésimo primeira Vigésimo primeiras 

30º Trigésimo Trigésimos  Trigésima Trigésimas 

40º Quadragésimo Quadragésimos  Quadragésima Quadragésimas 

50º Quinquagésimo  Quinquagésimos  Quinquagésima Quinquagésimas 

60º Sexagésimo  Sexagésimos  Sexagésima Sexagésimas 

70º Septuagésimo  Septuagésimos  Septuagésima Septuagésimas 

80º Octogésimo  Octogésimos  Octogésima Octogésimas 

90º Nonagésimo  Nonagésimos  Nonagésima Nonagésimas 



100º Centésimo  Centésimos  Centésima Centésimas 

200º Ducentésimo  Ducentésimos  Ducentésima Ducentésimas 

300º Trecentésimo  Trecentésimos  Trecentésima Trecentésimas 

400º Quadringentésimo  Quadringentésimos  Quadringentésima Quadringentésimas 

500º Quingentésimo  Quingentésimos  Quingentésima Quingentésimas 

600º Sexcentésimo  Sexcentésimos  Sexcentésima Sexcentésimas 

700º Setingentésimo  Setingentésimos  Setingentésima Setingentésimas 

800º Octingentésimo  Octingentésimos  Octingentésima Octingentésimas 

900º Nongentésimo  Nongentésimos  Nongentésima Nongentésimas 

1,000º Milésimo  Milésimos  Milésima Milésimas 

 

 

I know that looking at this table can seem like an absurd amount of 

information at first and, quite frankly, in all my years and travels I have 

never used even a tenth of these words.  

 

I am going to tell you right now, they just are not very common in everyday 

life.  

 

I have created this table simply so you can have this information in one 

place where you can reference it should you ever need to.  

 

The purpose of this course, as you know, is to teach you what is most 

relevant and so I will end this lesson with this: of all the ordinal numbers, 

please take the time to at least learn one through ten.  

 

You will find yourself wanting to say things like, “first, second, third,” pretty 

often in Portuguese conversations.  

 

Anything beyond that is not truly necessary at this point in your studies.  



Here are some examples of how to use these most common ordinal 

numbers in a sentence: 

# Frase De Exemplo A Tradução Portuguesa 

 

1º I won first place. Eu ganhei o primeiro lugar. 

2º That’s the second bear. Esse é o segundo urso. 

3º You have the third page. Você tem a terceira página. 

4º Where is the fourth hat? Onde está o quarto chapéu? 

5º He has the fifth window. Ele tem a quinta janela. 

6º She lives on the sixth floor. Ela mora no sexto andar. 

7º James is the seventh child. O James é o sétimo filho. 

8º Tanya is the eighth nurse. A Tanya é a oitava enfermeira. 

9º The king is the ninth leader. O rei é o nono lider. 

10º The queen is the tenth daughter. A rainha é a décima filha. 

 

In the next lesson, we are going to take what we have learned about 

numbers to discuss the subject of time.  

Let’s keep rollin.   

                                               



                   

Lesson 3 - Days, Weeks, Months, Years And Time 

 

When it comes to discussing time increments in Portuguese, it is nearly the 

same as English, so the only thing to really do here is to teach you the 

vocabulary.  

 

Let’s go ahead and start this lesson with the most important terminology 

you will need to know in order to be successful: 

Período De Tempo A Tradução Portuguesa 

 

Second / Seconds Segundo / Segundos 

Minute / Minutes Minuto / Minutos 

Hour / Hours Hora / horas 

Day / Days Dia / Dias 

Week / Weeks Semana / Semanas 

Month / Months Mês / Meses 

Year / Years Ano / Anos 

Decade / Decades Década / Décadas 

Century / Centuries Século / Séculos 

 

You may have noticed that some of these words are pretty similar to 

English.  

Again, this is due to their latin roots.  

There is not a whole lot I need to tell you about these words, as they 

operate, grammatically, exactly as their English counterparts.  

 



But to be extra thorough, let’s go ahead and see them in action with some 

examples. 

Período De Tempo A Tradução Portuguesa 

 

This will just take a second. Isto levará apenas um segundo. 

I’ll be there in a minute. Eu estarei aí em um minuto. 

It should only take two hours. Deve levar apenas duas horas. 

Were you there three days ago? Você estava lá há três dias? 

How many weeks are left? Quantas semanas faltam? 

What month were you born in? Em que mês você nasceu? 

This year is going so fast. Este ano está indo tão rápido. 

Each decade, the world changes. A cada década, o mundo muda. 

It’s been centuries since 1776. Já se passaram séculos desde 1776. 

 

Once you have a good feel for these words, we’ll have a look at the days of 

the week, so that you can bring more context into your conversations.  

 

The days of the week confused me for a while when I first started learning 

Portuguese, and I want to try to mitigate that confusion for you by 

explaining a bit of context first. The names of the days in Portuguese get 

their names from Liturgical Latin. 

Once upon a time, a very long time ago, the people of what is now Portugal 

referred to the days of the week based on fairs that were held each day, 

and eventually they referred to these fairs by their chronological order 

beginning Sunday.  

 

So, in other words, they would call Monday the second fair, Tuesday the 

third fair, and so on. The week in Portuguese technically began with 

Sunday, (Domingo) and thus Monday was referred to as the second fair. 



Saturday and Sunday are referred to as Sabado, and Domingo, 

respectively. 

To simplify, let's have a look at the name of each day of the week and their 

Portuguese equivalents: 

 

Dia Da Semana A Tradução Portuguesa 

Sunday Domingo 

Monday Segunda-feira 

Tuesday Terça-feira 

Wednesday Quarta-feira 

Thursday Quinta-feira 

Friday Sexta-feira 

Saturday Sábado 

 

As you can see, aside from, “Sábado and Domingo,” the rest of the days 

are essentially called by their ordinal number with the word for, “fair,” (feira) 

placed on the end.  

 

Like I said this was confusing for me at first, but mostly just because I never 

had it explained to me properly. A bit of advice for speaking like a Brazilian 

is that you will find that pretty much everyone just refers to the days of the 

week by their ordinal number only, in everyday, colloquial conversation.  

 

Meaning that, to say something like, “I will go on Tuesday,” typically a 

Brazilian will say, “eu vou na terça,” rather than, “eu vou na terça-feira.” 

I want to also point out that the days of the week are used, grammatically, 

exactly as in English. This means that each day of the week can have a 

plural form as well. Just like you can say, “on Mondays I am tired,” in 

English, so can you say,”nas segundas, eu estou cansado” in Portuguese. 



In addition to the days of the week, here is some related terminology that 

will be quite useful to you: 

 

Yesterday Ontem 

Today Hoje 

Tomorrow Amanhã 

Morning Manhã 

Afternoon Tarde 

Night Noite 

Day Dia 

Week Semana 

Weekend Fin de semana 

 

Once you feel you have all this down, let’s move on the months of the year: 

 

Meses Do Ano A Tradução Portuguesa 

January Janeiro 

February Fevereiro 

March Março 

April Abril 

May Maio 

June Junho 

July Julho 

August Agosto 

September Setembro 

October Outubro 

November Novembro 

December Dezembro 



Here, your knowledge of English will once again come in quite handy. As 

you can see, the months of the year are essentially the same as in English, 

just with somewhat different spellings. My best recommendation is that you 

simply repeat the months in order several times out loud. You will be 

surprised at how fast you memorize these. 

There are no major grammatical differences between the months of the 

year in English and Portuguese. 

 

You now have all you need to discuss the of days throughout the year, but 

there is still a glaring topic that we have yet to address and that is, how to 

tell time in Portuguese. 

This is a somewhat convoluted topic as there is a lot to explain. 

Let’s start with the most basic concepts and then move on from there. 

Luckily for us, in Brazilian Portuguese, we tell time essentially the same 

way that we do in English. Meaning that we still have 24 hours in a day and 

each hour still has 60 minutes and so on. A major difference is that pretty 

much the whole of Brazil uses what we, in the US, refer to as “military 

time.” That is to say, they keep time using the 24-hour system, rather than 

the 12 hour intervals of AM and PM that most of us are used to. 

 

Having said that, let’s jump right into examples and I will clarify some things 

as we go along. 

 

First and foremost, the most important phrase you will want to know for this 

topic is, “que horas são?”  

As, you may guess, this is how Brazilians will ask, “what time is it?”  

However, it is not a direct word for word translation. What it literally means 

is “what hours are?”  This is important to know because the way we 

generally respond to the question in Portuguese, is to say the time with the 

word, “hora,” attached to the response.  

 



For example, you might respond with, “é uma hora,” which means to say, 

“it's one o'clock.” 

 

You have already had a thorough introduction to numbers in Portuguese 

and your knowledge of those numbers will be quite useful to you here.  

 

Let’s have a look at several examples of how to tell time: 

Que horas são? É uma hora 1:00 

Que horas são? São duas horas 2:00 

Que horas são? São três horas 3:00 

Que horas são? São quatro horas 4:00 

Que horas são? São cinco horas 5:00 

Que horas são? São seis horas 6:00 

Que horas são? São sete horas 7:00 

Que horas são? São oito horas 8:00 

Que horas são? São nove horas 9:00 

Que horas são? São dez horas 10:00 

Que horas são? São onze horas 11:00 

Que horas são? É meio-dia 12:00 

Que horas são? São treze horas 13:00 

Que horas são? São quatorze horas 14:00 

Que horas são? São quinze horas 15:00 

Que horas são? São dezesseis horas 16:00 

Que horas são? São dezessete horas 17:00 

Que horas são? São dezoito horas 18:00 

Que horas são? São dezenove horas 19:00 

Que horas são? São vinte horas 20:00 

Que horas são? São vinte e uma horas 21:00 

Que horas são? São vinte e duas horas 22:00 

Que horas são? São vinte e três horas 23:00 

Que horas são? É meia-noite. 24:00 



Here are the major things to note about what you are seeing in this table: 

 

For, ‘one O’ clock,’ it is only one hour and thus it is not pluralized like all the 

others and so you respond saying, “é uma hora,” rather than, “são uma 

hora.” 

For Noon and Midnight, you will note that instead of saying, “são doze 

horas,” and, “são vinte e quatro horas,” you will say instead, “é meio-dia,” 

and “é meia-noite,” which translate directly as, “it’s midday,” and, “it’s 

midnight,” respectively.  

The word, “meio/a” in Portuguese is one way to say the adjective, “half.”  

 

In order to discuss times that do not fall on an exact hour, you will do it very 

much like in English.  

 

For example: to say, “it’s four O’ one,” you would say, “são quatro e um.” 

 

To say, “it’s three: forty-two,” you would say, “são três e quarenta e dois.” 

You get the idea.  

 

Note that in those examples, “um,” and, “dois,” show up in their masculine 

forms. This is because they are referring to how many minutes there are 

after the hour. 

  

“Minutes,” as you may recall is, “minutos,” in Portuguese, which is a 

masculine noun. 

The correspondence among the hours and minutes affects the gender of 

the number depending on what the number is referring to. If it is referencing 

the hour, it will change gender based on the feminine word, “hora.”  

If it is referencing the minutes, it will change gender bases on the 

masculine word, “minutos.” 



Let’s now have a look at a wide range of examples to get you very familiar 

with this concept: 

Time Of Day How to Say it in Portuguese  

 

1:01 É uma e um 

2:32 São duas e trinta e dois 

3:11 São três e onze 

4:15 São quatro e quarto 

5:30 São cinco e meia 

6:45 São seis e quarenta e cinco 

7:55 São sete e cinquenta e cinco 

8:09 São oito e nove 

9:21 São nove e vinte e um 

10:38 São dez e trinta e oito 

11:41 São onze e quarenta e um 

12:12 São doze e doze 

12:30 São doze e meia 

12:01 São doze e um 

13:05 São treze e cinco 

14:14 São quatorze e quatorze 

15:19 São quinze e dezenove 

16:22 São dezesseis e vinte e dois 

17:18 São dezessete e dezoito 

18:20 São dezoito e vinte 

19:40 São dezenove e quarenta 

20:35 São vinte e trinta e cinco 

21:53 São vinte e um e cinquenta e três 

22:13 São vinte e dois e treze 

23:59 São vinte e três e cinquenta e nove 



As you can see, stating the time in Portuguese is very much the same as in 

English, just with a lot of extra, “ands,” mixed in.  

Looking at this table, you may have noticed a couple interesting things.  

 

For, “4:15,” for example, you saw, “são quatro e quarto.”  

If you look carefully at this you will notice that, “quatro,” and, “quarto,” are 

two different words. The Portuguese word, “quatro” means, “four,” as you 

are aware and the word, “quarto,” means “quarter.” 

 

Brazilians tend to say “quarto” for the, “:15,” and, “meia,” for the, “:30,” 

when telling time. Much like saying that a quarter of an hour has passed or 

that a half of an hour has passed. 

 

If you forget this and instead say, “quatro e quinze,” or, “quatro e trinta,” 

that is totally fine. There is no Brazilian speaker anywhere who will not 

understand you. But to truly speak like them, you will want to utilize these 

words, “quarto,” e, “meia,” when you can. 

 

I dare say that just about does it for the subject of time.  

This lesson should have you to the point now where you could most 

certainly get by on your own with this topic. I would like to say just one 

more thing before we conclude. This course has presented an immense 

amount of information to you, and though it is my most earnest wish that 

you are able to study each lesson in depth and with great attention, I 

understand that it is not always possible. But I would like to stress that this 

particular lesson is extremely useful, and so if you devote additional time to 

anything in this course, I recommend it be the lesson on time. There is 

nothing that you will use quite so frequently in everyday life. 

In the next lesson, we are going to continue strengthening your knowledge 

of numbers by discussing currency in Brazil and all that the topic entails. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lesson 4 - Brazilian Money 

 

Aah money… what a topic, huh?  

Let’s get right into it! 

Do you remember back in, Day 3: Lesson 2 - Finding Context In The 

Unknown, we had you in a hypothetical situation where you were giving the 

wrong currency to a cashier and she had said to you, “não. Preciso de um 

real, não de um dólar.” 

Well, in this lesson, we are going to make sure that this sort of thing never 

actually happens to you in real life. 

First things first, the base currency in Brazil is called the Brazilian Real. 

Now as you recall, the first, “r,” in a Portuguese word makes an, “h,” sound 

and so this word is pronounced as, “hey-al.” 

 

A ‘real,’ much like a dollar, can be plural. Meaning that if you have more 

than one real, you have “reais.”  

The plural of the word is pronounced, “hey-ice.” 

 

A nice thing about the real is that it also consists of 100 cents, just like the 

American dollar. So, nothing too crazy to learn there.  

The word for, “cents,” in Portuguese is, “centavos,” by the way.  

 

A couple things to note. The symbol the Brazilians use for their currency is 

essentially the same as the America dollar.  

They use the S with the line through it like we do, but they put a capital, 

“R,” in front of it, like, “R$.” 

 

Also, please recall that, with numbers in Portuguese, everywhere you 

would expect to see a comma you will see a decimal point, and vice versa. 



And so, with that bit of information, you are ready to start seeing this in 

action. Let’s jump right to some examples. We’ll be using the phrase, 

“quanto custa?” to ask how much something costs and we will respond 

with, “custa,” followed by the amount in reais: 

 

How much? Quanto Custa? Custa… (It costs…) $ 

 

How much does this 

banana cost? 

Quanto custa 

esta banana? 

Custa um real. R$ 1,00 

How much does this 

cup cost? 

Quanto custa 

este copo? 

Custa cinco reais. R$ 5,00 

How much does this 

hat cost? 

Quanto custa 

este chapéu? 

Custa dez reais. R$ 10,00 

How much does this 

bottle cost? 

Quanto custa 

esta garrafa? 

Custa dois reais. R$ 2,00 

How much does this 

cat cost? 

Quanto custa 

este gato? 

Custa cem reais. R$ 100,00 

How much does this 

apple cost? 

Quanto custa 

esta maçã? 

Custa cinquenta centavos. R$ 0,50 

How much does this 

coffee cost? 

Quanto custa 

este café? 

Custa doze reais e trinta e dois 

centavos. 

R$ 12,32 

How much does this 

house cost? 

Quanto custa 

esta casa? 

Custa trezentos mil reais. R$ 300.000,00 

How much does this 

phone cost? 

Quanto custa 

este telefone? 

Custa quatrocentos e quarenta e 

cinco reais e vinte e dois centavos. 

R$ 445,22 

 

The next thing to cover is the different coins and notes you may encounter 

in Brazil. At present, Brazil makes use of cent-coins in the same way as the 

US. That is to say, they have coins valued at 1, 5, 10, 25 and 50 centavos. 

They also have a 1-real coin, much like we have 1-dollar coins. 

 



Brazil also uses “paper money” or notes like we are used to. 

The bills you will see are valued at 2, 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100 reais. 

The major difference being that they do not have a 1-real note but rather 

just the 1-real coin I mentioned. 

 

The word for, “coin,” in Portuguese is, “moeda.” 

The word for, “note,” is, “nota.”  

 

Both, “moeda,” and, “nota,” can be plural should you have more than one of 

either. The plural forms are, “moedas,” and, “notas,” as you would expect. 

 

There is not too much left to say on this subject, remarkably. The rules for 

money and economics in Brazil are nearly 100% the same as the United 

States. Your knowledge of American currency is already more than enough 

to keep you feeling confident in your ability to spend your reais, should you 

travel to Brazil.  

 

And so, with that said, this concludes the lesson on Brazilian Money. Join 

me tomorrow as we take everything you have learned thus far in this 

course and bring it all together.   

 

                                                      



Lesson 6 - Putting It All Together 

 

 

In this lesson, we are going to take everything that you have learned so far 

in this course and solidify the information so that you will not be able to 

leave without knowing for certain that you have learned a great deal of 

Brazilian Portuguese.  

I am going to prove to you that you are more than ready to expand your 

vocabulary and take this thing to the next level. 

 

This lesson is going to throw a bunch of sentences at you that I have 

designed using all the skills you have learned in this course so far, and of 

course, their English translations.  

 

By the end of this lesson, you will be ready to use my ‘Vocabulary Boost 

and Cognate System” to further advance your Portuguese abilities. 

 

And so, without further ado, let’s begin: 

 

Frase Em Inglês Frase Em Português 

 

Welcome to Brazilian Portuguese.  Bem-vindo ao português brasileiro. 

You can build your vocabulary. Você pode construir seu vocabulário. 

You are seeing progress. Você está vendo progresso. 

The Alphabet has twenty-six letters. O alfabeto tem vinte e seis letras. 

Let's look at the Brazilian accent. Vejamos o sotaque brasileiro. 

Do you know how to swallow your words? Você sabe como engolir suas palavras? 

How do you say diphthong in Brazil? Como se fala ditongo no Brasil? 

I do not know that sound. Eu não conheço esse som. 



Masculine nouns end in, "o." Os substantivos masculinos terminam em, "o". 

How can you understand this better? Como você pode entender isto melhor? 

I don't like to make errors. Não gosto de cometer erros. 

Is, “shoe,” a noun? “Sapato,” é um substantivo? 

She knows that he is a boy. Ela sabe que ele é um menino. 

His dog stole her book. O cachorro dele roubou o livro dela. 

The tall, green grass grows quickly. A grama alta e verde cresce rapidamente. 

The horse is running and jumping. O cavalo está correndo e pulando. 

The little king has forty-six shirts. O reizinho tem quarenta e seis camisas. 

The red car won fourth place. O carro vermelho ganhou o quarto lugar. 

I have thirty seven reals and one cent. Tenho trinta e sete reais e um centavo. 

Let's run, hide, and talk. Vamos correr, esconder e conversar. 

You are eating while she sleeps. Você está comendo enquanto ela dorme. 

You will leave at midnight. Você sairá à meia-noite. 

When will I learn more words? Quando vou aprender mais palavras? 

 

Real quick, I'd like to go over two Portuguese words that are very 

important.  

The first is the word, “Já.”  

“Já,” in Portuguese means, "already." 

This word is incredibly useful, and works exactly as the word, "already," 

works in English. An example would be, "eu ja fui ao mercado hoje." 

This means, "I already went to the market today." 

The second word is the verb, "ficar," which means, "to stay.” 

Brazilians use this word in its conjugated forms in all kinds of ways that you 

would not necessarily expect.  

 

 



I’ll show you now, some of the most common places you will see this verb 

show up. Bear in mind, these are not word-for-word translations but rather 

capture the essence of the meaning behind the words. 

 

You should commit these uses to memory: 

Frase Em Inglês 

 

Frase Em Português 

Where is the bathroom? Onde fica o banheiro? 

You look ugly when you scream. Você fica feio quando grita. 

You can keep that shirt. Pode ficar com aquela blusa. 

The store is next to the restaurant. A loja fica ao lado do restaurante. 

Be happy, I'll go with you. Fique feliz, eu vou contigo. 

The flood was due to the amount of rain. A inundação ficou por conta da chuva. 

They were sad yesterday. Eles ficaram tristes ontem. 

They will stay close. Eles vão ficar perto. 

I'm staying at the hotel. Eu vou ficar no hotel. 

We got upset afterwards. Nos ficamos chateado depois. 

Those pants look great on you. Aquelas calças ficam lindas em você. 

I don't get sleepy. Não fico com sono. 

He hooked up with her last night. Ele ficou com ela ontem a noite. 

 

You may have noticed that almost every use of the verb "ficar,” could be 

substituted with some form of the verb, "estar."  

But, in order to speak like a Brazilian, it is important to know when to use 

ficar and when not to. This is something that can really only come with 

practice and experience, but this table should help get you started. 

 

If you have gone through each lesson in this course with attention, then I 

can guarantee you right now that you were able to understand at least 80% 



of the translations in the tables above.  

Go ahead, look them over a few more times if you don’t believe me, you 

will realize that you really do understand what is being said.  

 

That is the result of using your knowledge of English and my knowledge of 

Portuguese together.  And that is why I recommended this course so 

highly. It is unique in its approach, and it gets the job done. 

 

I’d like to congratulate you on your progress thus far. In just 7 modules, you 

have learned more about the Portuguese language and speaking like a 

Brazilian than many people will learn in a lifetime.  

But we are not going to stop here. 

In the next lesson, we are going to skyrocket your vocabulary and give you 

the tools you need so that you can speak about all the most common topics 

in life. Excited?  You should be!                                        

 

                         

  

            



Lesson 5 - Cognate System Vocabulary Boost 

 

As you may have noticed, this course has not focused too heavily on 

vocabulary thus far. This is not an accident on my part. I have purposefully 

designed it this way. I told you in the introduction that the aim of this course 

is, “to get you to the point where you can learn any new word in Portuguese 

and immediately know where to put it and how to use it.”  And I believe you 

are now at that point.  

 

We are going to begin this lesson by going over what a cognate is.  

As you are probably aware, a cognate is a word that appears in two 

languages with either the same or very similar spelling and/or 

pronunciation. Throughout this course, you have seen many cognates 

already, even if you did not think of them this way. 

 

A few examples were: 

Day = Dia 

Hour = Hora 

English = Inglês 

Poruteguse = Português 

Brazil = Brasil  

Errors = Erros 

Letters = Letras 

And so on… 

 

Because the English language shares common roots with Portuguese, 

amongst other reasons, we get an abundance of cognates between the 

two. In fact, there are thousands. 

 

 

There are so many cognates actually, that I could write pages and pages 



just listing word after word after word. But truthfully, coming from a place of 

experience, I do not think that would be worth either of our time.  

 

In order to sit and study thousands of vocabulary words and expect to 

retain them, you would need to have hundreds of hours set aside to look at 

each one and practice it.  

 

Fortunately for us though, there is a system built into the languages that 

breaks these cognates into groups that are, compared to hundreds of hours 

of studying, rather easy to digest. 

 

Let’s go ahead and jump into this system and get you familiar, as this alone 

will help you transfer your knowledge of thousands of English words 

directly into your Portuguese repertoire. 

 

It works like this: 

  

For many nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives in English there are 

corresponding Portuguese words with suffixes that are slightly different (or 

totally different.) 

 

For example, the word, “absolutely,” in English ends in the letters, “ly.” 

This word in Portuguese is, “absolutamente.” 

  

Right away, you can see that it is almost the same word, it just ends a bit 

differently.  

 

Given particular suffixes in English, there often exists a Portuguese 

cognate with a different suffix. What is very fortunate for us, is that many 

common words are cognates and follow these patters. 

I am going to show you these English suffixes now and you will see how 

they correspond to their Portuguese counterparts (cognates.)   



Have a look: 

For English Nouns 

Ending in… 

The Portuguese  

suffix changes to… 

English  

Example 

Portuguese 

Translation 

 

sion são Immersion Imersão 

tion ção Translation Tradução 

c co (Masculine)  

ca (Feminine 

Graphic 

Magic 

Gráfico 

Mágica 

ity idade City Cidade 

ism ismo Magnetism Magnetismo 

ist ista Capitalist Capitalista 

ive ivo Native Nativo 

 

For English Verbs 

Ending in… 

The Portuguese  

suffix changes to… 

Example in 

English 

Portuguese 

Translation 

 

ate ar Initiate Iniciar 

 

For English Adverbs 

Ending in… 

The Portuguese  

suffix changes 

to… 

Example in 

English 

Portuguese 

Translation 

ly mente Abundantly Abundantemente 

 

For English Adjectives 

Ending in… 

The Portuguese  

suffix changes to… 

Example in 

English 

Portuguese 

Translation 

al al (does not change) Normal Normal 



c co (Masculine)  

ca (Feminine 

Elastic Elastico 

Elastica 

ble vel Flexible Flexível 

ate ado Adequate Adequado 

nt nte Persistent Persistente 

nce ncia Patience Paciência 

ive ivo (Masculine)  

ava (Feminine 

Creative Creativo 

Creativa 

ous oso (Masculine)  

osa (Feminine 

Glorious Glorioso 

Gloriosa 

These tables are by no means an exhaustive list of all the different suffixes 

that exist but, as far as I’m concerned, these are the most valuable to 

know. 

 

I want to be very clear about something. This system is true ‘most of the 

time.’ As with everything you have learned in this course, there are always 

exceptions to every rule. But for the most part, if you take the time to learn 

this system and to rely on it, you will be right far more often than not.  

 

I believe you will be pleasantly surprised by just how many words in 

Portuguese you already know, just based on this table here.  

Sure, sometimes the spelling will be a bit different, but if you cannot 

remember the cognate exactly, then use this trick: 

  

Simply say the English word with the proper Portuguese suffix and a 

Brazilian accent. This will be sufficient for any Brazilian to understand you. 

I have relied on this trick more times than I can count. 

And so, there you have it.  

Outside of the suffixes that you have learned in this lesson, the rest of the 

Portuguese vocabulary will have to be learned the old-fashioned way, 

reading, listening, and repeating.   

 



Before closing the lesson, I want to leave you with some of the most 

common words in Portuguese that I believe are among the most essential 

to know in order to speak like a Brazilian. 

Give this list a once over: 

 
English Portuguese 

 
Hello Olá 
Hey Ei 
Hi Oi 
Goodbye Adeus 
Bye Tchau 
Good morning Bom dia 
Good afternoon Boa tarde 
Good night Boa noite 
Good day Bom dia 
Morning Manhã 
Afternoon Tarde 
Night Noite 
Day Dia 
Breakfast Café da manhã 
Lunch Almoço 
Dinner Jantar 
Snack Lanche 
Last night Ontem a noite 
Yesterday Ontem 
Today Hoje 
Tomorrow Amanhã 
Last week Semana passado 
This week Esta semana 
Next week Semana que vem 
Last month O mês passado 
This month Este mês 
Next month Mês que vem 
Last year O ano passado 
This year Este ano 

 

Next year  Próximo ano 
Monday Segunda-feira 
Tuesday Terça-feira 
Wednesday Quarta-feira 
Thursday Quinta-feira 
Friday Sexta-feira 
Saturday Sábado 
Sunday  Domingo 
January Janeiro 
February Fevereiro 
March Março 
April Abril 
May Maio 
June Junho 
July Julho 
August Agosto 
September Setembro 
October Outubro 
November Novembro 
December  Dezembro 
Spring Primavera 
Summer Verão 
Autumn Outono 
Winter  Inverno 
Holiday Feriado 
Birthday Aniversário 
Christmas Natal 
New Year's Eve Réveillon 
New Year’s Day Dia de Ano Novo 
Easter  Páscoa 



Vacation Férias 
Before Antes 
Now Agora 
After Depois/Após 
Next Próximo 
Early Cedo 
Soon Em breve 
Late Tarde 
Ready Pronto 
Alphabet Alfabeto 
Letter Letra 
Word Palavra 
Symbol Símbolo 
Capital Maiúscula 
Sentence Frase/Sentença 
Paragraph Parágrafo 
Paper Papel 
Book Livro 
Page Página 
Chapter Capítulo 
Comma Vírgula 
Period Período 
Exclam. mark Ponto de exclamação 

Question mark  Ponto de interrogação 

Math Matemática 
Add Adicionar 
Subtract Subtrair 
Divide Dividir 
Multiply Multiplicar 
Plus Mais 
Minus Menos 
Divided Dividido 
Times Vezes 
Equal  Igual 
Zero Zero 
One Um 
Two Dois 
Three Três 
Four Quatro 
Five Cinco 

Six Seis 
Seven Sete 
Eight Oito 
Nine Nove 
Ten  Dez 
One hundred Cem 
First Primeiro 
Second Segundo 
Third Terceiro 
Fourth Quarto 
Color Cor 
Blue Azul 
Green Verde 
Red Vermelho 
Pink Rosa/Cor de rosa 
Purple Roxo 
Yellow Amarelo 
Orange Laranja 
Brown Marrom 
Black Preto/Negro 
White Branco 
Light Luz/Claro/Brilho 
Dark  Escuro 
Animal Animal 
Cat Gato 
Dog Cão/Cachorro 
Horse Cavalo 
Chicken Frango/Galinha 
Pig Porco 
Cow Vaca 
Bird Pássaro/Ave 
Duck Pato 
Fish Peixe 
Shark Tubarão 
Whale Baleia 
Crab Caranguejo 
Turtle Tartaruga 
Rabbit Coelho 
Mouse Camundongo 
Rat Rato 



Snake Cobra 
Spider Aranha 
Ant Formiga 
Bee Abelha 
Fly Mosca 
Bug  Inseto/Bicho 
Nature Natureza 
Plant Planta 
Tree Árvore 
Ground Chão 
Grass Grama 
Leaf Folha 
Flower Flor 
Dirt Sujeira 
Water Água 
Lake Lago 
Ocean Oceano/Mar 
Cloud Nuvem 
Rain Chuva 
Sky Céu 
Air  Ar 
Transport Transporte 
Bicycle Bicicleta 
Car Carro 
Truck Caminhão 
Bus Ônibus 
Train Trem 
Boat Barco 
Airplane Avião 
School Escola 
College Faculdade 
Graduate Formar 
Diploma Diploma 
Congrats. Parabéns 
Work Trabalho 
Church Igreja 
Park Parque 
Store Loja/Mercado 
Bank Banco 
Building Prédio/Edifício 

Office Escritório 
Post Office Correios 
Hospital Hospital 
Station Estação 
Airport Aeroporto 
House Casa 
Home Casa/Lar 
Bedroom Quarto 
Kitchen Cozinha 
Living room Sala de estar 
Garage Garagem 
Upstairs Em cima 
Downstairs  Em baixo 
Inside Dentro 
Outside Fora 
Under Sob 
Over Sobre 
Between Entre 
On Sobre/Em cima de 
In Em/Dentro 
Mother Mãe 
Father Pai 
Son Filho 
Daughter Filha 
Brother Irmão 
Sister Irmã 
Grandmother Avó 
Grandfather Vô 
Cousin Primo/Prima 
Nephew Sobrinho 
Niece Sobrinha 
Uncle Tio 
Aunt Tia 
Family Família 
Friend Amigo/Amiga 
Girlfriend Namorada 
Boyfriend Namorado 
Husband Esposo/Marido 
Wife  Esposa 
People Pessoas 



Person Pessoa 
Adult Adulto 
Teenager Adolescente 
Child Criança 
Baby Bebê/Nenê 
Man  Homem 
Woman Mulher 
Girl Menina/Garota 
Boy  Menino/Garoto/Rapaz 

Head Cabeça 
Neck Pescoço 
Back As costas 
Spine Coluna 
Legs Pernas 
Feet Pés 
Toes Dedos dos pés 
Shoulders  Ombros 
Arms Braços 
Hands Mãos 
Fingers Dedos 
Ears  Orelhas 
Eyes Olhos 
Nose Nariz 
Cheeks Bochechas 
Mouth Boca 
Tongue Língua 
Teeth Dentes 
Heart Coração 
Brain Cérebro 
Lungs Pulmões 
Blood Sangue 
Skin Pele 
Hair  Cabelo 
Hairbrush Escova de cabelo 
Toothbrush Escova de dente 
Floss Fio dental 
Sink Pia 
Mirror Espelho 
Razor Barbeador 
Soap Sabão 

Shampoo Xampu 
Conditioner Condicionador 
Bathroom Banheiro 
Shower  Banho 
Wet Molhado 
Dry Seco 
Towel Toalha 
Tall Alto 
Short Baixo 
Fat Gordo 
Skinny  Magro 
Happy Feliz 
Sad Triste 
Angry Nervoso 
Bored Entediado 
Excited Animado 
In love Apaixonado 
My love Meu amor 
My dear Querido/Querida 
Table Mesa 
Chair Cadeira 
Couch Sofá 
Lamp Lâmpada 
Desk Mesa/Escrivaninha 
Bed Cama 
Pillow Travesseiro 
Blanket Cobertor 
Closet Armário 
Clothes Roupas 
Hat Chapéu 
Shirt Camisa/Blusa 
Coat Casaco/Jaqueta 
Pants Calça 
Jeans Calça-jeans 
Dress Vestido 
Skirt Saia 
Shoes Sapatos 
Flip-flops Chinelos 
Sandals Sandálias 
Socks Meias 



Gloves Luvas 
Purse Bolsa 
Backpack Mochila 
Wallet Carteira 
Computer Computador 
Keyboard Teclado 
Monitor Monitor 
Headphones Fones 
Cell phone Celular 
Speaker Alto-falante 
Internet Internet 
Wi-Fi Wi-fi 
Bluetooth  Bluetooth 
Download Baixar 
Music Música 
Video Vídeo 
Concert Concerto 
Dance Balada 
Restaurant Restaurante 
Club Clube 
Street  Rua 
Food Comida 
Drinks Bebidas 
Fruit Fruta 
Vegetables Vegetais/Legumes 
Meat Carne 
Bread Pão 
Cheese Queijo 
Milk Leite 
Butter Manteiga 
Eggs Ovos 
Sugar Açúcar 
Salt Sal 
Pepper Pimenta 
Juice Suco 
Coffee  Café 
Refrigerator Geladeira 
Freezer Congelador 
Oven Forno 
Countertop Bancada 

Cupboard Guarda-louça 
Dishes Louça 
Plate Prato 
Bowl Tigela 
Cup Xícara/Copo 
Knife Faca 
Fork Garfo 
Spoon Colher 
Spatula Espátula 
Frying Pan Frigideira 
Pot Panela 
Can opener Abridor de lata 
Jar Jarra 
Microwave Microondas 
Blender Liquidificador 
Doctor Médico 
Nurse Enfermeira 
Police Polícia 
Fireman Bombeiro 
Job  Trabalho 
Life Vida 
Death Morte 
Sick Doente 
Healthy Saudável 
Better Melhor 
Worse Pior 
Hurt Machucar 
Injured Ferido 
Pain Dor 
Weak Fraco 
Strong Forte 
Awake Acordado 
Asleep Dormindo 
Money Dinheiro 
Dollar Dólar 
Real Real 
Coin Moeda 
Cent Centavo 
Cash Efetivo 
Change Trocos 



Check Cheque 
Charge Cobrar 
Debit Débito 
Credit Crédito 
Card Cartão 
Buy Comprar 
Sell Vender 
Borrow Emprestar 
Steal Roubar 
Rich Rico 
Poor Pobre 
Not yet Ainda não 
Still Ainda 
Never Nunca 
Always Sempre 
Maybe Pode ser/Talvez 
Yes Sim 
No Não 
Why Por que 
Because Porque 
Probably Provavelmente 
Definitely Definitivamente 
Of course Com Certeza 
Almost Quase 
Close Perto 
Far Distante 
Long Longo 
High Alto 
Low Baixo 
Little Pouco/Pequeno 
Big Grande 
Wide Amplo 
Narrow Estreito 
Round Redondo 
Flat Plano 
Sharp Afiado 
Square Quadrado 
Circle Círculo 
Triangle Triângulo 
Cube Cubo 

Ball Bola 
Tennis Tênis 
Basketball Basquetebol 
Baseball Beisebol 
Soccer Futebol 
Football Futebol Americano 
Volleyball Vôlei 
Sports Esportes 
Television Televisão 
Film Filme 
Comedy Comédia 
Drama Drama 
Horror Horror 
Cartoon Desenho animado 
Character Personagem 
Actor Ator 
Celebrity Celebridade 
Name Nome 
Age Idade 
Sign Sinal 
Race Raça 
Nationality Nacionalidade 
Gender Gênero 
Drink Beber 
Eat Comer 
Sleep Dormir 
Wake Despertar/Acordar 
Walk Caminhar 
Run Correr 
Swim Nadar 
Hike Fazer trilha 
Climb Escalar 
Live Viver 
Talk Conversar/Falar 
Laugh Rir 
Smile Sorrir 
Sing Cantar 
Stand Ficar de pé 
Sit Sentar 
Lay Deitar 



Blink Piscar 
Listen Escutar/Ouvir 
Fly Voar 
Pray Rezar/Orar 
Make Fazer 
Break Quebrar 
Finish Terminar 
Begin Começar 
Thank you Obrigada 
You're welcome De nada 
Please Por favor 
No Thanks Não, obrigado 
Arrive Chegar 
Leave Sair 
Begin Começar 
Continue Continuar 
Stop Parar 
Repeat Repetir 
Practice Praticar 
Learn Aprender 
Study Estudar 
To work Trabalhar 
The O/A 
That Esse/Aquele/Isso 
This Este/Esta/Isto 
These Estes/Estas 
Those Esses/Aqueles 
They Eles/Elas 
Them Eles/Elas 
It Isto/Aquilo 
A Um/uma 
An Um/uma 
Many Vários 
Some Uns/Umas/Algum 
Something Alguma coisa 
Anything Qualquer coisa 
Everything Tudo 
Nothing Nada 
Quarter Quarto 
Half Metade/Meio 

Whole Inteira 
Piece Pedaço/peça 
Who Quem 
What O que 
When Quando 
Why Por que 
Where Onde 
Which Qual/ Que 
How Como 
How much Quanto 
Thought Pensamento 
Idea Ideia 
Dream Sonho 
Wish Desejo 
Hope Esperança 
Peace Paz 
Purpose Objetivo/propósito 
Destiny Destino 
Future Futuro 
Past Passado 
Present Presente 
Then Então/Aqeula hora 
Truth Verdade 
Lie Mentira 
Promise Promessa 
Faith Fé 
Believe Acreditar 
Doubt Dúvidar 
Suffer Sofrer 
Shame Vergonha 
Embarrassed Envergonhado 
Guilt Culpa 
Guilty Culpado 
Innocent Inocente 
Crime Crime 
Help Ajuda 
Victim Vítima 
Hero Herói 
Slave Escravo 
Master Mestre 



Monster Monstro 
Demon Demônio 
Angel Anjo 
God Deus 
Satan Satan 
Devil Diabo 
Evil Mal 
Good Bom 
Heaven Paraíso/O céu 
Hell Inferno 
Safe Seguro 
Dangerous Perigoso 
King Rei 
Queen Rainha 
Prince Principe 
Princess Princesa 
Castle Castelo 
Kingdom Reino 
Knight Cavaleiro 
Sword Espada 
Shield Escudo 
Gun Arma/Pistola 
Bullet Bala 
Fear Medo 
Bravery Bravura/Ousadia 
Value Valor 
Characteristic Característica 
Quality Qualidade 
Personality Personalidade 
Type Tipo/Modelo 
Classe Classe 
Level Nível 
Game Jogo 
Videogame Video-jogo 
Control Controle 
On Ligado 
Off Desligado 
Reset Reiniciar 
Crazy Louco/Doido 
Sanity Sanidade 

Weird Esquisito 
Normal Normal 
Different Diferente 
Scary Assustador 
Cool Legal 
Nice Simpático 
Funny Engraçado 
Annoying Irritante 
Health Saúde 
Psychology Psicologia 
Biology Biologia 
Geology Geologia 
Geography Geografia 
History História 
Math Matemática 
Chemistry Química 
Physics Física 
Language Língua/Idioma 
Art Arte 
Band Banda 
Instrument Instrumento 
Guitar Violão/Guitarra 
Piano Piano 
Violin Violino 
Keyboard Teclado 
Trumpet Trompete 
Flute Flauta 
Drums Bateria 
Harmonica Harmônica 
Song Canção/Música 
Lyrics Letra da música 
Melody Melodia 
Tune Afinação 
Sound Som 
Wise Sábio/Sensato 
Dumb Idiota 
Stupid Estúpido 
Smart Esperto 
Intelligent Inteligente 
Ignorant Ignorante 



Careless Descuidado 
Careful Cuidadoso 
Blind Cego 
Deaf Surdo 
Mute Mudo 
Paralyzed Paralisado 
Shocked Chocado 
Flu Gripe 
Fever Febre 
Cold Resfriado 
Choking Sufocando 
Coughing Tossindo 
Sneezing Espirrando 
Breathing Respirando 
Living Vivendo 
Dying Morrendo 
Smiling Sorrindo 
Crying Chorando 
Screaming Gritando 
Singing Cantando 
Talking Falando 
Arguing Discutindo 
Fighting Brigando 
Punch Soco 
Kick Chute 
Slap Tapa 
Fall Cair 
Throw Jogar 
Cover Cobrir 
Material Material 
Cloth Tecido/Pano 
Plastic Plástico 
Glass Vidro 
Wood Madeira 

Metal Metal 
Rubber Borracha 
Liquid Líquido 
Solid Sólido 
Hot  Quente 
Cold Frio 
Warm Caloroso/Meio quente 
Freeze Congelar 
Melt Derreter 
Ice Gelo 
Fire Fogo/Incêndio 
Wind Vento 
Rain Chuva 
Raindrop Gota de chuva 
Snow Neve 
Snowflake Floco de neve 
Earth Terra 
Ground Chão 
Planet Planeta 
Stars Estrelas 
Sun sol 
Moon Lua 
Astronomy Astronomia 
Astrology Astrologia 
Constellations Constelações 
Planet Planeta 
Mercury Mercúrio 
Venus Vênus 
Mars Marte 
Jupiter Júpiter 
Saturn  Saturno 
Neptune Netuno 
Uranas Uranas 
Pluto Plutão 

 

 

 

 



In addition to these words above, have another look at the preposition table 

you saw in, Day 4: Lesson 3 - Word-Contractions And Prepositions: 

 

Prepositions In English Prepositions In Portuguese 

 

Below Abaixo 

Above Acima 

Beyond Além 

In addition to Além de 

Before Antes 

Prior to Antes de 

Beside Ao lado de 

Despite Apesar de 

Around Aproximadamente 

That Aquele, aquela 

Those Aqueles, aquelas 

Until Até 

Behind Atrás 

Across Através de 

Through Através 

As well as Bem como 

With Com 

As Como 

According to Conforme 

Against Contra 

From De 

Of De 

Inside Dentro 

Within Dentro de 

After Depois 

Since Desde 

Due to Devido a 

Unlike Diferente de 

Far from Distante, longe de 

During Durante 

At Em 



In Em 

Into Em 

On Em 

On top of Em cima de 

Toward Em direção a 

On behalf of Em nome de 

Around Em torno de 

Instead of Em vez de 

Among Entre 

Between Entre 

This Este, esta 

These Estes, estas 

Except Exceto 

Except for Exceto 

Out Fora 

Outside Fora de 

Outside of Fora de 

Plus Mais 

But Mas 

In front of Na frente de 

Opposite Oposto 

For Para 

To Para 

Down Para baixo 

Up Para cima 

Near Perto 

Near to Perto de 

By Por 

Per Por 

Because of Por causa de 

Next Próximo 

Close to Próximo a 

Next to Próximo de 

Than Que 

Without Sem 

Under Sob 

About Sobre 

Over Sobre 

As far as Tanto quanto 



So much of what it means to learn another language is knowing 

vocabulary, and obviously it is extremely important to become familiar with 

as many words as possible in order to speak like a native. The lists of 

words in this lesson, though they are pretty long, are not even kind of close 

to how many words exist in Portuguese.  

However, these are a lot of the words that I encounter most often and on a 

daily basis. If you can devote yourself to looking over these vocabulary 

words several times and committing them to memory, you will be thanking 

yourself very often in the future. 

This brings us to the end of the learning material for this course. With 

everything that you have encountered here, you are more than ready to 

step outside these lessons and start your journey towards more advance 

topics. In the next lesson in this module, I am going to give you my advice 

for the very best way to do this and where to go from here. 

 

Don’t miss this one. 

                            

 



Lesson 7 - How To Gain Experience Quickly And Powerfully 

  

As you know, I have created this course using what I have learned through 

both personal experiences, as well as trial and error. My goal here has 

been to get you to the point where the most bizarre concepts in Portuguese 

are no longer foreign to you so that you do not get tripped up on the 

oddities and ambiguity of the language itself as you continue to learn. 

 

You are at the point now where any additional information you take in 

regarding Portuguese is going to make so much more sense to you. 

It is at this time that I want to offer my recommendations on what you 

should do next and where you should focus your time from here on out.  

 

The very first thing that I believe that you should be doing, if you are not 

already, is using Duolingo. I assume that probably already are so I will not 

go into too much detail about how it works and all that, but on the off-

chance that you have not yet heard of it, I’ll say a bit about it. 

 

Duolingo is a free app that you can download (or access on a PC or 

Laptop) that teaches many languages. Obviously, you will be focusing on 

Portuguese. You simply download the app for free for Android or Apple and 

set up a free account. After you are in, select Portuguese and start 

learning.  

 

The app does a very good job of presenting a wide variety of vocabulary 

and useful phrases. In fact, I would never be where I am today had I not 

utilized Duolingo. It’s role in my progress can’t be overlooked and I am sure 

that, if you use it seriously, you will also see similar progress. 

 

I will say a few things about Duolingo’s weak points really quick. Though it 

does a fantastic job at presenting vocabulary, it lacks in grammatical 

explanations. What I mean to say, is that you are not going to get out of 



Duolingo what you have learned in this course. However, this course has 

set you up in such a way that when you do use Duolingo from here on out, 

you will be very happy with how much you are suddenly able to 

understand. 

 

You can check it out at: https://www.duolingo.com 

The next thing I want to make mention of is perhaps the most powerful tool 

I have ever found when it comes to learning basic Portuguese, and that is 

the ‘Pimsleur courses.’ 

 

Like Duolingo, it is an app that you can download (or access on a PC or 

Laptop) that teaches many languages. Obviously, you will be focusing on 

Portuguese. You simply download the app for Android or Apple and set up 

an account. 

 

Pimsleur’s courses are set up in a very unique way in which you learn the 

language explicitly by listening to conversations that are specifically 

designed to call attention to particular syllables and words. 

 

The Pimsleur Portuguese course closed the gap and fit together many of 

the missing pieces I needed to really understand the language coherently. 

 

The Pimsleur app is not free unfortunately, but it is very cheap for a 

monthly subscription. I believe it’s only like fifteen bucks a month or so, and 

they also offer a 7-day free trial, as of the time I am saying this. For the 

Portuguese course, there are 30 lessons in total, each 30 minutes long 

and, much like this course, each lesson builds on the previous one.  

 

The weak points of the Pimsleur course are similar to those of Duolingo, in 

that it is great for learning vocabulary and how to pronounce words with the 

Brazilian accent however, it lacks in grammatical clarity, at times. 

 

https://www.duolingo.com/


I should probably throw out there that I am not affiliated with either 

Duolingo or Pimsleur, I just happen to have used them both and believe in 

their ability to change the game, when used in tandem with this course. 

You can check out Pimsleur here: https://www.pimsleur.com 

I firmly believe that after you have studied thoroughly the content of this 

course, you should go and do the Pimsleur Portuguese course. After that, 

break out Duolingo and do a little each day. If you want to be fluent, these 

steps will get you there, quickly. Guaranteed. 

Now, another secret to my progress is media.  

It may have already dawned on you somewhere along the way but, just in 

case it has not, you can listen to a constant stream of Brazilian Radio 

online. Just google the term “Brazilian Radio” and select from any number 

of results. 

 Aside from this, Spotify and Pandora have an absolute ton of Brazilian 

music from all genres that you honestly should be listening to every day.  

It’s crazy how much I have learned just by listening to Brazilian music.  

 

Then, of course, there is one of the most powerful tools you have at your 

disposal… television and videos. Let me tell you something, pretty much 

any movie you can think of, whether it’s Disney, Pixar, or any other studio, 

you can find a version either dubbed in Portuguese, or at the very least, 

with Portuguese subtitles (legendas).  

 

Again, just google the name of the movie or TV show you are looking for 

and type, “dublado em português,” or, “legendado em português,” after the 

title. There are several legal websites that you can find that host these 

versions and let me tell you, very few things will give you more context than 

watching movies or series that you have already seen in English.  

 

And last, but certainly not least, immerse yourself in the language in real 

life. 

https://www.pimsleur.com/


  

Now obviously this may not always be possible, as not all of us have 

Brazilians around us every day. But let me say, any chance that you do get 

to exercise your fluency, get out and do so.  

 

Nothing will get you speaking and understanding faster than having real life 

conversations with native speakers. Something you can do that I have 

made use of is search around in your area for Brazilian events. Quite often, 

near major cities, there are events hosted by Brazilians.  

 

There are something like half a million Brazilians in the united states and 

most of them enjoy getting together and hanging out with other people.  

 

There are plenty of opportunities for you to seek out these groups and join 

in. And let me just say, there is no need to be shy. Generally speaking, the 

Brazilian people are some of the friendliest people on the planet!  

            

 

             



Lesson 8 - Concluding Remarks  

 

So, you have made it to the end of the course. Well done! 

It is my true belief that at this point, if you took in all the information 

presented to you in each lesson, in each module, there is no chance that 

you have not learned a lot of Portuguese here. 

 

In the last lesson, I mentioned the most important things you can do to take 

what you have learned here and multiply it thousands of times over in a 

short amount of time.  

 

Those things were: 

➢ Download and do the 30 Portuguese lessons in the Pimsleur app. 

➢ Download and do the free course on Portuguese in the Duolingo app. 

➢ Begin listening to Brazilian music every day however you prefer. 

➢ Begin watching all movies and shows in Portuguese when possible. 

➢ Get out there and meet Brazilians living in your area. 

 

Now, I want to readdress something that I said back in, Day 6: Lesson 1 - 

Tenses Beyond The Present Indicative: 

 

“When we were looking at the various conjugations for the various tenses, I 

mentioned that for irregular verbs, they do not really follow all the same 

rules. This is true and unfortunately there is really nothing to be done aside 

from simply memorizing the conjugations as you continue on in your 

studies.” 

 

But I did not want to just leave it at that. I want to let you know that there is 

a website that conjugates verbs for you.  

You can think of it as something of a calculator, but for verbs.  



It is extremely useful and very easy to use. Simply enter the infinitive form 

of any verb in the search box and hit “enter” and poof, you will have all the 

conjugations of the verb, and yes, even irregular verbs.  

 

The website address is: https://www.the-conjugation.com/portuguese 

This is perhaps one of the most useful tools I have ever found. Save this 

site on your phone so that you can always check a conjugation no matter 

where you might be. You never know when you’re going to learn a new 

Portuguese verb! 

There is one other website that I have found to be super helpful in my 

studies and I want you to have it too. 

 

This website allows you to search all words in Portuguese that start with, 

contain, or end with any letter or combination of letters. 

 

For examples, let’s say you wanted to see all the words in Portuguese that 

end with, “ente,” you will simply type in, “ente,” into the, “ending with,” box 

and hit enter. And, lo and behold, you will see all the words that end with 

this suffix. Very cool indeed. 

 

The website address is: https://www.ezglot.com/more-words.php 

 

My last bit of advice for you is this… do this course again. 

I know that sounds like a lot, but really, I mean it.  

Take the time to go back to the first day and go through each module 

again, one by one. By the time you get back to this sentence, you will be 

shocked at how much you have learned here and how much more you 

picked up the second time around. 

 

 

And so, with that, I bid you farewell for now.  

https://www.the-conjugation.com/portuguese
https://www.ezglot.com/more-words.php


I truly hope that you have enjoyed your time with me here in this course, 

and I am grateful for the opportunity to have taught you what I truly believe 

to be the most important aspects of the Portuguese language. 

 

Take care and good luck in your future studies. 

 

Tchau! 

 

 

 

 

- Galilee Berman 



Bonus Lesson 1 - The Power of Ir, Ter, Ser, Estar and 
Haver  

 

Ah so, you have come to the bonus lesson, huh? 

Very good! I admire your tenacity.  

 

This lesson was not included in the main course material as it is really 

something that is not necessarily “necessary” to know when you are first 

starting out. But let me tell you, it sure is helpful as you get into heavier 

topics and advancing your abilities, especially if your goal is to speak like a 

native.  

 

Getting right to it, in English we have a variety of ways to talk about the 

state of things, whether that is. ‘to be in the present,’ ‘to have been in the 

past,’ ‘to be in the future,’ or even ‘having have been.’ 

These concepts all exist in Portuguese but to discuss them adequately we 

have to make use of five particular verbs: ir, ter, ser, estar, and haver.  

 

Throughout the course, you have seen each of these verbs in action, 

whether you noticed them each time or not. Each of these is an irregular 

verb and so sometimes their conjugations do not always lend to recognition 

when we first look at them. Especially the verb, “ir.” Its conjugations don’t 

even use the same letters. Very confusing at first. 

 

Let’s go ahead and start with, “ir,” (to go) and see why it is so useful when 

discussing the future. 

 

You learned earlier that the future tense simply is the infinitive form of a 

verb with an, “ei,” “á,” “emos,” or, “ão,” suffix added.  

For example: “I will go out,” is, “eu sairei,” which is the verb, “sair,” with, 

“ei,” added on after the, “r.”  

 



Well, this is just one way to say that something will happen in Portuguese. 

The other way is to make use of the verb, “ir,” in such a way that it means, 

“going to,” or, “will,” rather than simply, “to go.”  

Let’s jump straight to the examples: 

I am going to the store. Eu vou para a loja. 

You are going to your room Você vai para o seu quarto 

She will go to the mall. Ela vai para o shopping 

He is going to the lake. Ele vai para o lago. 

We are going to church. Nós vamos para a igreja. 

They will go home. Eles vão para casa 

Those are going to the trash Esses vão para o lixo. 

You saw back in the lesson on conjugation that the present progressive 

gerund of the verb, “ir,” is, “indo.”  

We can make use of, “indo” in the same way that we say, “going,” in 

English. 

  

For example: “I am going to the store,” could also be said as, “eu estou 

indo para a loja.” In this way, we are not conjugating the word, “ir,” because 

of any noun, but rather are taking advantage of the verb, “estar,” 

conjugating it, and using it with the gerund, “indo,” to make an equivalent 

statement.  

Some more examples? 

I think so: 

I am going to the store. Eu estou indo para a loja. 

You are going to your room Voce esta indo para o seu quarto 

She will go to the mall. Ela está indo ao shopping. 

He is going to the lake. Ele está indo para o lago. 

We are going to church. Nós estamos indo para a igreja. 

They will go home. Eles estão indo para casa. 

Those are going to the trash Esses estão indo para o lixo 



Makes sense? 

I hope so. 

 

Let’s move on now to the verb, “ter.”  

There are a few reasons why I wanted to discuss, “ter.”   

 

One is because Brazilians have several phrases in which they use this verb 

where we would use the verb, “to be,” and that can be confusing at 

sometimes. 

 

For example, in Brazil, to say that you are hungry, you will not say that you, 

“are,” hungry, but rather, you will say that you, “have,” hunger. 

 

For this reason, “ter,” suddenly becomes very important.  

In order to speak like a native, you don’t want Brazilians thinking that your 

name is Hungry. 

There are a few usages like this that are most important to know: 

• To say that you are hungry or thirsty. 

• To tell your age. 

• To say you are hurting. 

• To say you miss something. 

• To say you are in a hurry.  

 

Let’s check these out in action: 

I am hungry. Eu tenho fome. 

You are thirsty. Você tem sede. 

Her head hurts. Ela tem dor de cabeça. 

He is twenty years old. Ele tem vinte anos. 

We miss you. Nós temos saudades de você. 

They are in a hurry. Eles têm pressa. 



Now, of course there are other ways to say all of these examples, but this 

is to demonstrate to you that, “ter,” can be used in these situations, and 

often is. 

 

“Ter,” can also mean, “there is,” and, “there are.” 

For example: 

There is a fire in the oven. Tem fogo no forno. 

There are stars in the sky. Têm estrelas no céu. 

There is too much water here. Tem muita água aqui. 

There are many pieces. Têm vários pedaços. 

 

Another very common use of the verb, “ter,” is when saying, “have to.” 

In order to say this in Portuguese, we use the various forms of the word, 

“ter,” and add the word, “que,” after it; “ter que.” 

 

Some examples of this are: 

I have to go soon. Eu tenho que ir em breve. 

You are going to have to leave. Você vai ter que sair. 

She has to sit down. Ela tem que se sentar. 

They have to fly home. Eles têm que voar para casa. 

We have to stop doing this. Nós temos que parar de fazer isto. 

 

Moving on to the verb, “ser,” there are just a few things I want to mention, 

as they are quite useful when trying to construct some sentences. 

 

Using the progressive gerund for the verb, “ser,” we get, “sendo.”  

This is the English equivalent of the word, “being.”  

In order to do this properly, we must, once again, make use of the 

conjugations of, “estar,” in order to say, “is being,” “are, being,” and so on. 



 

Some examples are: 

I am being brave. Eu estou sendo corajoso. 

You will be being the queen. Você estará sendo a rainha. 

She is being rude. Ela está sendo rude. 

He is being the teacher. Ele está sendo o professor. 

They are being funny. Eles estão sendo engraçados. 

Being like that? No thank you. Sendo assim? Não, obrigado. 

  

Moving on to the verb, “estar.”  

Using the progressive gerund for the verb, “estar,” we get, “estando.”  

 

This is also the English equivalent of the word, “being” but, as you know, 

we use it for temporary concepts.  

 

Some examples are:  

Even being close, I still miss you. Mesmo estando perto, eu ainda sinto sua falta. 

Being in the city, they get lost. Estando na cidade, eles ficam perdidos. 

Being drunk, she acts differently. Estando bebeda, ela age diferentemente. 

Being sick, he goes to bed early. Ele, estando doente, vai dormir cedo. 

You, being happy, will want to stay. Você, estando feliz, vai querer ficar. 

 

We are now going to look at the verb, “haver.”  

I have saved this one for last, as it is the most ambiguous. 

“Haver,” is used in many different grammatical applications and works 

somewhat like both, “ter,” and, “ser,” depending on the situation.  

 

The conjugations for, “haver,” in the present tense are pretty bizarre and 

somewhat difficult to remember at first. 



They are as follows: 

 

O Verbo, Haver Conjugações 

 

Eu hei 

Você há 

Ele há 

Ela há 

Nós  havemos/hemos 

Eles  hão 

Elas  hão 

 

You will very rarely, if ever, see this verb in its infinitive form. 

In fact, the only times I have ever really used this word were in the third 

person, the pretérito imperfeito (Imperfect) and the pretérito perfeito 

simples (simple past), which is conjugated as, “há,” “havia,” and “houve,” 

respectively. 

 

“Houve,” has several uses. 

  

In some ways, it can mean, “there were,” while in others it can mean, 

“happened,” or there are even some cases where it can mean something 

like, “there have been.” 

Generally speaking, the verb, “haver,” also means, “to be,” but more like in 

a sense that something exists or is currently quantifiable in some way.  

Keep an open mind as you see the following examples, as this is perhaps 

the most peculiar verb in Portuguese, and the most versatile, in my opinion. 

 

 



Examples With, Haver A Tradução portuguesa 

 

There were a lot of fans at the 

game. 

Havia muitos fãs no jogo. 

There are good days. Há bons dias. 

There were various lessons. Houve various lições. 

There have been many interesting 

situations. 

Houve muitas situações 

interessantes. 

What happened here? O que houve aqui? 

There are people there. Há gente lá. 

There were many battles. Havia muitas batalhas. 

 

Though this word is so versatile, it is also interesting because you could go 

a very long time without ever needing to use it. In almost all application of 

the verb, you could substitute it with a version of, “ter,” or, “ser.”  

 

However, if you want to truly sound like a native, you will apply this word to 

your conversation. It will make you sound much more natural. 

I hope you have enjoyed this bonus lesson and that you are able to learn 

these verbs and use them in your life to further your goals with Brazilian 

Portuguese. 

 

Cheers!  

                                                                 



 

Bonus Lesson 2 - Slangs And Idioms 

 

I am very glad you have arrived at this lesson, as it is one of the more fun 

topics of learning any language! 

 

Now, if you came here in the hopes of learning all the curse-words in 

Portuguese, I’m sorry to disappoint you, but I have decided to exclude the 

really bad ones from this course and keep it PG. (psst. Just Google them.) 

However! Stick around, because there is plenty of useful jargon here that 

you absolutely should know if you intend to speak like a native Brazilian. 

 

So let’s jump right to it. 

As with English, Portuguese has a vast amount of slang terms, (gírias) 

colloquialisms, idioms, and so on. Many of these words, terms, and 

phrases don’t make literal sense and should not be translated word for 

word.  

 

For example, you know the old saying, “break a leg!”  

Well, obviously, you don’t want the person to actually do that. 

 

There are a couple of these that I want to make sure you know first of all, 

as they are extremely popular in Brazil, and you will hear them again and 

again. 

 

The first is the word, “cara,”  

This word literally means, “face,” in Portuguese, but Brazilians use it also in 

the same way that Americans use the word, “dude.”  

 

For example, you will hear things like, “ei cara, como vai hein?”  

This is the Portuguese Equivalent of saying, “hey dude, how’s it goin?” 



 

 

Second is the word, “mano.” 

This is like saying, “man,” or, “bro.” 

 

For example, you’ll hear things like, “poxa mano, foi um dia dificil.”  

This is like saying, “damn man, it was a hard day.” 

 

I am going to go ahead now and list the terms that I hear and use the most 

in Portuguese so that you can start speaking like a native, just like I do! 

 

Here we go: 

A Gíria Exemplo De Como Usar  Tradução em inglês 
Nossa Nossa, não acredito. Wow, I don’t believe it. 

Nossa Senhora Nossa senhora! Não faz isso. Holy crap! Don’t do that! 

Meu Deus Ai meu deus! É realmente você? Oh my God! Is it really you? 

Tipo que Tipo que? O que você quer 
dizer? 

Like what? What do you mean? 

Ja era Esqueça, já era. Forget it, it's over. 

Que droga Perdi a aposta, que droga. I lost the bet, what stupid thing. 

Que pena Que pena que seu dinheiro 
acabou. 

It's a shame your money's gone. 

Que chato Ele parou de mandar mensagem 
para você? Que chato. 

He stopped texting you? What a 
boring guy. 

Hein O que você quer fazer, hein? What do you wanna do, huh? 

De boa Estou apenas relaxando, super 
de boa hoje 

I'm just relaxing, super chill 
today. 

Pois é Você ouviu que ele perdeu o 
jogo? Pois é, né? 

Did you hear he lost the game? 
Oh well, right? 

Ah tá Ela já foi embora?Ah tá entendi. She already left? Alright, I 
understand. 

Opa Opa, que assusto. Whoa hey. That scared me. 

Joia Ei João, esta tudo joia? Hey John, is everything good? 

Valeu Vai pegar o carro pra mim? Poxa, 
valeu, cara. 

You’re gonna pick up the car for 
me? Wow, thanks, man. 

É só isso É só isso? Cadê o resto? Is that it? Where’s the rest? 

Que coisa Eu vi o que aconteceu com seu I saw what happened to your 



amigo. Que coisa, hein. friend. What a crazy thing, 
huh? 

Nu Nu! Eu não vi isso chegando. Whoa! I didn't see that coming. 

Deixa pra la Sabe o que? Apenas deixa pra 
la. 

You know what? Just 
nevermind. 

Foi por pouco. Isso foi por pouco. Nunca mais 
faça isso. 

That was close. Never do that 
again. 

Que beleza Peguei o dia de folga. Que 
beleza. 

I got the day off. That’s really 
nice.  

Coisa linda Você viu aquele tiro? Coisa 
linda, né? 

Did you see that shot? That 
was beautiful, right? 

Que bonita Quem é essa menina nova? 
Nossa, que bonita. 

Who is that new girl? Wow, she 
is really pretty. 

Ruim Eu esqueci de estudar. Isso vai 
dar ruim. 

I forgot to study. This is going 
to be bad. 

A ficha caiu Eu não estava entendendo no 
início mas a ficha caiu. 

I wasn't getting it at first but it 
finally clicked. 

Caramba Ei, poxa, você fala português pra 
caramba, hein? 

Hey wow, you speak a lot of 
Portuguese, don’t you! 

Eita Eita… Eu não esperava por isso.  Whoa trippy... I wasn't 
expecting that. 

Que maldição Não acredito que meu carro 
quebrou. Que maldição. 

I can't believe my car broke. 
What a curse. 

Flopar Ninguém está nem aqui. Esta 
festa vai flopar. 

Nobody is even here. This party 
is gonna suck. 

Nada mal Você viu aquele cara de casaco 
de couro? Nada mal, né? 

Did you see that guy in the 
leather coat? Not bad, huh? 

Rolê Tive que esperar 3 horas na 
espera. Que rolê. 

I had to wait on hold 3 hours 
What a runaround. 

Que nojo Alguém vomitou no chão. Que 
nojo. 

Someone puked on the floor. 
How disgusting. 

Rolar Eles não gostavam um do outro. 
Não vai rolar. 

They didn't like each other. It's 
not gonna work out. 

Ranço  Ele está sempre reclamando. 
Estou com ranço dele.  

He is always complaining. I'm 
sick of him. 

E aí? E aí?… É só isso? Ou o que? And?... Is that it? Or what? 

Enrolando  Está só me enrolando. É um 
desperdício tempo. 

You’re just leading me on. It’s 
a waste of time. 

Sextar Depois do trabalho, vou sextar After work, I'm gonna enjoy my 



no clube. friday night at the club. 

Nem brinque Cara, isso é uma cobra. Nem 
brinque com isso. 

Dude, that's a snake. Don't 
even joke about that. 

Jesus Jesus, mano. Você poderia ser 
mais imaturo? 

Jesus, man. Could you be any 
more immature? 

Christ Cristo. Não pode ficar pior 
agora, pode? 

Christ. It can't get any worse 
now, can it? 

Minha nossa Minha nossa! Isso é 
absolutamente incrível! 

Oh, my goodness! That's 
absolutely incredible! 

Mimado Esse garoto é um pirralho 
mimado. 

That boy is a spoiled brat. 

Que tudo Então você se formou e está se 
mudando para Paris. Uau, Que 
tudo! 

So, you graduated, and you are 
moving to Paris. Wow, that's 
great! 

Cadê Cadê o meu super-terno!? Where is my super-suit!? 

Dar bolo Tínhamos um encontro, mas ele 
me deu um bolo. 

We had a date but he stood 
me up. 

Que diabos Que diabos é aquela coisa? What the hell is that thing? 

Bagunçado O seu quarto está realmente 
bagunçado. 

Your room is really messy. 

Negócio Você pode me passar aquele 
negócio ali? 

Can you hand me that thing 
over there? 

Danadinho Ele não segue as regras. Ele é 
bem danadinho. 

He doesn't follow the rules. He's 
a really naughty kid. 

Custoso Aqeula gata é custosa. That cat is really naughty. 

Gostoso Droga. Aquele bolo parecia tão 
gostoso. 

Damn. That cake looked so 
tasty. 

Uma merda Este tempo é uma merda. This weather is crap. 

Gatinha Sua amiga aí é muita gatinha. 
Ela é solteira? 

Your friend there is really 
pretty. Is she single? 

É sério É sério que você a convidou 
para sair e ela te deu um tapa? 

Is it true you asked her out and 
she slapped you? 

Fala sério Nu, fala serio. Eu nunca vou 
fazer isso de novo. 

Heh, tell me about it. I’m never 
doing that again. 

Como não Como não? Claro que vou com 
você. 

How can you even ask that? 
Of course I’m going with you. 

Não pode ser Está chovendo? Nao pode ser. It’s raining? It can’t be. 

Está brincando Você perdeu a casa? Está 
brincando comigo? 

You lost the house? Are you 
kidding me? 



Basteira Você nunca escalou aquela 
montanha. Que basteira é isso. 

You never climbed that 
mountain. What kind of crap is 
that? 

Bosta Esta viagem inteira foi uma 
bosta. 

This whole trip has been crap. 

Fofinho Você viu aquele bebê. Que 
fofinho! 

Did you see that baby. How 
cute! 

Imagino Ah sim, imagino. Eu já fiz isso 
antes. 

Oh yeah, I figured. I’ve already 
done this before. 

 

 

Of course, it should go without saying that there are hundreds, if not 

thousands of other slang terms, idioms, euphemism, and etcetera.  

However, for the time being, if you can get these ones down, you will be 

way ahead of almost anyone else who is learning the language.  

These are terms I use all the time… as in, every day. So, I highly 

encourage you to look them over as many times as you need to. These are 

the ones that will make you sound like a native speaker in real life. 

 

I hope this second bonus lesson has been a good experience for you. 

Now, go out there and knock ‘em dead (…not literally, of course!) 

 

Adeus, my friend! 

 



 


